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Peter

From: Peter Wenzl <peter.wenz|@croptrust.org>
Sent: Saturday, December05, 2015 8:26 AM
To: Andreas Graner; David Marshall; EiizabethArnaud (Bioversity-France); Emily Marclen;

Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT-IN); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRI); Sarah
Ayling; Susan McCouch

Cc: Daniele Manzella; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR Consortium)
Subject: Re: Divseek meeting in Bonn
Attachments: DS_SC—2_15_2 (Updates from JFU OrganI'zations).pdt

Dear DivSeek Steering Committee members,

We're sending you an additional input document withupdates from JFU organizations for your review.

We are looking forward to welcoming you in Bonn. I will be at the Stern Hotel's reception at 18:45 on Monday,
7 Dec, to walk with you to the restaurant where we willhave dinner.

.011 behalfof the Joint FacilitationUnit,

Best regards, Peter

On Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 11:44 AM, Peter Wenzl <Qete1-.wenzl@divseek.org>wrote:
ll Dear DivSeel< Steering Committee members, '

i

Z Please find attached the Agenda and other Documents for the Divseek Steering Committee meeting on

‘Q December8th next week. The meeting will start at 9:00am at thepremises of the Crop Trust (Platz der
3 Vereinten Nationen 7, 53113 Bonn).

In a follow—up message later thisweek, we will send you two additional Documents (No. 2, 3) withnotes and
' updates from Susan and the JFU o1'ganiZations. -

As a reminder, here‘s a quick overview of the logistics:

- Accommodation: Accommodationhas been booked at theHotel Stem, Markt 8, 53111 Bonn,
Germany. Accommodation and breakfasthave been pro-paid by the Crop Trust. All extras are to be
paid by the guest upon check out.

0 Transfer: please see attached sheet for directions from the airport to thehotel, and from the hotel to the
,

Crop Trust offices.

. Per diem: we'll pay you a per diem to cover costs for meals not provided by us. It should also cover

incidentals such as transpoit to/from the airport.

- Dinner on 7 Dec: you're invited for a joint dinner at 19:00 on the evening before themeeting at the
Ruland Restaurant, Bischhofspiatz 1, Bonn. This is a 2-min walk from the hotel.



I

Please do not hesitate to Contact us in case you've any questions in regard to the agenda, documents or the
5 logistics of the meeting.

= Looking forward to meeting you next week!

On behalfof the Joint FacilitationUnit,

j Peter

PeterWenz!
DivSeek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust

1 Piatz dervereinten Nationen 7 -

53113 Bonn, Germany
.

Office: +49 228 85427 126
Mobnaj
www.orogtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



 
DS/SC-211 5/2

Updates since the last meeting of the Steering Committee

Infi:mmn'0'unote by the Joim Ftrcrflifltfforr Um’!

This document contains inforinationon relevant developments withinthe various work tracks
of the organizations thatserve the Joint FacilitationUnit. 

 
The Committee is invited to appraise the developments in the light of the vision, mission and
principles of DivSeek,'as well as its current status and expected progress.

1. Global Plant Council
The Global Plant Council undertook an initial landscape of projects of relevance for Divseek,
wliich included those characterizinggenebank accessions, web-based portals to access crop
diversity data, and projects developing software or data standards for sharing information
about crop diversity. A summary of this was presented at the Steering Committee (SC)
meeting in Rome in May.

At thismeeting, it was recommended that the initial landscape study be extended to highlight
less visible projects, and those areas where DivSeek might facilitatecoordination and help to

leverage the sharing of informationand expertise among different projects. To achieve this, an

emailwas sent to all Divseek memberorganizations to request informationon additional
projects.
To date an additional 25 projects have been identified; further informationabout these, as Well
as the previous projects, are provided in Appendix 1.

In summary,26 infrastructure, tools and standards projects; l2 crop/species databases and
portals; 29 gemiplasm evaluation projects; 2 reference genome projects, and 4 other projects
have been identified.

To help make progress in the general areas of data standards and data integration, the Global
Plant Council’sExecutive Director Ruth Bastow has been workingwith theNSF, DOE,
USDA, BBSRC and DFG, to organize three events at the Plant and Animal Genome (PAG)
meeting in San Diego in January 2016. These events comprise two open forum workshops,
followed by a brainstormingsession thatwill bring together 50475 invited scholars from
diverse fields. During these events participants will seek to address how investments in
genomics, phenomics, and information managementcan be leveraged to advance frontiers in
basic, translational,and applied plant biological research by supporting data integration and
re-use. The series of events seeks to encourage cross-disciplinary discussions to develop key
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priorities for strategic national and international investments thatadvance the development of
data—clriven approaches to predictive phenomics in plants.
In addition to the activities listed above RuthBastow has also presented the concept of
DivSeel( at a numberof events and meetings including:

0 XV BrazilianCongress of Plant Physiology
0 InternationalPlant Molecular Biology Congress
0 GPC AGM

2. InternationalTreatyon Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
The Governing Body of the InternationalTreatyheld its SixthSession on 5-9 October 2015.

The Chairperson of the Sixth Session, the Secretary of the Treaty and theExecutive Director
of the Global Crop Diversity Trust referred to DiVSeel( in theirwritten reports to the
Governing Body, a.nd in their interventions during the Session. Delegates of Contracting
Parties and civil society organizations considered DivSeek, under the agenda item on the
Global Information System and other agenda items, such as on the enhancementof the
MultilateralSystem of Access and Beneiit—Sliaring.This witnesses thehigh level of attention
that the initiative is receiving from the constituency of the International Treaty.
Two Resolutions of the Governing Body contain direct references to DivSeel( and its Joint
FacilitationUnit.

In Resolution 3/2015 on the Global Information System, the Governing Body:
— noted thatthe Secretariatparticipates in the Joint FacilitationUnit of the DivSeek

initiative, with the View to enabling synergies with the Global InformationSystem in full
respect of the provisions of the Treaty,and requested the Secretary to continue doing it;

— requested the Secretary to invite DivSeel( stakelloideis to report on the implications
for the objectives of the Treatyof the technologies underlyingthe DivSeek initiative and to
compilea synthesis report on this for consideration by the Governing Body at its Seventh
Session.

DivSeel< is also referred to in the multi-year programme of work of the Global In formation
System. In relation to the promotion of transparency on the rights and obligations of users for
accessing, sharing and using crop germpiasm associated information, and ways to exercise
those rights and obligations withinthe Global Information System, the programme of work is
to develop a deeper understanding of the applicabilityand impacts of models developed in
other parts of the Treaty,such as the Multilateral System of Access and Benefit Sharing, and
initiatives such as DivSeek.

The programme of worlc contains several other activitiessuch the development of software
and technical infrastructure, standard setting and capacity development thatcould overlap
with the first programme of work of DivSeek, based on the discussions thathave already
taken place during 20_15, and could benefitfrom close collaboration.

The full text of Resolution 3/2015 is appended to this document (Appendix2).
In Resolution 8/2015, on policy guidance to the Global Crop Diversity Trust, the Governing
‘Body:

— commended the Trust for its close collaborationwith the Treaty Secretariat on the
Global Information System, inter alia through thejoint development of Genesys and the



            
  

           
               

              
           

                
              

           
            

              
             

           
            
             

       

             
            

               
         

           
             

            
             

             
          
           

            
           

            
               

                 
       

     

               
              
             

             
              
                   
           

      

              
          

           

 

DivSeek Initiative, in accordance with the Treaty‘sobjectives and provisions, especially
Article 17;

- encouraged the Trust to support, in its activities,synergies and complementarities
with the Programmeof Work on the Global -InformationSystem in recognition of the mandate
and standard setting capacity of the Governing Body and to continue close collaboration with

‘ the Treaty Secretariat on thejoint facilitationof theDivSeeI< initiative.

AnotherResolution of the Governing Body refers to a themethatmay be relevant to DivSeek
‘in its further progress. Resolution l/2015 on measures to enhance the functioningof the
Multilateral System of Access and Benefit-Sharing,emphasized the importance of collections
thatare fully characterizedand evaluated, includingspecific traits, genomics and phenotypic
characterizationand appealed to bothContractingParties‘ to the Treatyand natural and legal
persons to make them available in the Multilateralsystem togetherwith the relevant
characterizationinformation. The Governing Body re—convened the workinggroup thathas
been negotiatingenhancementmeasures for theMultilateral System since 2013 and requested
such Group, inter alfa, to consider the issues regarding genetic informationassociated with
the material accessed from the Multilateral System.
The Treaty Secretariat also contributed extensively to the research project conducted by the
ArizonaState University (ASU) which has beenjointly commissioned by the Treaty
Secretariat and the Trust. An update and summary of this contribution is contained in the
Memorandum on the DivSeek Governance Research Project (document DS/SC-2/l5/5).
Finally,the TreatyBenefit-sharingFund financed a workshopfor the multi-country
construction of a test platform for the development a11d allocation of globallyunique

V identifiers for rice germplasm, linking the MLS information infrastructure and the DivSeek
repository, as well as the Platform for Co-development and Transferof Rice Technologies.
The workshop was attended by scientists, researchers and expert of the Global Biodiversity
InformationFacility(GBIF), theDivSeek IFU, the AfricanAgricultural Technology '

Foundation (AATF),the Chinese Academy ofAg1'iculti1ral Sciences (CAAS), IRRI, Collima
Agro, the Agriculture Research Center of Lao, PhilRice and Indonesian‘Agency for -

Agricultural Research and Development (IAARD), inter alia. It contributed to the
establishment of a multi—country platform for applicationof Digital Object Identifiers for
genetic resources of rice. This platform will also be connected with the infi‘astruetu1‘e of the
MLS and with a numberof rice databases chosen in the context of the GLIS. The workshop
was heid in September2015 at IAARD.

3. Global Crop Diversity Trust

Since the meeting in May, the Crop Trust has presented DivSeek at theAnnual General
Meeting ofthe GenebankCRP (Turkey)and conferences of the Crop Science Society of
America (USA), the European’ Plant Phenoryping Network (Spain), and the COSTAcn'on on

PhenotypingPlatforms (Germany). An increasingnumberof people in the audienceseem to
be wondering when DivSeekwill start generating tangible outputs and what these outputs will
be. As a result, the Crop Trust has been reflectingon the scope and role of DivSeek so that it
can generate useful outputs for thescientificcommunityin the near future.

What is the scope ofDz’vSeek?

Genebanlts have longwaited for an opportunity to unlock the genetic potential of their
holdings. Gen_omics researchers have started to deploy cutting-edge technologies to
systematicallycharacterizecrop diversity. Breeders would like to more effectively utilize
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genetic variation to speed up genetic gains. DivSeel< could be seen as the area where the
interests of these three stakeholder groups intersect. Cleariy,research in this area is rapidly
acceleratingand will continue to do so, irrespective of Dix/Seek. DivSeelc, however, could add
value to otherwise uncoordinated efforts by establishing and advocating a common set of
tools, approaches, and platforms.
The Crop Trust’s initial role was to encourage and assist these communities to gatheraround
the common goal of unlocking theValue of crop diversity. The resulting DivSeek partnership
was intended to be a research-driven initiative for and by scientists, as there is much that
needs to be done withinthe scientific arena to best utilizegenetic resources for the benefitof
food security and diet quality. We thereforebelievethatDivSeel< needs to maintain a

research-driven focus.

At the recent Governing Body (GB) meeting of the InternationalTreaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) DiVSeel( stakeholders were asked to
investigate the implicationsof technologies for the objectives of theITPGRFA.‘Althoughthis
is an important topic for the ITPGRFA, we believeit goes beyondthe originally intended
scope of DivSeek. The discussions at the GB meeting illustratedhow much DivSeel< has
becomea topic of thepolitical discourse among’ ITPGRFA stakeholders.

Given these discussions, it is important to reflect on who the key constituencies ofDivSeek
are. vWas Divseek meant to embrace the entire spectrum of PGRFA stakeholders, including
R&D organizations, governments, farmers, NGOS, and consumers? We believenot.
Convincing independently managed research projects to agree on a common set of standards,
approaches, and actions is a challenging~ enough task on its own! Other,better-prepared fora
exist to deal with policy-relatedtopics at the science-society interface where some of the
conflictsseem to arise. Instead, the ‘policy’ component of DivSeek should primarilyfocus on

how researchers and organizations participate in the Initiative, interactwith each other, and
share the data generated. '

The needfor an eflective organizationalstructure

The governance-relatedinput documents for the SC meeting deal withquestions of leadership
in the context of operationai effectiveness and consensus among stakeholders. In our opinion,
consensus on the lnitiative’spurpose, principles, and objectives is critical. Seeking consensus

at an operational level, however, simply doesn’t seem to be feasible if the Initiative wishes to
become an innovation platform and keep up with a rapidly evolving science and technology
landscape.

V The Crop Trusl"s role in DivSeelc
I

The Crop Trust has contributed substantial resources to gatherDivSeek stakeholders, help the
Steering Committee form, and support its operations by hiring a staff to work for the Joint
FacilitationUnit. We suggest the Steering Committee now clarifies the identity and scope of
the Initiative and develops an effective and independently funded operational unit.

We are a deliberatelynimble organization and continuously challenge ourselves to focus on

the essence of our mission. Going forward, we intend to shift our focus from DivSeek
governance towards taking concrete actions“ to advance what we consider to be the original

’ The Governing Body requested the Secremry to invite DivSeek stakeholders to report on the implications
for the objectives ofrhe Treatyof!/ae technologies tma’e.-‘lyingthe Dr'vSeek miliativeand to compile a synthesis
report on fhisfor coI1s:'dercn‘ion by the Gaverm'ng Body at its SeventhSession".
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purpose of the Initiative, which deeply resonates with us: to re-imagine theWay genebanks
conserve and add value to crop diversity in the form of freely accessible information linked
to accessions.’This will include assisting genebanks in theirefforts to capture and ‘digest’ the
growing body of data generated by ‘DivSeel< projects’ to tacklequestions like:

0 How will genomic data change the way genebanks manage and promote their
collections?

0 What combinationof skillswill the next generation of genebankmanagers require?
0 How to use this information to accelerate the development and implementationof

Global Crop Conservation Strategies?

4. CGIAR Consortium Office

No update received.

2 See examples outlined in the Potential Elements lot‘ a Dix/Seek Strategy document prepared for the May
meeting in Rome. '

’ We also refer back to some eariier documents includingtheDivscck White Pager and the Regort from the
meeting in Jan 2015.



1000 Plant Genomes
Project

150 Tomato Genome
ReSequencing project

Appendix 1

DRAFTLANDSCAPE STUDYSUMMARY

The I000 plants (oncl(P or IKP) initiative is an internationalmultidisctplinary
consortium thathas generated large-scale gene sequencing data For over 1000
species of plants.
The aim ofthe 150 Tomato Genome ReSequetwing project is to reveal and explore
the genetic variationavailablein tomato.

3,000 Rice Genome
Proiect
AfricanOrphan Crop
Consortium

The 3,000 Rice Genomes Project (3K RGP) is a collaborative, international
research program that has sequenced 3.024 rice varieties from 89 countries.
The consortium‘s goal is to sequence, assemble and annotate thegenomes of 100
traditional African food crops, which will enable higher nutritional content for
society over the decades to come.

AKER - improve the
competitiveness of
sugar beet
Al\/1AlZING

Australian Plant
Phenomics Facility
(APP?)

BamYiELD

BEAN-ADAPT

Big Data Infrastructure
for Crop Genomics

Brccdwheat

Cacao Genome
Database
CcrealsDB

The AKER program will first expand thegenetic variabilityof sugar boot by
providing a collection of genes from resources amtmd the world.

AMAIZING is designed to support thecompetitivenessoftheFrench maize
breedin sector as well as to meet societ demands for sustainabilityand quality.
The APPF is a national facilityavailable to Australian and int.ernational plant
scientists. The APPF is based around automated image analysis of the phcnotypic
characteristicsofextensive germplasm collections, and Sarge breeding,mapping
and mutant populations, It exploits recent advances in robotics, imaging and
computing to enable sensitive, high throughputanalyses to be made of plant growth
and function.
BamYIEl_.D is a multidisciplinary research program for underutiiized legumes
using Bambara groundnut as an exemplar species.
This project seeks to understand thegenetic architecture ofadaptation of the
common bean (Plrcrseolrrs v:r1gnr1's;Pv) and its cross-compatiblesister species, the
runner bean (Plmseoius coccineus; P9), in theircenters of origin in the Americas
and following their dispersal to Europe, as a model for future major environmental
and Socio-economic changes, such as increases in temperature, Variabilityin
rainfall, and new consumer preferences.
This is a project to develop a crop bioinformaticsplatform, which enabies users to
access information on genetic and phenotypicvariation. and perfortn analyses to
explore gene expression and associations between genetic variation and traits.
Aims at strengtheningthecompetitiveness of the French wheat breeding sector, as

well as to address thesocietal demands for sustainability,quality, and safety in
icuitural reduction.

Aims at evolving the Federal ex situ Genebank of IPK Gatcrsleben from a ‘storage
facility‘ofgenetic resources to an integrated resource and informationcenter,
representing a one stop shop for faciiitatedand informed utilizationof crop plant
biodiversity.
The genomics, genetics and breeding resource for cacao improvement

Provides a range ofonline resources for the study of the wheat genome.
Conservation and
Divergence in the Wild
Common Bean
(Phaseofus tmigaifs}
Genome
Cot1onGcn

Crop Ontology

This projects seeks to facilitatetheutilizationof such extra diversity in the breeding
of improved bean varieties,whetherdry beans or green beans.

Cotton community genomics, genetics and breeding database beingdeveloped to
enable basic, translationai and a | a lied research in cotton.
This project has two primary objectives for the Integrated Breeding Platform: (1)
publish online fitllydocumented lists of breeding traits used by theBreeding



          
           

             
         

           
           

            
          

         
      

            
         
          
           
          

         
           

           
              

              
          

 
             

                 
               

   
            

            
          

            
           

 
             

            
           

            
             

       
              

        
            

          
  

 
                

         
   

  
              

           
          

              
             

          
              

           
   

           
        

          

 

Management System (EMS) for producing standard fieldbooks, and (2)support
data analysis and integration ofgenetic and phenotypicdata through harmonized
breeders’ data annotation. The project also offers a forum for scientists to discuss

‘ theirvariables, methods and scales of measurement, and fieldbooks.
l3LIXlR- EXCELERATE fundingwill help ELIXIR coordinate and extend national and
EXCELERATE international data resources to ensure the detivery ofworld~leading life-science

data services. It will support a pan~European training program, anchored in national
infrastructures, to increase bioinformatiescapacity and competency. It will also
provide efficiencies in managementand operation throughout the infrastructure,
which is distributed amongst l7 countries.

l3MPl-IASIS EMPHASIS is a European int‘rastructure project, which aims to develop and
provide access to infrastructures addressing multi-scale phenotyping for the
anaiysis of genotype performance under diverse environmental conditions, and to

quantify the diversity of traits contributing to performance in diverse environmental
scenarios {i.e. plant architecture, major physiological functions and output, yield
components and quality). Specifically,EMPHASIS wili address the technoiogical
and organizational limits ofEuropean phenotyping,for a full exploitation of
genetic and genomic resources availablefor crop improvement in chan in ; climate.

EURISCO EURISCO is a Search catalog providing informationabout ex Sim plant coliections
maintained in Europe. It is based on a European networkofex sin: Nationai
Inventories (Nis). Currently. BURISCO comprises passport data about 1.1 million
sam ies.
The objective ofFruitBreedomics is to improve the efficiencyof fruit breeding
(apple and peach, but many tools will also benefitother species of theRosaceac
family)by bridging the gap betweenscientificgenetics research and application in
breedin;.
Trees4Futurc is an Integrative European Research Infrastructure project thataims
to integrate, develop and improve major forest genetics and forestry research
infrastructures. It will provide thewider European forestry research community
witheasy and comprehensive access to currently scattered sources of information
(includinggenetic databanks, forest modeling tools and wood technology labs) and
ex ertise.

,

Genesys Genesys is a global portal to access informationabout Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture (PGRFA). It is a gateway from which germplasmaccessions
from encbanks around theworld can be cast] found and ordered.

Genome Database for A curated and integrated web-based relational database providing centraiized
Rosaeeac access to Rosaceaegenomics, genetics and breeding data and analysis tools to

facilitatebasic, translationaland a lied Rosaceaeresearch.
A public research initiative to enable trait prediction from genotype and

G2F environment, thereb leadin; to increased maize roduction.
Genomic'Standards international community to promote mechanisms that standardize thedescription of
Consortiurn's genomes and the exchange and integration of genomic data.
Biodiversity Working ~

Grou
.

Geospatial database of Access to original passport data ofmore than 220,000 samples coliected around the
coilected crop samples world during Bioversity Internationalsupported missions.
and repository of
ex edition fieldbcoks
Germinate Germinatc is a generic plant genetic resources database and offers facilitiesto store

both standard coliection informationand passport data along withmore advanced
data t Ics such as henot ic, enot tie and field trial data.

Global Information A global informationsystem to facilitatetl1c exchange of information,based on

System (GLIS)of the existing informationsystems, on scientific, technical and environmental matters
ITPGRFA related to lant enetic resources for food and aricuiture.
GrainGcnes GrainGencs, a database for Triticeaeand Avena, is a comprehensive resource for

' molecuiar and phenotypic information for wheat, bariey, rye, and other reiatcd
s ecies, includin oat. -

  EU FruitBrccdo1nics -

Bridging the gap
betweengenomics and
fruit breedinA
EU Tree4Futurc (2012-
20l6)

  
  
  

 
 

  
   
  
   
  

 
 
  

     
Gramene Gramene is a curated, open-source, integrated data resource for comparative

functionalgenomics in cms and modei lant S ecies.
GRIN The Germplasm Resources InformationNetwork (GRIN) web server provides
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germplasm informationaboutplants, animals, microbes and invertebrates. This
program is within the US. Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Research
Service.
The GREN-Global pm_iect‘s mission is to create a new scalable, version of the
GermplasmResource informationNetwork (GRIN), used by the USDA/ARS
National Plant Germplasm System. The GRIN-Global database platform willbe
suitable for usebyany interested ge1_1c=.ba11l< in the world. '

The iPlant Collaborative is where scientists in all domains of life sciences can

connect to public datasets, manage and store theirown data and experiments,
access high-ififormancecomput_ing, and share results with colleagues.
Aims to provide access to well organized informationabout rice, and to facilitate
communicationand coilaborationfor the rice comlnunity,having germplasin
diversity_a§_a focal entry point.
KBase is an open platform for comparative functionalgpnomies and systems
biology for microbes,plants and theircommunities, and for sharing results and
methodswithotherscientists.
Aims to build a federation ofiegumedatabases through data standards, distributed
development and comparative analysis, to support research across the Eegume
family,and to support robust agriculture for a world that is significantly ‘legume-
fed’. I

A collaborative, community resource to facilitatecrop improvementby integrating
cnetic,_g_enomic,and trait data across legttlne species.

Maintains and deiivers genome sequences, maps, genotypes, and othergenomic
information for maize.
Aims to significantly increase the rate ofgenetic improvement in cassava breeding
and unlock the full potential ofcassava, a staple crop central to food security and
livelihoods across Africa.The project will implementand empirically test a new

breeding methodknown as Genomic Selection that relies on statistical modeling to

predict cassava performance before field-testing,and dramaticallyaccelerates the
breedin_g_c_;ycle.

.

A collaborative. community resource to facilitatecrop improvement by integrating "

genetic_;,_gcnomic,and trait data for peanuts to accelerategenetic improvement.
V

The project will provide innovativesolutions for genomic assisted selection, thanks
to theproduction ofnew tools and innovative results such as thecloning of
resistance genes, better understandingof the impactof the interactionsbetween
plant architecture, symbiontsand stress tolerance, and the identificationofregions
of the genome involved in yield stability.
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IRIC

KBase

Legume Federation '

Legume Information
System
Maize GDB

NEXTGEN Cassava

Peanutl3ase

PEAMUST - Pea
~Multi-Stress adaptation
and biological
regulations for yield
improvement and
stabili_ty
Phenomics Ontology

. Driven Data (PODD)
The PODD project will deliver a data managementservice thatcan handle multiple
phenotypingplatforms and data formats (text, image, video). The project will also
provide the abilityto manage a repository of associated metadata based on standard
ontologies; A range of tools and other features willbe developed to provide web-
based discovery interfaces for users, external repositories, and services and support
for the automaticcapture and annotation of data and metadata from '

instrumentation,when pggsible.
The goals of the Planteome project are to provide researchers and agricultural
breeding programs with a common semantic frameworkand a focused set of
comparative analysis tools to leverage the scientific value of the ever-expanding
arragfseqtyiced ;Lnt genomes aifiphengtypedata.

I

The Plant Genome integrative Explorer is a collectionof interoperable web
resources for searching, visualizing and analyzinggenomics and transeriptomies
data for different plant species. Currentiy it includes dedicated web portals for
enabiingin-cfpthexplorationofpoJgl_ar, Norway spigce, and Arabidgpsis.
PhenomeNET is a cross-species phenotype network ofphenotypiesimilarity.The
use ofontologies, annotation standards, shared formats, and best practices for
cross-taxon phenotype data analyses represents a novel approach to plant
phenomics thatenhances the utilityof model genetic organisms and can be readiiy
applied to spgzies with fcwer__g§:netic resources and less chat-acterize_d_genomes.
Improving breeding of adapted varieties using genetics and genomics. Improving
oil yield per hectare and nutrient use efficiencyare themain final targets of

Planteome

i’l,antGenlE

PlantPhenomeNET/Pia
I

nt Phenomics Working
Group

RAPSODYN -

Optimisation of the



               
       

  
               

               
            

             
         
  

             
           

  
                  

              
       

  
            

   
             

          
          

         
            
              

            
          

               
           
 

               
           

  
 

              
              

             
             

   
             

             
               

         
           

            
            

              
            

   
 

          
  

 
            
               

              
         

         
                 

 
           

 

 
 
 
 
 

RAPeSeed Oil content
ant) Yield under low
Nitggggn input
Seeds of Discovery
(SeeD)

Seeds4needs

Smart tools for
Prediction (and)
Improvementof Crop
Yield (SPICY)

RAPSODYN,along with a better understanding ofbothhybrid value and genotype
x N interaction.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Seeds of Discovery (SeeD) project strives to invigorate maize and wheat
genehanks to make them more attractiveto breeders. We want to “see into seeds”
(hence the SeeD acronym) to unlock the dormant genetic potential of maize and
wheat genetic resources by providing breeders with a toolkit thatenables theirmore

targeted use in thedevelopment of high-yielding,climate-ready and resource-

efficient cultivars.
Seeds for Needs‘ initiativeworks with>20,000 smallholderfarmers in ll countries
to research how agricultural biodiversitycan minimize therisks associated with
ciimatc change.

_

'

Aims to develop a suite of tools based on molecular b|'eeding to help breeders in
predicting phenotypic response of genotypes for complex traits like yieid under a

range of environmental conditions.

   
 
 
 

The 3000 Chickpea
Genome Sequencing
Initiative
The Biology ofRare

Wild Relatives
(Panzea!

SoyBase Maintains and delivers genome sequences, maps, genotypes, and other genomic
information for soybeans.

SUNRISE SUNRISE aims to deveiop theeconomic competitivenessofthesunflowercrop, an

 
 Alleles in Maize and Its

  
 
 

environmentallyfriendlyagronomic solution in the context of ciirnate and
agricultural practiceschanges. It offers unique opportunities to accelerate the
implementationof the genomic prediction of ideotypes. SUNRISE will combine
this approach withthe improvement of the sunflowerhybrid breeding process: it
aims to identify the loci which are the most involved in homeostasis, dependingon

the parental alleles, and then build new gene poois exhibitingbetween themselves
the better specific combinin_&a_bilityfor homeostasis, i;e.__yicid stajflity.
An initiative to sequence the global chickpea collection to identify superior alleles
and use them in breeding program for chickpea improvement.

Investigating the connection betweenphenotype and genotype ofcomplex traits in
maize and its wild relative, teosinte.

 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CGIAR Research
Program on Roots,
Tubers and Bananas
(RTB)

European Plant
Phenotyping Network
(EPPN)

Genomic and Open-
sourcc Breeding
Informatics Initiative
(GOBII)
International Cocoa
Germplasm Database
(ICGD)
International Plant
Phenotyping Network
(IPPN)

Rice Diversity Project

TransPlant

 
 
 
 

Joint initiativeof CGIAR and partners to address global challenges for roots,
tubers, and bananas. Among many otheractivities, it promotes the large-scale re-

sequencing and high—throughputgenotypingofgenetic resources held in genebanks
and breeding materiais, as well as the development and interoperabilityofthe
underiying_i1_1formaticsinfrastructure.
EU-funded project with the goal to create structural and functional synergies
between the leading plant phenotyping institutions in Europe. The project includes
threepillars related to i) tlansnationalaccess ofthediverse user community to the
existing European plant phenotyping facilities;ii) dedicated networkingactivities
to provide a link between phenotypingexperts, user communities and technology
developers; iii) joint research activities to develop and adapt novel sensors and
establish experimental as well as IT standards for application in p|agt_phenotypir_1g;
Aims to streamline thebreeding of Five stapie crops — wheat, rice, maize, sorghum
and chickpea, via thedevelopment of modular, open-source breeding sofiware
resources.

 
 
 
 
 

An informationservice for the cocoa research community.

The InternationalPlant Phenotyping Network (IPPN) is a non—profit association
with large phcnotypinghubs across theglobeas members. The overarching goal is
to increase thevisibilityand impactofplant phenotyping, and to use existing
synergies by enabling communicationand cooperation withintheplant
phenotypingcommunity, from academia, industry, polic_:Land gene§_al_p_ul3lic.
Collaborativeeffort to explore thegenetic basis of variation in rice and its wild
ancestors.
A European Union-funded e-infrastructure to support thecomputational analysis of

 



       
               

        
                

             
    

               
                

            
          

            
     

             
          

     
             

               
              

             
           

 
           

           
        

      
               

                 
                  
      

  

               
               

                 
     

  
  

 
     

     

 

TriticcaeCAP (TCAP)

UK Barley Genome
Sequencing

USDA Pisum Diversity
collection '

W3B-PR-29-Indonesia

WHEALBI - Wheal
and barley Legacy for
Breeding Improvement
Wheat Initiative

WISP

In situ conservation
and use ofcrop wiid
relatives in threeACP
countries of the SADC»
re ion

enomic data liom cro_p;'1r_1d modelflats.
USDA’s National institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) has been awarded $25
million to devc:l_op new varietiesof wheat and barleL_
The UK Barley Genome Sequencing Consortium is part of a global effort to

produce more resilientand higher yielding varieties of this important crop, resistant
to pests and diseases.
The USDA Pisum Diversity Collection, UPDC, is a unique resource that represents
thebreadthofthegenetic diversity of the genus in an inbred format that facilitates
genetic study. The UPDC includes inbred accessions from the refined pea core

collection, parent lines ol"USDA recombinantinbred (RIL)populations, accessions
from US. pea breeding programs, Pisum sarivum subspecies, and thewild species,
Pisllmfulvztm, from diverse geographies worldwide.

Multicountry construction ofa test platform for thedevelopment and allocation of
globally unique identifiers for rice germplasm, linking theMLS information
infrastructure and the DivSeek rcpositorL_
WHEALBI will develop and implementtools, methods and procedures to facilitate
the characterizationof wild relatives and local varieties ofwheat and barley as

sources ofgenes for use in crop improvement, exome cagurc and p@e_n_ot_3_/ping.__
Provides a frameworkto establish strategic research and organizationpriorities for
wheat research at the international levci in both developed and developing
countries. '

The WlSP consortium is a BBSRC-funded collaborativeprogram for wheat
improvement, which brings togetherexperts from five UK institutions: John inncs
Centre, National Institute for Agricultural Botany, University ofNottingham,
University of Bristol and Rothamsted Research.

,

Aims to develop Nationai Strategic Action Plans (NSAP) for the in situ
conservation of crop wild relatives (CWR) in Mauritius, South Africaand Zambia,
as a means to underpin regional food securityand mitigate theadverse effects of

.

climate change.

Data recording of
coconut germpiasm
from CR1 collection in
the International
Coconut Genetic
Resources Database
CGRD

G21’-SOL

REMBRANDT

Aims to compiete thecharacterizationofdata of thecoconut accessions conserved
by the Sri Lanlca Coconut Genebank, and to test new methodologiesto measure

innovative criteria linked to the nutrition and quality of coconut fruit (sugar and
fatty acid profiles).

More information to foiiow

More information to follow

10



  

  

          
  

   

           
  

              
             

              
           

 

           
             
       

              
             

 

               
 

            
               

             
  

             
          

               
              

      

           
              

              
             

               
 

             
             

              
     

 

Appendix2

RESOLUTION 3/2015

THE VISION AND THE PROGRAMME OF WORKON THE GLOBAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM

THE GOVERNINGBODY,
Recalling its previous decisions on the Global informationSystem and particularly
Resolution 10/20l3,
Furtherrecalling the interlinkagesbetween the Global InformationSystem of Article 17 and
the Multilateral System of Access and Benefit-sharingas referred to in Article l3.2.a);
Mindful of the role of the International Treatyand the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations as caretakers of agro—biodiversity, including information related to
PGRFA;
Acknowledgingthe need to facilitatethe documentation and disseminationof PGRFA
available in the Multilateral System and its associated information to facilitateresearch, plant
breeding and training subject to applicable law;
Tlumlangthe Governmentof Germany for the financialsupport provided for COGIS and the
Government of Spain for theirsupport to the PGRFA analysis tools during the 2014-2015
biennium;
1. Adopts the Vision and theProgrammeof Work contained in Annexes land 2

respectively; A

2. Decides to establish the ScientificAdvisory Committee on the Global Information
System of Article 17 with the terms of references contained in Annex 3. Subject to the
availabilityof financial resources, the Committee will meet at least twice during the
2016-2017 biennium.

3. Requests the Secretary to implementthe programme of work based on the
recommendationsof the ScientificAdvisory Committee, andfluflrerrequests the
Secretary to submit to the Governing Body a progress report at each regular session and
a proposal for reviewof theprogramme ofwork when appropriate, based on the
recommendationsof the ScientificAdvisory Committee;

4. Invites ContractingParties, other governments and stakeholders to provide the
necessary resources to implement a set of pilot activitiesof the Programme oi’ Work;

5. Notes thatthe Secretariatparticipates in the Joint FacilitationUnit of theDiVSeek
initiative, with the View to enabling synergies withthe Global Information System in
full respect of the provisions of the Treaty,and requests the Secretary to continue doing
it;

6. Furtherrequests the Secretary to invite DivSeek stakeholders to report on the
implications for the objectives of theTreaty of the technologies underlyingthe DivSeek
initiative and to compile a synthesis report on this for considerationby the Governing
Body at its SeventhSession;

11



             
           

             
            

        

            
          

              
               
         

             
           

           
              

 

                
 

 

10.

Requests the Secretary and the ContractingParties to continue promoting initiatives to

support national and regionai programmes in the development and transfer of
information technoiogies for, and data analysis of, PGRFA such as CAPFITOGEN and
the Platform for Co-cieveiopmentand Transferof Technologies in support of the
programme of work as detailed in Annex 2.

Encourages the Secretary and the ContractingParties to promote synergies and
_

connections among existing information systems and national and regional information
networks, as wetl as withthe operations of the Multilateral System and the projects
funded by the Benefit.-sharingFund for the documentation of PGRFA, as long as they
operate in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty;
Requests‘ the Secretary to design a monitoring and assessment mechanism on the

A

usefulness and effectiveness of the Global InformationSystem according to Article
17.1, subject to availabilityof resources, based on the recommendationsof the
ScientificAdvisory Committee and present a draft to the next Session of the Governing
Body;
Requests the Secretary to report on the above to thenext Session of the Governing
Body

12



  

        

           
             

       

             
           

         
            

         

           
 

             
  

           
           
         

             
             

        

          
            

          
           

          

             
  

 

Annex 1

Vision for the Global InformationSystem on PGRFA
V

The Global I:y‘"ormat1'onSystemfor PGRFA integrates and augmentsexisting systems
to create theglobalentry point to informationand Imowledgeforstrengtheningthe
capacityfor PGRFA conservation, mmmgement and utilization. '

The devciopmentof a truly effective Global Information System as foreseen in the
InternationalTreaty involves, inter alia: strengtheningexisting systems and, where gaps

. remain, establishing new systems and initiatives; promoting inter-connectivity among
systems; and providing overarching mechanisms to ensure ready access to the information
and services provided. This translates into the following objectives:

i—'l“o create a web—based platform with use—oriented entry points to PGRFA
information;

2—To provide a comprehensive overview and facilitateaccess to sources ofPGRFA and
associated information;

3—To promote and facilitateinteroperabilityamong existing systems by providing clear
principles, technical standards and appropriate tools to support theiroperations in
accordance to the principles and rules of the Treaty;

4-To promote transparency on the rights and obligations ofusers for accessing,sharing
and using PGRFA associated informationand to establish ways to exercise those
rights and obligations withinthe Global InformationSystem;

5-To create and enhance opportunities for communicationand international and
inu|tidiscip'lina1'ycollaboration to increase knowledge about and add Value to PGRFA;

6—To provide capacity development and technology transfer opportunities for the
conservation, managementand use of PGRFA and associated information and
knowledgepaying special attention to the needs of developing countries;

7—'I‘o create a mechanism to assess progress and monitor effectiveness of the Global
Information System.

13



Annex 2

Programme of Workon the Global InformationSystem 12016-2022)

The Programme of Work willcover an initial period of six years. It will be implemented
through a phased approach and funded through extra budgetary contributions.

The value chain of PGRFA, illustratingthe components of and linkages between the three
elements of the value chain, namely the sources of PGRFA, adding value, and using PGRFA.

Sourcesof PGRFA <:-———r- Addingvalue <2:-——> Uses

 
1-To create a web—based platform with use-oriented entry points to PGRFA information

a. To set up the technical infiastructure needed for the development of thePlatfoml;
b. To engage withFAD, the Convention on Biological Diversity and its Nagoya

Protocol and otherorganizations to build on the experience accumulated on the
development of global portals;

c. To define use case scenarios for target groups and setup mechanisms to get feedback
from them;

d. To create a prototype of theglobal portal able to receive feedbackfrom the users on

the SMTA material;

2-To provide a comprehensive overview and facilitateaccess to sources of PGRFA and
associated information

a. To create an index of sources of information,knowledge and other materials;
in. To strengthen the capacity of genebanks and otherproviders to document their

holdings using traditional and modem methods and to facilitateaccess to that
informationand to the genetic resources in accordance with the provisions of the
Treaty;

c. To enable recipients of PGRFA to make availableto the MLS all non—conlideutial
informationaccording to applicable law that results from theirresearch and
development carried out on the material received, i11 compliance with theirobligation
under SMTA Art 6.9;

cl. To allow quick access to inforrnationon the material available in the Multilateral
System ofAccess and Benefit-sharing (MLS) at sample level;

14



            
   

           
           
         

              
         

           
       

            
            

             
       

           
     

             
              
       

             
             

     
               

             
   

          
           

            
            

              
           

       

          
            

          

             
   

          
              

       
           

   
           

 

e. To strengthencapacity to develop nationaland regional inventories and information
systems and networks.

3-To promote and facilitateinteroperabilityamong existing systems by providing clear
principles, technical standards and appropriate tools to support theiroperations in
accordance to theprinciples and rules of the Treaty;

a. To develop a common standard for Permanent Unique Identifiers appiied to PGRFA
and an operational mechanism to promote the adoption ofDOIs;

b. To develop further training and capacity developmentmaterial, includinge-learning
material, in collaborationwithother relevant organizations;

c. To recommend common standards for data and metadata and develop further
standards (e.g. for phenotypicdata) based on existing experiences in other sectors;

(1. To establish functional connections withother initiatives relevant for the adoption of
open data and standards to PGRFA;

e. To deveiop the technical standards required for interoperabilitybetweendifferent
PGRFA informationmanagementsystems;

4-To promote transparency on the rights and obligations of users for accessing,sharing
and using PGRFA associated informationand to establish ways to exercise those rights
and obligations withinthe Giobal InformationSystem;

a. To analyse the institutional, organizational,policy and legal factors for PGRFA
informationaccess, sharing and use in thecontext of the Treaty’s provisions, in
particular Articles 12 and 13;

b. To understand the applicabilityand impacts of models developed in other parts of the
Treaty,such as theMultilateral System of Access and Benefit Sharing, and initiatives
such as DivSeel<.

5-To create and enhanceopportunities for communicationand internationaland
multidisciplinarycollaboration to increase knowledge about and add value to PGRFA

a. To identify and create tools, mechanisms and opportunities for communicationand
coilaborationwithpartners and users of the system (media, mailing iists, etc);

b. To conduct focused surveys with a wide range of users and validationmethods;
c. To strengthenthe linkages among stakeholders to concentrate research on high-

priority germplasmjointly identified by them;

6-To provide capacity development and technology transfer opportunities for the
conservation, managementand use of PGRFA and associated informationand
knowledge paying special attention to the needs of developing countries

a. To convey and support regional meetings and scientific conferences related to new

technologies and themes; '

b. To pmvide access to trainingmaterials for capacity development;
c. To support the training of staff in areas such as taxonomy, informationmanagement

and bioinformaticsin collaborationwith relevant partners;
d. To design mechanisms to promote training opportunities across institutions (training

of trainers, match-making);
e. To provide training for the genebank managers of the future;

15



          
            

            
         

              
  

                
        

          
            

 
 

 

f. To facilitatetransfer of relevant technologies to developing countries;
g. To raise awareness among stakeholders in the Global InformationSystem on

traditional knowledgerelevant to PGRFA in accordance withthe Treaty’sprovisions
and in harmony withthe Convention on Biological Diversity.

7. To create a mechanism to assess progress and monitor effectiveness of the Global
InformationSystem

a. To implement a feedbacksystem for the portal in order to allow assessmentsof the
usefulness and effectiveness of the Global InformationSystem;

b. To promote periodic consultations among ContractingParties, and stakeholdels,
users and providers, about the usefulness and effectiveness of the Global Information
System.

a.

16



  

           

 

             
            

            
      

          

          
           

             

              
             

           

              
 

              
         
  

            
     

            
         

           
         

        
             

        
            

           
      

              
 

 

     

              
      

            
            

          

 

Annex3

Terms of Reference for theScientificAdvisory Committee on ‘Article 17

Objectives
The Governing Body provides guidance on the development and strengtheningof the Global
Information System, to facilitatethe exchange of information,based on existing information
systems, on scientific, technical and environmental matters related to plant genetic resources
for food and agriculture (PGRFA).
The ScientificAdvisory Committee (Committee) shall advise the Secretary on:

— general recommendationson the development and deploymentof the Global
InformationSystem and its components as adopted by the Governing Body;

- the discovery of new areas of work withpotential impact on the System;
- the selection of pilot activities for the Global Information System and, upon request of

the Secretary, other initiatives and actions to sustain the operation of the Global
Information System, and the further update of the Programme of Work.

In particular, the Committee shall provide scientific advice to the Secretary on the following
items:

1. the effectiveness and efficiencyof the Global Information System as a mechanism to

promote advice regarding scientific, technical and environmentalcooperation on

PGRFA matters;
2. the exchange of PGRFA—related informationand the transfer of publicly available

expertise, technology and scientificcooperation;
3. ' scientific and technical components of the Global Information Systems and its

Programme of Work as recommended by the Governing Body;
4. cooperation with other relevant international and regional scientific and technical

cooperation and technology transfer initiatives, including the Access and Benefit-
sharing Clearing I-louse Mechanism of theNagoya Protocol; -

5. means to facilitatethe implementationof the Global Information System at the
national level and the establishment of a Stakeholder Platform;

6. scientific, technical and environmental cooperation and benefitsof all the Treaty
‘

activities, includingthe Multilateral System and Access and Benefit-sharingand the
Programmeof Work on Sustainable Use

Subject to the availabilityof financial resources, the Committee willhold two meetings per
biennium.

Composition
The Committee is composed of:

— up to 2 scieiitific experts from each Region, nominated by the Vice-chairpersons of the
Governing Body of each respective Region;

— l0 additional scientificand technical experts appointed by the Secretary including
experts suggested by the regions and relevant stakeholders, taking into account the
required range of technical expertise and regional balance as appropriate.
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The members shall be selected for theirscientificexpertise and understanding of the Global
Information System and the InternationalTreaty,taking into account the need for specialized
and in-depth expertise including: bioinformaticsand molecular genetics; the ‘omics’, in ‘

particular genomics, phenomics and proteomics; managementof environmentaland geo-
spatial data about plant genetic resources; scientific,taxonomy,crop wild relatives and
genebank managementand ex situ, in sitzt and on-farm conservation of PGRFA, technical
cooperation; capacity—bui1ding;system integration, information exchange and data sharing;
fair and equitable benefitsharing and legal expertise in the relevant international law and
regulations; partnerships withother organizations, institutions and initiatives.

The Committee shall elect its Co—cliairpersons from among the experts.
The Secretariat of the InternationalTreatywill facilitatethe work of the Committee and report
to the Governing Body. —

The mandate and the composition of the Committee may be renewed by the Governing Body
at its Seventh Session.
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Bretting, Peter
I

'

From: — on behalf of Susan McCouch <srm4@corne|l.edu>
Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2015 7:51 PM
To: Andreas Grar1er(IPK); David Marshall (JHI); EiizabethArnaud (Bioversity); Emily Marden

(UBC); Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT & GCP); RuaraidhSackvllleHamilton
(IRRI); Sarah Ayling (TGAC)

Cc: Susan McCouch; Daniele Manzella (ITPGRFA); Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow (G PC)
Subject: photo of Divseek SC 8t JFU
Attachments: DivSee|<_SC 81 JFUfiRome_2015.JPG

Dear All,

Thanks for all you contributed to our meeting today. Here is a photo of most of us, standing on the terrace of
the FAO buildingat lunch time. We missed Sara,_Em'1ly and Ruaraidh,who stayed downstairs and did not
make it into thephoto.

Travel well,
Susan

Susan McC0uch
.

Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
162 Emerson Hail
Ithaca_1$I_\l_Y14853-1901

_

Phone: +1 607-255-0420
Fax: +-L603-255'-6633 ‘

>

Email:srm4(a3cornell.eduor mccouch@cornell.e_d_g
Alternate Email:





Bretting, Peter

From: Bretting, Peter
Sent: Friday, May 29, 2015 1:17 AM
To: Susan McCouch
Cc: Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall {J HI); ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity); Emily Marden

(UBC); Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT 8: GCP); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRD; Sarah

Ayling (TGAC); Susan McCouCh; Daniele Manzella (ITPGRFA); Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow
(GPC)

Subject: Re: photo of Divseek SC 81 JFU

Thanks Susan. Safe travels to all!

Peter

Peter Bretting
USDA/ARS, ONP
GWCC, 4~2212
S601 Sunnyside Avenue
BeltsvillcMD 20705
301-504-5541
— mobile
Pete1‘.bretting@ars.usda.gov

>' On May 29, 2015, at 1:50 AM, Susan McCouch <srm4@corneil.edu>wrote:
>

0

> Dear All,
>

> Thanks for all you contributed to our meeting today. Here is a photo of most of us, standing on the
terrace of the FAO buildingat lunch time. We missed Sara, Emilyand Ruaraidh,who stayed downstairs
and did not make it into the photo.
>

> Travelwell,
> Susan
)-

> --

> Susan McCouch
> Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
> Cornell University
> 162 Emerson Hall
> Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
> Phone: +1 607-255-0420
> Fax: +1 607-255-6683
:> Email:srm4@eornell.edn<mailto:srm4@corneIl.edu>or

mccouch@corneIl.edu<mailto:mccouch@cornell.edu>
> Alternate E-nai|=—mailt0=—
> <DivSeck_SC & JFU_R01ne_2015.JPG>



Bretting, Peter
 

From: Bretting, Peter
Sent: Sunday, May 31, 2015 3:39 PM
To: ’ Susan Mccouch; Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall (JHI); ElizabethArnaud

(Biow/ersity}; Emily Marden {UBC); Rajeev Varshney (ICRISAT 8: GCP); Ruaraiclh Sackville
Hamiiton (IRRI}; Sarah Ayling (TGAC)

Cc: Susan McCouch; Daniele Manzella (ITPGRFA); Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow {GPC)
Subject: RE: photo of Divseek SC 8: JFU

Thanks,Susan, my Steering Committee colleagues, theJHU, and FAO staff for a pleasant and productive
meeting.

Peter

Peter Brettingé
USDA/ARS Office of National Programs
Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139
5601 Sunnyside Avenue
Beltsville, MD 20705-5139
Phone 1.301.504.5541
Fax 1.301.504.6191
MobilePhone—
E—mai| peter.bretting@,ars.usda.g0v
Web site: htt :/:'www.ars.usda. ovlresearchl rooramsl

rrc-m=ezmanzoeon Behalf ofsusan Mccouch
Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2015 7:51 PM
To: Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall (JHI); ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity); Emily Marden {UBC); Bretting, Peter;
Rajeev Varshney (ECRISAT 8: GCP); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRI); Sarah Ayling (TGAC)
Cc: Susan Mccouch; Daniele Ma nzella (ITPGRFA); Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow (GPC}
Subject: photo of Dévseek SC & JFU

1'0 rams.l1tm?NP CO.DE=301  

Dear All,

Thanks for all you contributed to our meeting today.‘ Here is a photo ofmost ofus, standing on the terrace of
the FAO buildingat-lunch time. We missed Sara, Emilyand Ruaraidh,who stayed downstairs and did not
make it into thephoto.

Travel well,
Susan

Susan McCoueh
Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
162 Emerson I-{all
Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
Phone: +1 607-255-0420



Fax: +1 607-255-6683
Email: s1'1n4@,c0:'11e1l.eduor mccouch EB-,come1l.cdL1
Alternate Emailt—



Bretting, Peter

From: Susan Mccouch <susan.mccouch@divseek.org>
Sent: Friday,June 26, 2015 11:46 AM
To: srm4@corne|I.edu
Subject: Note from the Divseek Chair
Attachments: Note from the Divseek Chair-_150626.docx; Preliminary Landscape Studyxtsx

The DivSeek Steering Committee gets going

Dear DivSeek partners and colleagues interested in DivSeek,

On May 28th, thenewlyelected DivSeek Steering Committee (SC) gathered at the FAO premises in Rome. Membersof
theJoint FacilitationUnit (JFU) and additional staff of the International Treatyalso participated in thefirst SC meeting.

As an initial step, the SC reviewed a draft thatwhich takes stock of independently funded projects in areas of relevance
for Dii/Seek. This ‘project landscape’ study identifiedaround 50 (I) projects, includingprojects characterizinggenebank
accessions, web-based portals to access crop-diversity data, and projects developing software or data standards for sharing
informationabout crop diversity.

The SC also began discussing components of a multi-year strategy and an initial workplan for DivSeek. This discussion
was facilitatedby a document containing a ‘menu’ of ideas and potential elements for such a strategy.

The current task of the SC is to identify a set of objectives and activitiesfor theDivSeek initiative and a mechanism for
funding and administering those activities.A major goal underlyingDivSeek’s strategic plan would be to augment the
potential for many independent, standalone efforts to work togetherunder a common umbrella to apply state-of-the-art
genomic, phcnomic, molecular and bioinforrnaticstoolsand strategies to characterizecrop diversity and to integrate and
share data and information.A Second goal would be to enhance the utilizationofcrop diversity in plant breeding
programs thatseek to enhance local and ‘global food and nutritional secuiity.

Governance-related topics thatare critical to success of the DivSeek initiative were also discussed, includingprivate-
sector engagement, recruitment of new members to expand DivSeek’s constituency,and examinationof the roles and
responsibilitiesof the JFU, the SC and the Partners Assembly (PA) as the initiative evolves.

Among the next steps ——

- The J FU was encouraged to expand and refine the ‘project landscape’ study, and to make results availableonline
through the DivSeek website and as a peer-reviewed publication. Please see attached list of currently funded projects
relevant to the Divseek initiative and let us know of any others thatyou would like to see included in the survey
(in fo@divseek.org).
- During the coming months, the SC, withsupport fiorn the JFU, willelaborate a proposal for a multi-year Divseek
strategy. We expect to share thisproposal and an initial workplan withDivseek Partners at the next Assembly, in January
2016. The strategy will include ideas for workinggroups and workshopson key topics of broad interest.

- An independent governance-expertcommittee was convened to propose a frameworkfor engaging with the private
sector, outline guidelines for publishing DiVSeek cloctunents, clarify the governance stmcture of DiVSeek and describe
lines of communication and governance principles thatwill allow it to remain flexibleand evolve in the future.

I take this moment to reflecton themission of the Divseek initiative, which is to hetp unlock the potential of crop
diversity so it can be utilized to enhance theproductivity, sustainabilityand resilienceof crops and agricultural systems



                    
  

  

 

thfmigiuoutthe world. The mission is multi-facetedand we count on the input and support of DivSeek’s paltners to heip us

move forward.

Susan McCouch



           

        

                
               

       

                  
              

          
             

 

                
               
     

                   
              

               
            

               
                

            

              
          

                
      

    

                 
             

                 
            

                  
                

                
        

             
             

              
         

                   
               
              

              

  

Note from theDivSeek Chair: The DivSeek Steering Committee gets going

Dear DivSeel( partners and colleagues interested in DivSeek,
'On May 28th, the newlyelected DiVSeek Steering Committee (SC) gatheredat theFAO premises in
Rome. Members of theJoint FacilitationUnit (JFU) and additional staff of the InternationalTreaty

_

also participated in the first SC meeting.
As an initial step, the SC reviewed a draft thatwhich takes stock of independently funded projects in
areas of relevance for DivSeel(. This ‘project landscape’ study identified around 50 (l) projects,
includingprojects characterizinggenebank accessions, web—based portals to access crop—diversity
data, and projects developing software or data standards for sharing inforrnationabout crop
diversity.
The SC also began discussing components of a multi—year strategy and an initial work plan for
DivSeek. This discussion was facilitatedby a document containing a ‘menu’ of ideas and potential
elements for such a strategy.
The current task of the SC is to identify a set of objectives and activities for the DivSeek initiative
and a mechanism for funding and administering those activities.A major goal underlyingDivSeel<’s
strategic plan would be to augmentthepotential for many independent, stand-alone efforts to work’
togetherunder a common umbrella to apply state-of—the—artgenomic, phenomic, molecular and
bioinformaticstools and strategies to characterizecrop diversity and to integrate and share data and
information.A second goal would be to enhance the utilizationof crop diversity in plant breeding
programs thatseek to enhance local and global food and nutritional security.
Governance—related topics thatare critical to success of the DivSeek initiative were also discussed,
includingprivate—sector engagement, recruitment of new members to expand DivSeek’s
constituency, and examinationof the roles and responsibilitiesof theJFU, the SC and the Partners
Assembly(PA) as the initiative evolves.

Among the next steps --

- The JFU was encouraged to expand and refine the ‘project landscape’ study, and to make results
availableonline through the DivSeek website and as a peer-reviewedpublication. Please see

attached list of currently funded projects relevant to theDivSeek initiative and let us know of any
others thatyou would like to see included in the survey (info@diVseel<.oi‘g).
- During the coming months, the SC, with support from theJFU, will elaborate a proposal for a

multi-year DivSeel< strategy. We expect to share thisproposal and an initial work plan withDivSeek
Partners at the next Assembly, in January 2016. The strategy will include ideas for working groups
and workshops on key topics of broad interest.

- An independent governance—expert committee was convened to propose a frameworkfor engaging
with the private sector, outline guidelines for publishing DivSeek documents, clarity the governance
structure of DivSeel< and describe lines of communication and governance principles thatwill allow
it to remain flexibleand evolve in the future.

I take thismoment to reflect on themission of the DivSeek initiative, which is to help unlock the
potential of crop diversity so it can be utilized to enhance theproductivity,sustainabilityand
resilienceof crops and agricultural systems throughoutthe world. The mission is multi-faceted and
we count on the input and support of DivSeek’s partners to help us move forward.

Susan McCouch



  

    

    

 

    

      

        

 

  

 

     

 

 

        

 

 

          

 

           

  

  

 

  

 

   

  

 

 

   

  

    

 

 

  

      

            

     

    

          

     

    

      

Project Name
Seeds of Discovery (SeeD)
3,000 Rice Genome Project
TransP[ant
AfricanOrpahn Crop Consortium
The 3000 ChicI<pea Genome Sequencing initiative
The Genomic and Open-source Breeding Informatics initiative (GOBII)
BRiDGE
Crop Ontoiogy
Planteome

Crops for the Future — BamY|ELD
Germinate
ERIC
WHEALBI ~ Wheat and barley Legacy for Breeding Improvement
WISP
CereaisDB
The CGEAR Research Program on Roots, Tubersand Bananas (RTB)
Seeds-‘lneecls
Geospatial database of collected crop samples and repository of expedition fieldbooks
iP|ant Collaborative
NEXTGEN Cassava
GR|N—G|obal
Maize GDB

SoyBase
Legume Information System
PeanutBase
GrainGenes
Gramene
Cacao Genome Database
CottonDB
Genome Database for Rosaceae
KBase
Breedwheat
Wheat Initiative
The European Piant Phenotyping Network (EPPN}
The Biology of Rare Alleles in Maize and its Wild Relatives (Panzea)
Phenomics Ontology Driven Data (PODD)
1000 Plant Genomes Project
Smart tools for Prediction (and) improvement of Crop Yield (SPICY)
150 Tomato Genome Resequencing project
The Rice Diversity Project
The international Cocoa Germplasm Database UCGD)



            

              

  

      

                 

              
 

W3B—PR—29—lndonesia,"Multicountry construction of a test platform for the development and allocation
of globally unique identifiers for rice germplasm, linking the MLS information infrastructure and the
Divseek repository
Big Data infrastructure for Crop Genomics
in situ conservation and use of crop wild relatives in three ACP countries of the SADC region
Data recording of coconut germplasm from CRE collection in the International Coconut Genetic Resources
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Website/URL
http://seedsofdiscovery.org/en/
htt : i adb.or dataset 200001

http://www.transp|antdb.eu/
http://africanorphancrops.org/
Not yet available
Not yet_ available
under development
www.croQontology.org
http://www.planteome.org/(will be updated)
www.bambaragroundnut.org
http://ics.hutton.ac.uklgerminatel
http://Eric.irri.org/home
http://www.whealbi.eu/
http://www.wheatEsp.org/Consortium/W|SP.php
http://www.cerea|sdb.uk.net/cerealgenomics/Cerea|sDB/indexNEW.php
htt : www.rtb.c iar.or

http://www.bioversityinternationa|.org/seeds—for-needs/
htt 2 bioverslt

.
ithub.io eosite

htt : www.i lantcollaborativeor
http://wwwmextgencassava.org/abouthtml
htt : www.ars- rin. ov

htt : www.maize db.or
htt : so base.or
httQ:[[|egumeinfo.org[
htt : eanutbase.or
htt : wheat. w.usda. ov GG3
htt : www. rarnene.or

htt : www.cacao enomedb.or

httg:[/www.cottondb.org/wwwroot[cdbhomephg
htt : www.rosaceae.or

httg:[[l<base.us[
_

http://www.breedw’heat.fr/
http://www.wheatfnitiative.org/
http://www.plant-phenotyping—network.eu/eppn/home
http://www.panzea.org/
https://projects.ands.org.au/id/NEAT~PODD
https://sites.goog|e.co‘m/a/ua|berta.ca/one|<p/
http://www.spicyweb.eu/
http://www.tomatogenome.net/
http://ricediversity.org/
http://www.icgd.rdg.ac.u|</



                  
 

   
         

          
      

http://www.p!anttreaty.org/sites/defauit/fiies/files/ThErd%2OCaI |%20for%_2
0Proposals-%20Projects%20approved%20for%20funding—f0r%20web.pdf

Not yet available
http://www.cropwildrelatives.org/sadc-cwr-project/
http://www.cogentnetwork.org/cgrd~version—6—0—test—version
http://www.amaizing.fr/index.php
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I/rn: Bretting, Peter
exit‘ Friday,June 26, 2015 1:16 PM

Susan Mccouch
Subject: RE: Note from the Divseek Chair

Thanks, Susan, for thecarefully-written, informativesummary of Divseek progress,

Peter

Peter Bretting
USDA/ARS Office of National Programs
Room 4~2212,_Mailstop5139
5601 Sunnyside Avenue
Beltsville, MD 20705-5139
Phone 1.301.504.5541
Fax 1.301.504.6191
MobilePhone—
E-mail ieteinbrettin ars.usda. ov

Web site: htt ://www.ars.usda. ovlrcsearchl ro rams! )l‘0 rams.htm?NP CODE=301  

From: Susan IV!-::Couch [mai|to:susan.mccouch@divseek.org]
Sent: Friday,June 26, 2015 11:46 AM
To: srm4@corne|l.edu
Subject: Note from the Dlvseek Chair

I

The DivSeek Steering Committee gets going
In

Dear DivSeel< partners and colieagucs interested in DivSeck,

On May 28th, the newlyelected DivSeek Steering Committee (SC) gathered at theFAO premises in Rome. Members of
the Joint FacilitationUnit (JFU) and additional staff of the International Treatyalso participated in the first SC meeting.

As an initial step, the SC reviewed a draft thatwhich takes stock of independently funded projects in areas of relevance
for DivSeel<. This ‘project landscape’ study identified around 50 (E) projects, includingprojects characterizinggcnebank
accessions, web-based portals to access crop-diversity data, and pI'0_jects developing software or data standards for sharing
information about crop diversity.

The SC also began discussing components of a multi—year strategy and an initial workplan for Divscek. This discussion
was facilitatedby a document containing a 'menu' of ideas and potential elements for such a strategy.

The current task of the SC is to identify a set of objectives and activitiesfor the DivSeek initiative and a mechanism for
fundingand administering those activities.A major goal underlyingDivSeek’s strategic plan would be to augmentthe
potential for many independent, stand-alone efforts to work together under a common umbrella to apply state-of-thc—art
genomic, phcnomic, molecular and bioinformaticstools and strategies to characterizecrop diversity and to integrate and
share data and information. A second goal would be to enhance the utilizationof crop diversity in plant breeding
programs thatseek to enhance local and global food z_md nutritional security.

1
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Governance—related topics thatare criticai to success of the DivSeel< initiativewere also discussed, includingprivate-
sector engagement, recruitment of new members to expand DivSeek’s constituency,and examination of the roles and
responsibilitiesof the JFU, the SC and the Partners Assembly(PA) as the initiative evolves.

Among the next steps --

- The JFU was encouraged to expand and refine the ‘project landscape’ study, and to make results availableonline
through the DivSeek website and as a peer—reviewed publication. Please see attached list of currently funded projects
relevant to theDivseek initiative and let us know of any others thatyou would like to see included in the survey
(iufo@,divseek.org).
- During the coming months, the SC, with support from the JFU, will elaborate a proposal for a multi—year DivSeek
strategy. We expect to share thisproposal and an initial work plan withDivSeek Partners at the next Assembly, in January
2016. The strategy will include ideas for workinggroups and workshops on key topics of broad interest.

- An independent governance-expertcommittee was convened to propose a framework for engaging withthe private
sector, outline guidelines for pubiishingDivSeek documents, clarify the governance structure of DivSeek and describe
lines of communicationand governance principles thatwili aiiow it to remain flexibleand evolve in the future..

I take this moment to reflect on the mission of the DivSeek initiative, which is to help unlock the potential of crop
diversity so it can be utiiized to enhance the productivity, sustainabilityand resilienceof crops and agricultural systems
throughoutthe world. '1‘he mission is multi-faceted and we count on the input and support of DivSeek’s partners to help us

move forward. V

Susan McCouch



Bretting, Peter

From: — on behalfof Susan Mccouch <srm4@corneIl.eciu>
Sent: Thursday, July 09, 2015 12:43 PM
To:

é

Bretting, Peter
Cc: Daniele Manzella (ITPG RFA); Peter Wenzl (GCDT); Ruth Bastow (GPC); Wayne Powell

(CGIAR Consortium); Andreas Graner (IPK); David Marshall (JHIJ; ElizabethArnaucl
(Bioversity); Emily Marden (UBC); Rajeev Varshney {ICRISAT 81 GCP); Ruaraidh Sackville
Hamilton (lRRI}; Sarah Ayling (TGAC); Susan McCouch

Subject: article of interest to Divseek
Attachments: Stephensfiig data_P|oSBio_l5.pdf

Hi Peter,

Thanks very much for bringing this article to my attention. I agree it will be of interest to Divseek ~~ it
certainly underscores many of the issues we are currently grappling with, both technically and sociologically.

I am cc’ing the SC and JFU on thismeg, and suggest thatwe provide a link to the article on the DivSeek web
site. '

Thanks again,
Susan

On Thu, Jui 9, 2015 at 11:46 AM, Bretting, Peter <Peter.Bretting@ars.usda.gov>wrote:

Hi Susan—might the attached article he of interest to the DivSeek Steering Committee?

Thanks,

Peter

Peter Bretting

USDA/ARS Office of National Programs

Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139

5601 Sunnyside Avenue

Beltsville, MD 20705-5139

Phone 1.301.504.5541



Fax 1.301.504.6191

MobilePhone_

Susan Mccouch
Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
162 Emerson Hall
Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
Phone: +1 607-255-0420
Fax: +1 607-255-6683
Email: srm4@,cornel1.edu or mccouch c corne11.edu
AW-WeEmai1=—
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PERSPECTIVE

Big Data: Astronomical or Genomicol?
Zachary D. Stephens‘, SkylarY. Leo‘, FarazFaghriz, Roy H. Campbellz,ChengxlangZhais,
MilesJ. Efron‘. Ravlshankarlyer',MichaelC. Schatz5*, Saurabh Sinha3*, Gene
E. Robinson“

1 Coordinated Science Laboratory and Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of
.l|llnols at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, llllnols. United States of America. 2 Department of Computer
Science, University of Illinoisat Urbano-Champeiign, Urbana, Illinois, United States of America, 3 Cart Fl.
Woese institute for Genomic Biology 3. Departmentof Computer Science, University of Illinoisat Urbana-
Champaign, Urbana. Illinois, United States of America, 4 School of Library and lnionnationScience.
Universityof Illinoisat Urbano-Champaign, Urbana. Illinois,United States of America, 5 Simona Center for
Quantitative Biology, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, New York, United States oi
America. 6 Carl Ft. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology, Department of Entomology,and Neuroscience
Program, University of Eltinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, llllnols, United States of America

“‘ rnsg1'latz@csh|.odLg(MOS); §in_has@ll|§nols.ogr;(SS); generobi@illinols,gdu_(GER)

Abstract
Genomics is a Big Data science and is going to get much bigger,very soon, but it is not

knowngwhelher the needs of genomlcswill exceed other Big Data domains. Projecting to
theyear 2025, we compared genomics withthreeothermajor generators of Big Data:

astronomy,YouTube,and Twitter. Our estimates show thatgenomtcs Is a "tour-headed
beasl"—it is eitheron par with orthe most demanding of thedomains analyzedhere in
terms of data acquisition, storage. distribution, and analysis. We discuss aspects of new

teohnotogies thatwill need to be developed to rise up and meet thecomputational chal-

lenges thatgenomics poses for the near future. Now is thetime for concerted, community-
wide planning for the "genomical"challenges of thenext decade.
 

I

We compared genomics withthree other major generators ofBig Data: astronomy,YouTube,
and Twitter. Astronomy has faced the challenges of Big Data for over 20 years and continues
withevcr—more ambitiousstudies oftheuniverse. YouTubeburst on thescene in 2005 and has
sparked extraordinaryworldwide interest in creating and sharing huge numbers of videos.
Twitter,created in 2006,has become theposter childof theburgeoning movement in computa:
tional social science [9], withunprecedented opportunities for new insights by mining the
enormous and ever-growing amount of textual data {Z}. Particlephysics also produces massive

quantities of raw data, although the footprint is surprisi_11glylimited since thevastmajority of
data are discarded soon after acquisitionusing theprocessing power that is coupled to thesen-

sors ts}. Consequently,we do not include the domain in full detail here, although thatmodel of

rapid filteringand analystswillsurelyplay an increasinglyimpottant role in genomics as the
field matures.

1/11
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031103? Genome M353 W03. Whcle QEHOHI3 To compare these four disparate domains, we considered the four components thatcom-

shotgun. prise the “life cycle” of a dataset: acquisition,storage, distribution, and analysis (lablel).

Data Acquisition
The four Big Data domains differ sharply in how data are acquired. Most astronomy data are

acquired from a few highly centralizedfacilities[2]. By contrast, YouTubeand Twitteracquire
data in a highly distributed manner,but under a few standardizedprotocols. Astronomy,You-
Tube,and Twitter are expected to show continued dramaticgrowth in thevolume ofdata to be
acquired. For example, the Australian Square KilometreArrayPathfinder(ASKAP)project
currently acquires 7.5 terabytes/secondofsample image data, a rate projected to increase
100—foid to 750 terabytes/second (~25 zettabytes per year) by 2025 [um]. YouTubecurrently
has 300 hours ofvideo beinguploaded every minute, and this could grow to 1,000——1,700 hours
per minute (1-2 exabytes ofvideo data per year) by 2025 ifwe extrapolate from current trends
(S1 Note). Today,Twittergenerates 500 million tweets)‘day, each about 3 kilobytes including
metadata (§2 Note). While this figure is beginningto plateau, a projected logarithmicgrowth
rate would suggest a 2.4-fold growthby 2025. to 1.2 billiontweets per day, 1.36 petabytes/year.
In short, data acquisition in these domains is expected to grow by up to two orders of magni-
tude in the next decade.

For genornics, data acquisition is highly distributed and involvesheterogeneous formats.
The rate ofgrowthover the last decade has also been truly astonishing,withthetotal amount
ofsequence data produced doubtingapproximatelyevery seven months (E_ig_l). The Omics-
Maps catalog ofall known sequencing instruments in theworld {Q} reports thatcurrently
there are more than2,500 high-throughputinstruments, manufacturedby several different
companies, iocated in nearly1,000 sequencing centers in 55 countries in universities, hospitals,
and other research laboratories. These centers range in size from smalllaboratorieswitha few
instruments generating a few terabases per year to large dedicated facilitiesproducing several
petabases a year. (An approximateconversion factorto use in interpreting these numbers is 4
bases = 1 byte, thoughwe will revisit thisbelow.)

The raw sequencing reads used in most published studies are archived at either the
A

Sequence Read Archive (SRA) maintainedby the United States National Institutes of Health
National Center for Biotechnology Information(NIH/NCBI) or one of the internationalcoun-

terparts. The SRA currently contains more than 3.6 petabases of raw sequence data (Slfiig),
which reflects the ~32,000 microbialgenomes, ~5,000 plant and animalgenomes, and
~250,000 individualhuman genomes thathave been sequenced or are in progress thus far [l_2].

Table 1. Four domains of Big Data In 2025. In eachof thefour domains. theprojected annual storage and computing needs are presented across thedata
iifecycle.
Data Phase Astronomy '

Twitter YouTube Genomles

Acquisition 25 zetta-bytes/year
'

0.545 hiltion i500—.900 miilion hours/year
V

i

‘1 zetta-baseslyear
iweets/year V

. .
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Growthof DNA Sequencing
'
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Fig 1. Growthof DNA sequencing.The plot shows thegrowthof DNA sequencing both in the total numberofhuman genomessequenced (left axis) as welt
as theworldwide annual sequencing capacity (right axis: Terebasepairs (Tbp).Peta-basepairs (Pbp). Exa-basepairs (Ebp),Zetta-basepairs (Zbps)). The
values through2015 are based on the historical publicationrecord, withselected milestones in sequencing {first Sangerthrough first PacBiohuman genome
published) as well as threeexemplarprojects using large-scalesequencing: lhe 1000 Genomes Project, aggregatinghundreds of human genomes by 2012
{*3}: The Cancer Genome Attas (TCGA). aggregatingover several thousandturriorfnormal genome pairs {=1}; and the Exome AggregationConsortium (ExAC),
aggregatingover 60.000 human exomss fit. Many oi the genomes sequenced to date have beenwhole exams ratherthanwhole genome. but we expect lha
ratio to be increasinglyfavored towards whole genome in the future. Thevalues beyond2015 represent our projection under threepossible growthcurves as
describedin themain text.

dol:10.1371ljournai.pbio.100Q195.gD01

However, the 3.6 petabases represent a small fractionofthetotal produced; most of it is not yet
in thesearchives. Based on manufacturerspecifications of the instruments, we estimate. thecur-

rent worldwide sequencing capacity to exceed 35 petabases per year, includingthesixteen Illu-
mina X-Tensystems thathave been sold so far [EL eachwitha capacityof ~2 petabases per
yenr {_1_.=_i].

Over the next ten years, we expect sequencing capacitieswill continue to growvery rapidly,
although the project growthbecomesmore unpredictable the furtherout we consider. If the
growthcontinues at the current rate by doubling every seven months, thenwe should reach

more than one exabase ofsequence per year hi thenext five years and approach one zettabase
of sequence per year by 2025 (Egg, Table 1). Interestingly,even at themore conservative esti-
mates of doubiingevery 12 months (Illurnir1'a'scurrent own estimate [1_2]) or every 18 months
(equivalent to Moore's law),we should reach exabase—sca1egcnomics well withinthenext
decade. We anticipate thissequencing willencompass genome sequences for most of the
approximately1.2 milliondescribedspecies ofplants and animals [_1__§]. With these genomes.
plus thoseof thousandsof individuais_of"high value" species for energy,environmental,and
agricultural reasons, we estimate that therewillbe at least 2.5 millionplant and animal genome

mos Biology [ DO|:10.1371l]ournai.pbio.1002195 duty 7, 201 5 ~ 3111
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sequences by 2.025. For example, thegenomics powerhouse BGI, in conjunctionwith the
InternationalRice Research Institute and the Chinese Academy ofAgricultural Sciences,has

already sequenced 3,000 varietiesof rice [lg] and announced a massive project of theirown to

sequence one millionplant and animal genomes [31, The SmithsonianInstitute also has simi-
lar plans to "capture and catalog all theDNA from theworld's flora and fauna."There also will
be genomes for several millionsofmicrobes,withexplosive growthprojected for bothmedical
and environmentalmicrobemetagenomicsequencing [fi,fi].

These estimates, however, are dwarfed by thevery reasonablepossibilitythata significant
fractionof theworld’s human population willhave theirgenomes sequenced. The leading
driver of this trend is thepromise of genomic medicine to revolutionizethediagnosis and treat-

ment of disease, withsome countries contemplatingsequencing large portions of theirpopula-
tions: bothEngland [E] and Saudi Arabia [gr] have announced plans to sequence 100,000 of
theircitizens, one—thirdof Iceland’s 320,000 citizens have donated blood for genetic testing
{g;_], and researchers in boththeUS [2_3.l and China [Q] bothaim to sequence 1 million

genomes in thenext few years. With theworld's population projected to top 8 billionby 2025,
it is possible thatas many as 25% of thepopulation in developed nationsand halfof that in
less—developed nationswillhave theirgenomes sequenced (comparable to thecurrent world-
wide distribution of Internet users [2_zl]).

- We thereforeestimate between 100 millionand as many as 2 billionhuman genomes could
be sequenced by 2025, representing four to five orders of magnitude growthin ten years and
far exceeding thegrowthfor the threeother Big Data domains. indeed, this numbercould

grow even larger, especiallysince new single-cell genome sequencing technologies are starting
to reveal previouslyunimagined levels ofvariation,especially in cancers, necessitatingsequenc-
ing thegenomes of thousandsof separate cells in a single tumor l..1.Ql.

Moreover, the technology used to sequence DNA is deployed creativelyfor otherapplica-
tions (e.g., transcriptome, epigenome, proteome, metabolome, and microbiomesequencing)
necessitating generatingnew sequencing data multiple times per person to monitor molecular
activity {gs}. These applications require precise quantitative counts of sequencing reads to cap-
ture diversity ofexpression or diversity of abundances, thus requiringmillionsof reads to accu-

rately estimate underlyingdistributions as theychange over time. For medicine, just having the

genome willnot be sufficient: for each individual, it willneed to be coupledwithother relevant
‘omics data sets, some collected periodicallyand from different tissues, to compare healthyand
diseased states [E]. Computationalchallenges will increase becauseof dramatic increases in
the total volumeofgenomic data per person, as will thecomplexitiesof integrating these
diverse data sources to improve healthand cure diseases. Genomics thusappears to pose the

greatest challenges for data acquisitionof the four Big Data domains.

Data Storage
Data storage requirements for all four domains are projected to be enormous. Today, thelarg-
est astronomy data center devotes P-100 petabytes to storage, and the completion oftheSquare
KilometreArray (SKA) project is expected to lead to a storage demand of I exabyte per year.
YouTubecurrently requires from 100 petabytes to 1 exabyte for storage and may be projected
to require between I and 2 exabytes additional storage per year by 2025. Twitter’sstorage
needs today are estimated at 0.5 petabytes per year, which may increase to 1.5 petabytes in the
next ten years. (Our estimateshere ignore the “replication factor” thatmultiplies storage needs

by -4, for redundancy.) For genomics, we have determined more than 100 petabytes ofstorage
are currentlyused by only 20 of thelargest institutions (Sl_’I‘z1l>_l__c>,).

PLOS Biology | DO|:10.1371/journa|.pbio.1002195 July 7, 2015 4/ 11
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Projectionsofstorage requirements for sequence data depend on the accuracyand applica-
tion of thesequencing. For every 3 billionbases ofhuman genome sequence, 30-fold more data
(~l00 gigahases) must be collected becauseof errors in sequencing, base calling, and genome
alignment.This means thatas much as 2—40 exabytes ofstorage capacitywillbeneeded by
2025 just for thehuman genomes (S3 Note). These needs can be diminishedwitheffective data
compression [Q], but decompression times and fidelityare a major concern in compressive
genomics {2_S_}.

Are theemerging “third—generation"single—moleculesequencing technologies with much
longer reads, such as those from PacificBiosciences and Oxford Nanopore, a computational
panacea?Though error rates currently are higher and throughputlower thanshort—read tech-
nologies, as theymature, these technologies are starting to be used to sequence and assemble
nearlyentire chromosomes {2_9]. This willminimize theneed to oversample as much, and
eventually,the raw sequence data may not need to bestored at all. However, eliminatingthe
need to store raw sequence data and only retaining complete genomeswillhave relativelylittle
impactoverall—perhaps one or two orders of magnitude less data storage. More significant

‘ reductions in storage demandwillcome when improvements in sequencingaccuracyand data-
base comprehensiveness reach thepoint at which genome sequences themselvesdo not need to
be stored, just thelist ofvariants relative to a reference collection (“delta encoding”){E}. This
workswell for Cataloging the simplest variants in a human genome, but it may not be as useful
for complex samples, such as cancer genomes, thathave many novel rearrangements and
mutations. While certainly helpful, we thus do not expect long-read sequencing technology or

delta encoding to solve thestorage challenges for genome sequencing in 2025.
In contrast, we do see great opportunities for data reduction and real~timeanalysisof other

‘omics analysis.For example, once sequencing becomes fast enough and themethodsmature

enough to correctly infer transcript expression levels in real time, we anticipate thatraw RNA-

seq reads will no longer be stored, except for specific research purposes. Already several such
“streaming" algorithmshave beenpublished for thispurpose, performing as well as or superior
to theirnonstreamingcounterparts [fllFor RNA—seq and other ‘omics applications,genomics
willbenefitgreatly from the lessons learned in particle physics, in which in most cases raw data
are discarded almost as fast as theyare generated in favor ofhigher level and greatlycom-

pressed summaries.
Altogether,we anticipate the developmentof huge genomics archives used for storing mil-

lions of genomes along with‘theassociated ‘omics measurements over time. Ideally,these
archives will also collect or be linked to thepatient phenotypicdata, especially disease out-

comes and treatmentsprovided to support retrospective analysisas new relationships are dis-
covered. To make it practicalto search and query throughsuch vast collections, thedata willbe
stored in hierarchical systems thatmake data and theirstatistical summariesavailableat differ-
ent levels ofcompression and latency,as used in astronomy [.3-,,_2_] and text analysis [,,3_,5]. Thus,
although total genomic data could far exceed thedemands for theothers,with the right new

innovationsthenet requirements could be similarto thedomains of astronomy and YouTube.

Data Distribution

Astronomy,YouTube,Twitter,and genomics also differgreatly in data distributionpatterns.
The major bandwidthrequirement oftheSKA project is to get data from its 3,000 antennaeto

a central server, requiring as much as 600 terabytesfsecond [3_4}. The bandwidthusage of You-
Tubeis relativelysmallfor a singledownload and well supported by theaverage consumer’s 10

Mbps connection, but aggregate needs worldwide are enormous, withestimates up to 240
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petabyteslday (5_4...l.‘l&llfil.The distributionpatterns ofgenomics data are much more het-

erogeneous, involvingelements of bothsituations {E};
Genomic data are distributed in units spanning a wide range of sizes, from comparisons of a

few bases or gene sequences to large multiterabyte bulkdownloads from central repositories.
For large—sca1e analysis, cloud computing is particularlysuited to decreasing thebandwidthfor
distribution of genomic data [;3_jZ} so thatapplicationscan run on remote machinesthatalready
have data [.3§]. Onlysmallsegments of code are uploaded and highiyprocessed outputs are

downioaded, thus significantiyreducing thecomputing resources necessary for distribution.
But in addition to tailoringgenomics applications for thecloud, new methodsof data reli-

abilityand security are required to ensure privacy,much more so than for the other three
domains. A serious breachofmedicallysensitive genomic data would have permanent conse~

quences and could seriouslyhinder the development ofgenomic medicine. Homomorphic
encryption systems, in which encrypted data can be analyzed and manipulated for certain con-

trolled queries withoutdisclosing the raw data, are currentlytoocomputationallyexpensive for
widespread use, but these and related cryptographic techniques are promising areas of research
B2].

Data Analysis
Astronomy,YouTube,Twitter, and genomics differmost in computational requirements for
data analysis. Astronomy data require extensive specializedanalysis,but thebulk of this
requirement is for in situ processing and reduction of data by computers located near the tele-
scopes [Q]. This initial analysis is dauntingbecauseof its real—time nature and huge data vol-
umes but can often be effectively performed in parallel on thousandsof cores. YouTubevideos
are primarilymeant to beviewed, along withsome automatedanalysis for advertisements or

copyright infringements.Twitterdata are thesubject of intense research in thesocial sciences
[Q], especially for topic and sentiment mining,which is performed chieflyon textual "tweets"
in thecontext of associated metadata (e.g., user demographics and temporal information).

Analysisof genomic data involves a more diverse range ofapproaches becauseof thevariety
ofsteps involved in readinga genome sequence and derivinguseful informationfrom it. For
popuiation and medicalgenomics, identifying thegenomic variants in each individualgenome
is currentlyone of themost computationallycomplexphases. Variantcalling on 2 billion
genomes per year, with 100,000 CPUs in parallel, would require methods thatprocess
2 genomes per CPU—hour, three—to—fourorders ofmagnitude faster thancurrent capabilities
[Q]. Whole genome alignment is another important form of genomic data analysis, used for a

varietyofgoals, from phylogenyreconstruction to genome annotation via comparativemeth-
odoiogies. Just a singie whole genome alignmentbetweenhuman and mouse consumes ~10O
CPU hours {Q}. Aligningall pairs of the~2.5 millionspecies expected to be availableby 202.5
amounts to 50~100 trillionsuch whole genome alignments,which would need to be six orders
ofmagnitude faster thanpossible today.

improvements to CPU capabiiities, as anticipated by Moore’s Law, should help close the
gap, but trends in computingpower are often geared towards floatingpoint operations and do
not necessarilyprovide improvements in genome analysis, in which string operations and
memory managementoften pose themost significant challenges. Moreover, thebiggerbottle~
neck of Big Data analysis in the future maynot be in CPU capabilitiesbut in the input/output
(I/O) hardware thatshuttles data betweenstorage andprocessors [gel], 3. problem requiring
research into new parallel I/0 hardware and algorithmsthatcan effectively utilizethem.
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The Long Road Ahead
Genomics clearlyposes some of themost severe computationalchallenges facingus in the next

decade. Genomics is a “four—headed beast”;consideringthe computationaldemands across the
lifecycleof a dataset~acquisition,storage, distribution, and analysis—genomics is eitheron

par withor the most demandingof theBig Data domains. New integrative approaches need to

be developed that take into account thechallenges in all four aspects: it is unlikelythata single
advance or technologywill solve thegenomics data problem. Severalkey technologies thatare

most criticallyneeded to support future solutions are discussed in Box L.
In human health, the major needs are driven by the realizationthatfor precision medicine

and similarefforts to be most effective, genomes and related ‘omics data need to be shared and
compared in huge numbers.Ifwe do not commit as a scientific community to sharing now, we

run the risk ofestablishing thousandsof isolated, private data collections, each too underpow-
ered to allow subtle signals to be extracted. More than anythingelse, connecting these resources

requires trust among institutions, scientists, and thepublic to ensure thecollectionswillbe
used for medicalpurposes and not to discriminate or penalize individualsbecauseof their
genetic makeup.

Finally,the exascale data and computing centers thatare emerging today to meet Big Data
challenges in several domains (YouTube[5_0], Google {Q}, Facebook[flland theNational
Security Agency [fillare theresult of far-sighted planningand commitment by the respective
organizations.Now is the time for concerted, community-wideplanning for the “genornical”
challenges of the next decade.

_.
Box,1. Key Technolqogical,l\l:eec_ls for Big DataéenorniesV- A

 (1) Acquisition .

The most important need to sustain theexplosive growthin genomicdata acquisition is -

continued advances in sequencing technologies to reduce costs, improve throughput, V
,

and achievevery high accuracy.The current costs of ~US$l,000 per humangenome V

"

_
9

beginto make it practicalto sequence human genomes in large. numbers,especiallyfor ~ . f
critical medical treatments, but to scale to populations ofhundreds ofmillions to billions
of genomes, costs must be reduced by at least anotherone to two orders of magnitude or

q

more. For manymedical applications,thetime for sequencingmust also be reduced so

that it can be completed in near real time, especially to rapidlydiagnosis acute infections
andconditions.Finally,to make a genome sequence most useful, it must bepaired with
automatedmethodsto collect metadata and phenotype data, allaccording to appropriate

,

"

standards so thatdata ,co1lectedin one environmentcan becompared to thosecollected, .
,

by
inanother. ‘ ‘W A. v~ 1 ~: I .. : is A v

 (2)Storage .
y q

i , _

The communityneeds to start designing and constructing data centers with fast, tiered
storage systems to query and aggregate over large collectionsof genomes and ‘omics ’

data. There are new technologies on thehorizon thatwillhelp support these needs,
A

,

includingSD memory, integrated, computing technologies thatovercometheI/O bottle-.V
neck, and networksthatare two-to~five orders of magnitude faster becauseofiopticalq jg: 1‘, ‘p 1’. I

switching {4_5,4_6]. Similarly,efficientcompression and indexingsystems are critical’to V

make thebestuse out of each availablebytewhilemaking thedata highlyaccessible.We
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also expect algorithmicdevelopments thatcan represent large coliectionsofpersonal ; ’

. ;

genomes as a compactgraph, making it more efficientand robust to compare one
V V

;
g

genome to many others. Beyondtheseapproaches,we see the rise ofstreaming ’ '

V V
g gapproaches_to make on-they-flycomparisons thatwiil aliowtus to rapidlydiseard data, ;V_ V

especially for sequencing applications thatuse thesequgencedata as avmeans toinfer
V

'

abundances or othermo1¢CIV1i3I‘ activifY- V. V‘
VV V VV

V

VV VV V

V VV VV
V V VV

VV V

 

V@)DBmbmbn
The most practical,and perhaps only,solution for distributinggenome sequences ata
population scale is to use cloud—computingsystems thatminimizedata movementand
maximizecode federation [Q1], New deveiopmentsfromcompanies such as Google,
Amazon,and Facebookthatinclude applicationsbuilt to fit the frameworksof distrib- ~.

_

uted computingefficient data centers and distributed storage and cloud computing para- ;
:

digms willbepart ofthesolution. Already, large cloud-based genomic resources are 3.
i beingdevelopedusing these technologies, especiallyto support theneeds ofthe largest

_

‘V ‘»=
,

_

sequencing centers or to support theneeds of large communities (BG_I—cloud, TCGA, the
: InternationaiCancer Genome Consortium_V[ICGC},eVtVc.v).,'_I‘oIVI_1al<ethesevonlinesystVe_11_V1sjj1V

V

most useful, the communityneeds to developapplicationprogramming interfaces _’ V V. V

V V

(APIs) for discoveringand querying large riatasets on remote systems. The Qlobalpnllig _1 .

_

ance for Genomics and Health [fll and others are beginningto develop such standards V V

for human genomic data, and we expectothercommunitiesto follow. Finally,authenti-
cation, encryption, and othersecurity safeguards must be developed to ensure thatgeno- .-

micdataremainptivatég
.

V » »

~ Q -
A ...- w ' ~ * ~ *

(MNHWE
M

._
..

Our ultimategoal is’ to be able to interpret genomic sequences and answer howgD_NVA
mutatioiis, expression changes, or othermolecularmeasurementsrelate topdisease, deVei_— .

opment, behavior,or evolution. Accomplishingthisgoal ‘will_clearlyrequire integration .

‘E V;V _'
ofbiologicaldomain expertise, large_—,scale_ machinelearningsystems, and a Vcomputing ;V_ 1 .v

V

infrastructure thatcan support flexibleand dynamic queries to search for patterns Voyer V

V

A

very large collections in very high dimensions. A numberof “data science technologiesfi’, ;
.V ;

includingR, Mahout, and othermachinelearningsystems poweredby Hadoop ’
V V

otherhighlyscalable systems, are a start, but thecurrent offerings are stilldifficult and V

expensive to use. VTh_e communitywould also benefitfrom librariesofhighly optimized .

V

algorithmswithina simple interface thatcan becombinedand reused in many contexts
'

as theproblems emerge.Data science companies as well as open,-source initiatives are _

V

. already starting to developsuch components.»such as Ainaaon’.s_recent “.Ar_na_zon
A

V‘ =V V VQV.
MachineLearnVing”V_prec_i‘ictionsystem,Butbecausegenomicsposes uI1i<V}u_e_c_hallengesin ‘

V

terms of data acquisition,distribution,storage, and especialiyanalysis,waiting for inng. ’ 3

vations from outside our field is unlikelyto besufficient.We miist faceVthesVVeVchailenges
ourselves, starting withintegratingdata science into graduaVtVe, undergraduate, and high; IV.
school curricula to train thenext generationsofquantitative biologists,bioinformatig

V

V;
e

{
ciaus.and computer scientists and engineers [Q]. V VV V V V‘

V

V ‘V VV V

V V‘ V V "V
’

V
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Supporting Information
81 Pig. Growthof GenBanl<. They-axis shows thetotal sequence in bp. (Biue = GenBanl<,
red = whole genome shotgun [WGS] sequences.) Each line is double of theprevious. The x-

‘

axis indicates time. Each line is 6 monthsafter theprevious. Source: imp://www.11clz.i_,i1l_n1.nih.
govlyeiibanlt/statistics.
(TIF)

S1 Note. You’I'ubedata estimates.

(DOCX)

S2 Note. Twitterdata estimates.

(DOCX)
S3 Note. Human genomic data storage estimates for 2025.

(DOCX)
.

S4 Note. You’I‘ubedistributionstatistics (current).
(DOCX)
S1 Tabie.Capacitiesof 20 major genomics institutions. The numberof sequencers as listed
from OmicsMaps.comand theirstorage capacities from the listed citation. These 20 institu-
tions alone collectivelyhave more than 100 PB ofstorage available.
(DOCX)
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Dear SC members,

Aftermuch deliberationabout whether to convene a Divseek Partner's Assembly (PA) in San Diego during
January 2016, the JFU and I have reachedthe conclusion that it would be more constructive to invite PA
membersto participate in a workshop to discuss the goals and identity of theDivSeek initiativeduring this
formative stage.

Please review the attached draft letter and get backto me (witha co to the entire JFU) with your comments by
Friday,Nov. 6.

We will do our best to accommodateyour comments and suggestions, and plan to send a revised letter to the
entire PA early on Saturday, Nov. 7.

We look forward to further discussions about Divseek goals and identity, and plans for a PA later in theyear
during our SC meeting in Bonn on Dec. 8.

Thanks and best wishes,
Susan

Susan McCouoh
Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
162 Emerson Hall
Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
Phone: +1 607-255-0420
Fax: +1 607-255-6683
Email:srm4((Dcorne|l.eduor mccouch@comell.edu
Alternate E1na“=—



  

             
                  

              

                
              
             

             

              
           

              
           

                 
   

               
                

              
               

        

            
          

              
              

            

              
           

              
             

             
        

             
              
       

              
               

            

                    
 

    
  

Dear Partners,

This year, theDivSeek intiativewillhost a round—table discussion about data-sharing and
governance on the afternoon of January 8, 2016 in San Diego, and we invite you to join. Please
hold the date, and we will follow up shortly with details about the venue.

in tlie mean time, I provide some updates on DivSeek activities.The DivSeek Charter has now

been endorsed by 59 organizations, and since the Partner’s Assembly(PA) meeting in January
2015 in San Diego, eight Steering Committee (SC) memberswere elected through electronic
voting and the first SC meeting was held in Rome in May 2015.

According to the Charter, theDivSeek initiative aims to (1) facilitatenetworkingamong partners
interested in the applicationof state-of-the-artgenotyping and phenotypingtechnologies to
deepen our understanding of crop diversity, (2)promote the development of common standards to
link germplasm with characterizationdata and to enable interoperabilityamong information
systems, (3) develop an annual workplan witha budget and a resource mobilizationplan, and (4)
organize capacity-buildingWorkshops.
in keeping with these stated goals and principles, DivSeek has undertaken a landscaping study to
take stock of ongoing research that is relevant to the initiative, endorsed the use of permanent
unique identifiers as standards for trackinggermplasm, and convened two studies to help identify
an appropriate governance structure thatwill permit the initiative to define and execute a work
"plan and seek appropriate levels of external funding.
Landscaping Study. A Landscaping Study has documented ~50 funded initiativesrelated to the
DivSeek agenda currently underway around the world <divseek.org/landscape>. These projects
focus on evaluatingover a dozen crops at the genotypic and phenotypic levels, developing
information systems, software tools and data standards. Hosting links to these projects willhelp
networkresearchers and facilitatedata exchange and sharing of lessons learned. ?

PermanentUnique Identifiers (PUlD). To help establish a set of core standards to facilitate
data exchange and enable data integration and interoperabilityamong diverse information
systems, DivSeek endorses the use of PUID for crop germplasm;PUJD will also enable
phenotypicand genotypic datasets to be linked back to specific sources of gennplasm.
Governance. A team at ArizonaState University (ASU) is exploring lessons learned about
governance and information-sharingfrom various community-driven initiatives involving

_

genetics research. An SC subcommittee on governance is exploring guidelines to improve the
operational efficiencyof the DivSeek initiativethatwill enable it to be more inclusive,
responsive, and to launchexternally funded projects.
CapacityBuilding.Members of the SC have been exploring the possibilityof capacity building
workshops thatwould be endorsed by DivSeek, includingtraining in the use of ontologies and
standards for integration of phenotypingdata at the lab and field scale.

We hope to see you at theDivseek workshop on Jan. 8 in San Diego and look forward to your
input.
Regards and best wishes,
Susan McCouch



Bretting, Peter

From: Bretting, Peter
Sent: Tuesday, November03. 2015 2:27 PM
To: ‘Susan McCouch'
Cc: Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow; Daniele Manzella; Wayne Powell (CGIAR Consortium)
Subject: RE: Please review: Note to Divseek Partners re January gathering in San Diego
Attachments: 2015 Draft re DivSeek Meeting in Jan_2016_15l103 PKB eclits.clocx

Hi Susan—attached are some suggested edits.

Thanks, much appreciated!

Peter

Peter Bretting
USDA/ARS Office of National Programs
Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139
5601 Sunni/side Avenue
Beltsville, MD 2o7o5—5139
Phone 1.301.504.5541
Fax 1.301.504.6191
MobilePhone— '

E-mailQeter.bretting§a§ars.usda.gov
web site: htt :/lwww.ars.usda. ovlresearchl

Fr°m=—lmai|t0—0“ Behalf 0* Susan Mccouch
Sent: Tuesday, November03, 2015 10:03 AM
To: Andreas Graner (IPKJ; David Marshall (JHI}; ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity); Emily Marden (UBC}; Bretting, Peter;
Rajeev Varshney {lCRlSAT & GCP); RuaraldhSackvilleHamilton (IRRS); Sarah Ayling (TGAC); Susan Mccouch
Cc: Peter Wenzl; Ruth Bastow; Powell, Wayne (CGEAR Consortium); Daniele Nlanzella
Subject: Please review: Note to Divseek Partners re January gathering in San Diego

ro rams! ro ams.htm?NI’ CODE=301   

Dear SC members,

Aftermuch deliberationabout whether to convene a DivSeek Partner's Assembly (PA) in San Diego during
January 2016, the JFU and I have reached the conclusion that it would be more constructive to invite PA
membersto participate in a workshop to discuss the goals and identity of theDivSeek initiative during this
formative stage.

Please review the attacheddraft letter and get back to me {with a cc to the entire JFU) with your comments by
Friday,Nov. 6. '

'

We will do our best to accommodateyour comments and suggestions, and plan to send a revised letter to the
entire PA early on Saturday, Nov. 7.

We look forward to further discussions about DivSeek goals and identity, and plans for a PA later in the year
during our SC meeting in Bonn on Dec. 8.



Thanks and best wishes,
Susan

Susan McCouch
,

Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
162 Emerson Hall
Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
Phone: +1 607-255-0420
Fax: ‘+1 607-255-6683 1'

'

Email: 311114 a eo1‘nell.edu or mcc0uCl'1§2B,co111ell.edu
Alternate amen:T



  

             
             

 
  

                     
         

            
                          

                                 
                       

                              
              

           
              

           
                 
   

               
                

              
              

        

    
     

  

    
     

   

    
    

        
      

  

           
        

            
           
          
   

     

              
           

              
         

             
        

             
           

     

             
        

      

                 
      

    
  

        
    

      

     

    

    
          

   
      

      

Dear Partners,

  

 
 

 

 

   
  

 

Governance. A.team at ArizonaState University (ASU) is exploring ‘_‘_lessons learned: about
governance and information-sharingfrom various community-driven initiatives involving »

genetics research. An SC subcommittee on governance is exploring guidelines to improve the
operational efficiencyof the DivSeek i11itiative;_sotlnu‘itl)eL'xinmngoreiuclusiy§,_re§ponsive2

____ __

and 2ai2:!.|>.l.t.'.9.I.‘launches.¢>.<£¢rna!1x::ft1;1_d§s1:?roj¢5=ts-
CapacityBuilding.Members of the SC have been expio-ringi:)i\rSeel{‘ V V
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We hope to see you at the Divseek :'oLintltal3le_c_[igeussionamlworksliopon Jan. 8 in San Diego
and look forward to your input,

\

Regards and bestwishes,
Susan MeCouch \
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Bretting, Peter

From: Susan Mccouch <srm4@cornell.edu>
Sent: Thursday, November12, 2015 6:20 PM
To: Arnaud,Eiizabeth(Bioversity—France);Graner, Andreas (GCP); David Marshall UHI); Emily

Marden (UBC); Bretting, Peter; Varshney,Rajeev (ICRISAT-IN); Hamilton, Ruaraiclh
Sackville(IRRI); Sarah Ayling (TGAC)

Cc: Peter Wenzi; Ruth Bastow; Powell, Wayne (CGIAR Consortium); Danieie Manzella; Susan
Mccouch

Subject: Re: Invitation to a Divseek roundtable discussion

Dear Elizabethet al,

Yes, it wiil be a lot to discuss in the time we have. We will discuss this more at our SC meeting on Dec. 8.

if we were to try to put together a survey, what questions would you want to pose such thatwe get useful feedbackto help us

focus on key points? Your input here would be most welcome.

A few suggestions thatoccur to me are:

1. Ask whether peopie feel that DivSeel< should limit its activities to organizing meetings, helping develop standards for
data~sharing and providing letters of support for initiatives thatare generatinggenotypic and phenotypic information
about crop germ plasm (such as thoseoutiined in the Landscaping study) OR take a more active role and get involved
in helping construct interoperabiesystems, l.e., by develping AP|’s, or by extending existing data management and
data analysis systems so theycan be used by gene bank managers, pre-breeding programs, and others managing
germplasm repositories or conservation efforts (|.e., in situ).
Ask our partners to each outline" 1 or 2 workshops theywould like to prioritize.

3. Should we convene a workinggroup to develop a plan for bringing private sector colleagues into the Divseek
initiative? if so, what kinds of organizationsor expertise should be represented in theworkinggroup?

P’

Thanks
Susan

Fron1:"'Arnaud,Elizabeth(Bioversity—France)" <e.arnaud@cgiar.org>
Date: Thursday, November12, 2015 at 4:18 AM
To: "Graner, Andreas (GCP)" <graner@igk~gatersieben.de>,"David Marshall UHI)" <David.i\/larshall hutton.ac.uk>,
"Arnaud,Elizabeth(Bioversity-France)" <e.arnauci@cgiar.org>,"EmilyMarden(U 
"Peter Bretting [USDA~ARS)" <Peter.Brettin ars.usda. ov>, "Varshney,Rajeev [lCR|SAT—lN)"
<R.K.Varshney@cgiar.org>,"Hamilton, Ruaraidh Sackville(IRRI)" <r.hamilton@irri.org>,"Sarah Ayling (TGAC)"
<sarah.ayling@tgac.ac.uk>,Susan ivlccouch <srm4@cornell.edu>
Cc: Peter Wenzl <geter.wenz|@croQtrust.org>, Ruth Bastow <ruth.bastow@divseek.org>,"Powell, Wayne (CGIAR
Consortium)" <w.Qoweil@cgiar.org>,Daniele Ma nzella <daniele.manze|la@divseek.org> -

Subject: FW: invitation to a DivSee|< roundtable discussion

Dear Susan,

i see thatyou have extended the round table topic to much larger questions on Divseek. i hope thatwe can cover ail aspects
in 5 hours. Wouldn't it be useful to have an onlinesurvey before to start collecting feedbackand provide some key points for
discussion ?

Kind regards



 

    
      

    
       

        

                 
                   

               

                   

                  
                

                  
                     

            

                 
             

                
                 

       

                   
                    

 

                  
                 

                
                 

                
               

       

         

               
          

              
               

               
            

  

                
              

                 
 

 

Elizabeth

From: Divseek Meetings <meetings@divseek.org>
Date: jeudi 12 novembre 2015 07:55
To: Divseek Meetings <meetings@divseek.org>
Subject: Invitation toa Divseek roundtable discussion

Dear DivSeek partners and colleagues interested in Divseek,

The Divseek Initiative will convene a roundtable discussion between 13:00 and 17:00 on Januarya, 2016, in
San Diego. The focus wiil be to solicit input about DivSeek’s rote and identity in the larger landscape, its
organizationalstructure, and its rote in promoting access to and exchange of genetic diversity data.

We invite 1-2 membersfrom your organization to attend and wili foilow up shortly with details about the venue.

In the meantime, we provide some updates on Divseek activities.The Divseek Charter has now been endorsed by
59 organizations. Since the Partners’ Assembly (PA) meeting in January 2015 in San Diego, eight Steering
Committee (SC) memberswere elected through electronic voting; the first SC meeting was held in Rome in May
2015 and the second is to be held in Bonn in December2015. The 2016 Partners’ Assemblywill take place during
spring—summer and will be announced as soon as thatdate is set.

According to the Charter, the Divseek Initiative aims to (1) facilitatenetworkingamong partners interested in the
appiication of state—of—the—art genotyping and phenotyping technologies to deepen our understanding of crop
diversity, (2) promote the development of common standards to iink germpiasm with characterizationdata and to
enable interoperabiiity among information systems, (3) develop an annual work plan with a budget and a resource
mobilizationplan, and (4) organize capacity—bui|dingworkshops.

in keeping with these stated goals and principles, Divseek has been undertaking a landscaping study to take stock «

g

of ongoing research that is relevant to the Initiative, providing the basis for discussing DivSeek’s identity in a larger
context.

In addition, over the course of the year, an SC subcommitteewas tasked to help identify an organizational
(governance)structure thatwill enable Divseek to define and execute a work plan and seek external funding.
Divseek has supported theuse of permanent unique identifiers (PUlDs) for tracking germplasm and faciiitatingdata
integration. A study funded by .JFU memberorganizationsat ArizonaState University (ASU) was asked to examine
strategies for data sharing in other community-driven initiatives to provide a foundation for a discussion about
Divseek policies. Finally,several capacity buiiding workshops are being organized to promote the adoptionof
standards and sharing of data and information. ‘

The topics for discussion at the January roundtable inciudef

- The identityof DivSeek. The landscaping study documents more than 50 projects reievant to DivSeek
goals and principles thatare currently undenivay around the world
(see httpzllwww.divseeE<.org/landscapefor a draft list). These projects either focus on evaluating over a
dozen crops at the genotypic and phenotypic levels or the development of information systems, software
tools and data standards. How should DivSeek interactwith these projects to help researchers network,
develop and adopt common standards, improve interoperabiiityamong informationsystems, and promote
informationsharing?

- Data sharing and private-sector involvement. The team at ASU will summarize its findings from a study
on data—sharing in genetics research based on a review of eight community—driven initiatives. Lessons
learned will be presented in the context of Divseek to seek input from public and private sector
coileagues.



               
              

  

                  
              

              

             
             
             

                      
 

    

  

    

 

o Divseek organizationalstructure. A report from the SC will outline a refined organizational (governance)
structure thatshould enabieDivseek to become more inciusive, responsive, and capable of launching
externaily—fundedprojects.

- PermanentUnique Identifiers (PUID). Divseek supports the use of PUID for crop germpiasm as a way to
track samples, link them to genotypic and phenotypic information, enable data integration, and promote
interoperabilityamong diverse information systems. We will update you onprogress in this area.

-‘CapacityBuilding. Members of the SC are exploring the possibilitythatDivseek co-organize capacity-
buildingworkshops, inciuding training in ontoiogies and developing standards for integrating data across

species, geographies and laboratories. We are seeking your guidance on areas to prioritize.
We hope to see you at the Divseek roundtabiediscussion on Jan. 8 in San Diego, and we iook forward to your
input!

Regards and best wishes,

Susan Mccouch

Chair, DivSeek Partners’ Assembly



Bretting, Peter

From:
'

Peter Wenzl <peter.wenzI@divseek.org>

Sent: Tuesday, December01, 2015 5:44 AM
To: Andreas Graner; David Marshall; ElizabethArnaud (Bioversity—France); Emily Marden;

Bretting, Peter; Rajeev Varshney (ICRISATJN); Ruaraidh SackvilleHamilton (IRRI); Sarah
Ayiing; Susan Mccouch

Cc: Daniele Manzella; Ruth Bastow; Wayne Powell (CGIAR Consortium); Dagny Poser
Subject: Divseek meeting in Bonn '

Attachments: DS_SC—2_15_1 (Meeting Agenda).pdf; DS_SC-2_1S_4 (Report of Governance Expert
Group).pdf; DS_SC—2_1S_4 (Report of Governance Expert Group - Appendix 2).pdf;
DS_SC—2_15_5 (Update on ASU study).pdf; DS_SC-2_15_6(TentativeAgenda for Divseek
Meeting in January).pdf; DS_SC-2_lS_7 (Proposal for a Bellagio Meeting).pdf; DS_SC—2_
1S_8 (Membership App|ications).pdf“, Hotel and transfenclocx

Dear DivSeek Steering Committee members,

Please find attached the Agenda and otherDocuments for the DivSeek Steering Committee meeting on

December8th next week. The meeting will start at 9:00am at thepremises of the Crop Trust (Platz der
Vereinten Nationen 7, 53113 Bonn).

In a follow-up messagelater thisweek, we will send you two additional Documents (No. 2, 3) withnotes and
updates from Susan and the JFU organizations.

As a reminder, here's a quick overview of the logistics:

- Accommodation: Accommodationhas been booked at the Hotel Stern, Markt 8, 53111 Bonn,
Germany. Accommodation and breakfasthave been pre—paid by the Crop Trust. All extras are to be paid
by the guest upon check out.

- Transfer: please see attached sheet for directions from the airport to thehotel, and from thehotel to the
Crop Trust offices.

- Per diem: we'll pay you a per diem to cover costs for meals not provided by us. It should also cover
ineidentals such as transport to/from the airport.

- Dinner on 7 Dec: you‘re invited for a joint dinner at 19:00 on the evening before the meeting at the
Ruland Restaurant, Bischhofsplatz 1, Bonn. This is a 2—min walk from the hotel.

Please do not hesitate to contact us in case you've any questions in regard to the agenda,‘documents or the
logistics of the meeting.

Looking foiwarcl to meeting you next week!

On behalfof the Joint FacilitationUnit,

Peter

Peter Wenzl



Divseek Liaison
Global Crop Diversity Trust
Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn, Germany
Office: +49 228 85427 126
M°b"ei— %

www.cr0Qtrust.org

Securing our Food, Forever



      

   

  

  

   

       

     

           

      

   

        

 

                 

      

   

     

 

 
DS/SC~2/15/1

Second meeting of the Steering Committee

8 December2015

GCDT Headquarters

Bonn, Germany

Draft ProvisionalAgenda

Welcome and opening of the meeting

Approvai of the agenda
b

Updates since the last Steering Committee meeting in May 2015

Identity and goais of Divseek

Divseek governance
Preparation of Divseek workshop in ianuary 2016

Pians for a Beliagio meeting to discuss the science/policy interface in reiation to crop germplasm
‘Review of new membershipapplications
Other business

10. Preparation of the report



  

      

   

       

         
    

        

   

        

     

 

  

     

         
 

   

           
      

 

        

    

      

 

IndicativeTimetable

workingdocuments

09:00~09:15 Welcome Updates sincethe last Steering Committee DS/SC-2/15/2
meeting in May 2015

9:30-10:30

10:30-11:00
.

Identity and goals of Divseek DS/SC—2/15/3

11:00-11:30

11:30-12:30 identity and goals of Divseek (cont)

12:30-13:00 Divseek governance D5/SC-2/15/4
os/sc—2/15/5

13:00~14:00

14:00-15:00 Divseek governance (cont)

15:00-16:00 Preparation of DivSeeE< workshop in January DS/SC-2/15/5
2016

16:00-16:30 Coffee break

16:30-17:00 Plans for a Bellagio meeting to discuss the D5/SC~2/15/7
science/policy interface in relation to crop
germplasm

A

’

17:00-17:15
A

Review of new membership applications DS/SC-2/15/8

17:15-17:30 Otherbusiness
V

17:30-17:45 Preparation of the report

 

r

Approval‘of the agenda DS/SC—2/15/1

3



   

   

      

   

  

   
 

    

  

       

  

 

      

  

        

  

  

      

  

    

  

 
DIVSEEK RoundtableDiscussion

8 January 2016
13:00 — 17:00

Venue to be confirmed

Draft Agenda

Welcome and introductions

what is the goal of Divseek?

° DEvSeek landscape
0 Discussion

' The role and identity of Divseek

o Discussion

Governance

° Future model for Dii/Seek governance

0 Discussion
° institutional and organizational factors (ASU governance study)

0 Discussion

Start-up Activities
° Permanent Unique identifiers for germplasm

o Discussion

' Proposed Divseeknworkshops
0 Discussion



 
DS/VSC-2/15/'8

Applications for membership

This document contains the two (2) letters of interest thatthe Joint FacilitationUnit has received in
the period in between the first and second meetings of the Steering Committee, namely from:

i} The University of Bologna (italyj, Department of Agricultural Sciences, Prof. Roberto Tuberosa — see

Appendix 1;

ii) the Center for Desert Agriculture {Saudi Arabia}, KAUST, Prof. Mark Tester- see Appendix 2.1

The two organizations have applied by fillingout the form that is availableon-line at

_h“ttp_;//www.divseek.org/apply-to-j9jVn—divseel<,f.
The Committee is invited to review the two applicationswith the respect to the relevance of the
applicant organization to the mission and principles of Divseek.

 

1 The signature on this appiicatlon is missing; the JFU will present a signed copy ofthisdocument at theSteering Committee
meeting.



 

    

       

    

             

              
            

             
  

              
                 

               
    

              
   

              
             

       

             
               

        

               
            
           

           
            
       

              
         

 
LETTEROF EXPRESSION t)F.!NTEREST

To: theJoint FacilitationUnit of Divseek

Purpose of this letter

This ietter is to express interest in joining DivSeek as a Partner organization.

Divseek is a community-driven initiative that aims to cross-link, support and add value to
individual projects that deepen our understanding of crop diversity and stimuiate efforts
to mobilizenatural genetic variation to accelerate crop improvement and enhance food and
nutritional security.

The completed form (provided below) wiil be forwarded to the Steering Committee of Divseek,
who will review the request to join DivSeek with respect to the relevance of the organization to
the mission and principles of Divseek, as expressed in the Divseek Charter. The DivSeek Charter
is availableat: http://www.divseek.org/documents '

Upon review of the information provided in the completed form, the Steering Committee may
request more information.

The Steering Committee of Divseek meets twice per calendar year and will review expressions
of interest during those meetings. The decision of the Steering Committee wili be
communicated to the requesting organization by email.

if the Steering Committee confirms acceptance of the request to join, the requesting
organization wiil formally be invited to join DivSeek via acceptance of the DivS_eei< Charter in
writing by a representative of the requesting organization. ’

The Divseek Charter defines the general conditions for the operation of Divseek and sets forth
the governance structure forvoluntary cooperation by Partner organizations. The Charter does
not create any legaliy bindingobligation between or among Partner organizations.

Partner organizations support DivSeek by voluntarilyassociating specific activitieswith DivSeel<
and by providing advice and support. Partner organizations individually determine the nature
and extent of their participation in DivSeel<.

Pleasefillthesections below with informationon your organizationand return an electronic
copy of this letter, and attachmentsthereto, to: membership@divseek.org



  

    

       

  

    

 

 

 

    

   
  

 

               

   

   

               
               

   

              

            
           

             

            
              

           
      

Contact details

Name of the organization:

Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Bologna

institutionalwebsite:

wwwscienzeagrarie.unibo.it/enand also www.clistagenomics.unibo.it

Country:

italy

Address:

Department of Agricultural Sciences
Viaie Fanin 44
40127 — Bologna
italv

Name and contactdetails of theperson fillingthisletter on behalfof theorganization:

Prof. Roberto Tuberosa

Mission and activities

Please describe the mission and activitiesof the organization, as they relate to the mission
and principles of Divseek. Please include links to information available on the web and, if
necessary, attachfiles. '

The Department of Agricultural Sciences (DipSA) has sound expertise across a diverse range of
research activities related to the managementof the agri—environment.The Department seeks
to benefitsociety by advancing knowledge and creating new agri-environmentaltechnologies
thatfoster food security and sustainabilityof agricultural practices.We share thisknowledge
and seek its transfer to agriculture through publication, teaching and collaboration. DipSA
offers a diverse range of scientific disciplines thatconduct their research activities in the
agri-environment.Therefore, DipSA fully covers the area of interest of Divseek.
For more details, please see http://wwwscienzeagrarie.unibo.it/en



Anticipated contributions

Please describe thespecific activitiesand/orprojects thattheorganization would like
to associate withDivseek.

’

The research activitiesof the group led by Prof. Roberto Tuberosadeal with the application of
genornics approches toward the improvementof durum wheat, barley and maize. Thede
activitiesare often carried out in collaborationwith seed companies from Italy and worldwide.
A fundamental aspect of these activities relates to the assembiyand characterizationof

genetic materials (eg. mapping populations, panels ofaccessions suitable for association

mapping, introgression library lines, nea r-isogenic lines, mutants, etc.) thataliowus to dissect
the genetic makeup of important agronomic traits while fostering a better understanding of
the functional networs underlining the phenotype. The ultimte goal is to implement
marker-assistedselection and to clone C1Tl.s or mendelian loci in order to gain a better

Otherinformation

Please insert any other informationto support your expression of interest.

We are very interested in Divseek activities related to genetic resources of durum wheat,
barley and maize, i.e. the three crops thatwe have been workingon starting from 1970. We
have valuable genetic materials thatwe will be glad to share with the cereal community and
are keen to access additional biodiversitythatwould allow us to sample a broader range of
diversity as compared to thatwe usually deal with.

Bologna 2/9/2015

Date Signature

Prof. Roberto Tuberosa

M0bile=_
E—mail: roberto.tuberosa@unibo.it



     

       

    

             

              
            

             
  

              
                 

               
    

              
   

              
             

       

             
               

        

               
            
           

           
            
       

              
         

 
LETTERor EXPRESSION or INTEREST

To: theJoint FacilitationUnit of DivSeek

Purpose of this letter

This letter is to express interest in joining DivSeek as a Partner organization.

Divseek is a community-driven initiative that aims to cross-link, support and add value to
individual projects that deepen our understanding of crop diversity and stimuiate efforts
to mobilize natural genetic variation to accelerate crop improvement and enhance food and
nutritional security.

The completed form {provided below) will be forwarded to the Steering Committee of Divseek,
who will review the request to join Divseek with respect to the relevance of the organization to
the mission and principles of DivSeel<, as expressed in the Divseek Charter. The DivSeel< Charter
is availableat: http://www.divseek.org/documents

Upon review of the information provided in the completed form, the Steering Committee may
request more information.

The Steering Committee of DivSeel< meets twice per calendar year and will review expressions
of interest during those meetings. The decision of the Steering Committee will be
communicated to the requesting organization by email.

if the Steering Committee confirms acceptance of the request to join, the requesting
organization will formally be invited to join DivSeek via acceptance of the Divseek Charter in

. writing by a representative of the requesting organization.

The Divseek Charter defines the general conditions for the operation of DivSeel< and sets forth
the governance structure for voluntary cooperation by Partner organizations. The Charter does
not create any legally bindingobligation between or among Partner organizations.

Partner organizations support Divseek by voluntarilyassociating specific activitieswith Divseek
and by providing advice and support. Partner organizations individuailydetermine the nature
and extent of theirparticipation in DivSeel<.

Pleasefillthesections below with information on your organization and return an electronic
copy of this letter, and attachments thereto, to: membership@divseek.org



  

    

       

  

    

 

 

 

    

   
  

 

               

   

   

               
               

   

              

            

           

             
            

              
           

      

Contact details‘
Name of the organization:

Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Bologna

institutionalwebsite:

wwwscienzeagrarie.unibo.it/enand also www.distagenomics.unibo.it

Country:

ltaiy

Address:

Department of Agricultural Sciences
Viale Fanin 44
40127 ~ Boiogna
italv »

Name and contactdetails of theperson fillingthisletter on behalfof theorganization:

Prof. Roberto Tuberosa

Mission and activities

Please describe the mission and activitiesof the organization, as they relate to the mission
and principles of Dii/Seek. Please include links to information availableon the web and, if
necessary, attachfiles.

The Department of Agricuitural Sciences (DipSA) has sound expertise across a diverse range of
research activities related to the managementof the agri—environment.The Department seeks
to benefitsociety by advancing knowledge and creating new agri-environmentaitechnologies
thatfoster food security and sustainabiiityof agricuiturai practices. We share this knowledge
and seek its transfer to agriculture through pubiication, teaching and coiiaboration. DipSA
offers a diverse range of scientific disciplines thatconduct their research activities in the

agri—environment.Therefore, DipSA fully covers the area of interest of Divseek.
For more details, please see http://wwwscienzeagrarie.unibo.it/en



  

            
    

                
            

              
             

           
             

             
            

                

  

           

              
                 

                
                

         

  

  

Anticipated contributions

Please describe thespecific activitiesand/orprojects thattheorganization would like
to associate with Di:/Seek.

The research activitiesof the group Fed by Prof. Roberto Tuberosadeal with the appiication of
genomics approches toward the improvementof durum wheat, barley and maize. Thede
activitiesare often carried out in collaborationwith seed companies from Italy and woridwide.
A fundamental aspect of these activities relates to the assembly and characterizationof

genetic materials (e.g. mapping populations, panels of accessions suitable for association

mapping, introgression library lines, near—isogenic iines, mutants, etc.) thatallow us to dissect
thegenetic make—up of important agronomic traits while fostering a better understandingof
the functional networs underlining the phenotype. The uitimte goal is to implement

A

mari<er—assisted selection and to clone QTLs or mendelian loci in order to gain a better

Other information

Please insert any otherinformation to support your expression of interest.

We are very interested in Divseek activities related to genetic resources of durum wheat,
barley and maize, i.e. the three crops thatwe have been workingon starting from 1970. We
have valuable genetic materials thatwe wili be glad to share with the cereal community and
are keen to access additional biodiversitythatwould allow us to sample a broader range of

diversity as compared to thatwe usually deal with.

Bologna 2/9/2015

Date ’ Signature



 
DS/SC-2/15/4

Report from thegovernanceexpert greup

 This document contains the report of thegovernanceexpert group thatProf. EmilyMarden
convened and chaired at the request oftheothermembersof the Steering Committee. At its
first meeting, the group was tasked with elaborating operational guidelines on multiple topics,
including membershipin the initiative and the role of theJoint FacilitationUnit.

  
  

 

The Committee is invited to consider the report and advise on the next steps.



 

 

 

 

   

    

     

   

 

     

            
          

             
            

             
   

               
              

          

              

           

            
            

            
         

            
          

             
            

     

             
          

             
 

 

To:

From:

Re:

Date:

DivSeek Steering Committee

DivSeek Governance Expert Group

Report of Governance Expert Group

December8, 2015

.

SUMMARY

Divseek is strongly advised to:

1.

3.

Modify the current organizationai structure to inciude an Executive Director with
executive/operational function. In this revised. model, the JFU members would
become advisory, or could be seconded for specific functions under the direction of
the Executive Director. The Steering Committee would maintain the same role and
would be important for setting the ground rules and objectives. The Assembiy‘srole
would continue unchanged.

Develop (a) a five-year strategic plan that sets out operationai policies to define the
range of projects and partnerships to pursue and the key goals and objectives, and
(b) an annual workplan to realize the goals of Divseek.

Empower the Executive Director to execute the workplan and five year strategic plan.

if this recommendation is accepted, there are three options for implementation:

t. The Steering Committee recommends the appointment of an Executive Director to
the Assembiy. In its recommendation, the Steering Committee identifies one of the
current JFU partner organizations as the host institution for the executive function
(i.e. administrative capacity). The Assemblyvotes on the recommendation;

The Steering Committee recommends the appointment of an Executive Director to
_

the Assembly. in its recommendation, the Steering Committee designates the
executive function to be located within an existing organization that is engaged in
similar ventures as Divseek to deiiver the ‘programming (e.g. CIAT). The Assembly
votes on the recommendation;or

The Steering Committee recommends to the Assembly that DivSeek contract with a

third party organization with recognized executive and management capacity that
can deiiver the programming under contract (e.g. CABI). The Assembiyvotes on the
recommendation. ‘



DISCUSSION

1. Backgigtgfi

At the first-meeting of the Divseek Steering Committee in May, 2015, certain issues were

referred for furtherconsideration to a “governance expert group" to be convened by Steering
Committee member, Emily Marden. The iist of issues identified by the Steering Committee
for the governance expert group were identified in the Report of the Steering Committee
Meeting; the reievant excerpts from the Report are included in Appendix 1 to this document.

Pursuant to this request, Emily Marden convened an expert group consisting of (in addition
to herself): Bill Boland (U. Saskatchewan), Peter Bretting (USDA), Regiane Garcia (U.
British Columbia), and Peter Phiilips (U. Saskatchewan), Collectively, the group has
extensive experience with public and private agriculture governance issues, including
experience with organizations around the world. The expert group held meetings by
teleconference in Septemberand October, as well as discussions via email.

in addition to bringing their reievant expertise to bear on the questions presented, the expert
group considered the following DivSeek documents: (1) the May, 2015 Steering Committee
report; (2) the DivSeek Charter, adopted in January, 2015; and (3) the Operation of the Joint -

FacilitationUnit (2015) DSISC---1I1514 document.

The expert group deemed the governance questions to have priority and so focused mainly
on these. Recommendations on publication and the private sector were also considered
and are summarized at the end of this report.

2. Governance Issues

Divseek was formed at the first Assembly of the Partners in January 2015 in San Diego. As
a part of that formation, a Charter was approved. The DivSeek Charter identified roles for a

Joint Facilitation Unit (JFU), a Steering Committee (SC) and the Assembly of Partner
Organizations (Assembly). The Divseek .JFU.current|y consists of a singie representative
from each of: the Secretariat of the international Treaty (Treaty),the Global Crop Diversity
Trust (GCDT), the Consortium Office of CGlAR, and the Global Plant Council (GPC).

As is often the case in the first year of a new organization, governance challenges have
arisen. To some extent, Divseek was conceived with both too much and too little

governance: that is. Dir/Seek has a JFU, SC and Assembly,but lacks both clear operational
leadership and a team to deliver the work of the organization.

a. Importance of Operational Leadership and Function

The JFU developed an Operational Document (DSISC-1/15l4)(OD) to help guide Divseek
and to ciarify roles. However, while this OD lays out what could be an appropriately



              
     

             
             

            
            

               
          

           
             

      

             
          

            
           

               
         

           
              

               
            

   

             
             

            
           

                
            

            
              
             
            

             
        

            
            

              
           

           
              

              

 

aggressive initiai mandate and set of activities, it does not provide for an operationai
structure to advance the work. '

The OD suggests that all activities of DivSeei< are decided, supported and implemented
coilectively (§2.2). At the same time, the JFU members ultimately answer to their
organizations rather than Divseek. Such an approach is certainly appropriate for the
development and founding of an organization. However, this structure is problematic for
operation, especially for an organization such as Divseek that aims to engage flexiblywith a

variety of actors, inciuding international organizations, NGOS, universities, NARS, farmer
organizations, producer organizations and the private sector. Consensus at the operationai
level, while representing individual organizations, is not feasibie particulariy in the face of
pressures to be adaptive and responsive.
The attempt to embrace consensus, even while representing divergent views, is a common

problem within agricultural research partnerships. In generai, key contributing organizations
want to position their own personnel within the decision—making process to observe
developments and to protect their investment and interests. Moreover, agriculturai research

partnerships can be difficult to organize efficiently as they often consist of a variety of
dissimilar organizations with different values and organizational objectives. Extensive
research on agricuiturai-related partnerships by Phiilips, Boland and Ryan (2013) (attached
at Appendix 2) suggests that, outside of funding issues, a lack of feasible operationai
principles is the greatest threat to the survival of these partnerships. We mention a few
cases from this research below to demonstrate the significant impact of operational
principles on outcomes:

- Vineland Research and Innovation Center: One model of success is the Vineland
Research and innovation Center in Ontario, Canada. This is a large and complex
partnership that evolved from a former public research institute into a partnership
that consists of over 30 upstream and downstream organizations. Vineland is

'

governed by a board of 12 directors, and one CEO, who has full control of operations
and finance. The office of the CEO retains operationai control and streamlines
decision making into a single authoritativesystem. The Board approves annual work
plans and all key operational poiicies. The Board's input is relied on as important —

given that members are experts drawn from many of Vineland’s partners. As such,
while the CEO maintains operational authority,the Board provides input and review,
and criticaily,links together a large numberof diverse organizations into network and
sets the tone for shared interests and investments.

° Molecular Plant Breeding Coopgative Research Centre (MPBCRC): in contrast, the
MPBCRC in Australia faiied despite having a sound business plan and being welt-
financed. At one time it was one of the largest agribiotechnology ventures in the
Southern Hemisphere. MPBCRC used a distributed modei of governance and lacked
a central decision making capabilities, reiying instead on consensus based decision
making. i\/IPBCRC is no ionger operational. MPBCRC suffered from a tack of a clear
board vision (they agreed on the generai direction but could not distili it to

4



          
            

         
              

           
           

   

                
  

      

               
          

              
       

   

          

            

          
       

          

             
      

             
            

         

   

            
          

    

          
          

           
          

           

 

instructions to their operationai team) and ineffective leadership. This ‘was
compounded by conflicts emanating from the different sectors, as pubiic and private
employees use different values that were operationally incompatibie, providing
grounds for conflict. Failure could not be attributed to their output: the ROE was

300% on technology investments and 700% on educational outreach. The business
fundamentals were sound, but the governance structure was not capable of
sustaining the partnership.

V

An array of other examples along the spectrum of success to failure is inciuded in the
attached report.

b. Elements of Successful Ag Organizations

The Phillips, Boiand and Ryan (2013) study identifies a set of considerations necessary to a

demand-driven research partnership capabte of operational success. These are worth
considering in toto as DivSeek moves fonivard. We acknowiedge that some of the issues
belowihave already been addressed by Divseek.

The factors are:

1. Initiai identification of the Common interest Driving the Organization

Formation of a Committee to oversee the planning ofthe partnership;

Mapping the research network, identifying and convening potential partners
and key actors in the research network;

Determining the common interest shared by the potential partners.

Developing a clear and concise strategic vision to guide the participants and
to empower an operational mandate; and

Defining the time commitment, nature of the work and extent of in kind
services to the partnership so that the results and operations of the
partnership do not elicit conflictwith the individual partners.

gore’ Eiements:

Organization: inctudes a description of the roles and responsibilitiesof each
partner organization, the governing body the board (Steering Committee) and
the executive (Executive Director);

Activities: includes a description of each partner's activities and
responsibilitiesas well as the mechanisms of interaction among partners;

Budget: inctudes the totai cost of partnership, joint financingrequirements,
and the specification of each partner’s contributionswin cash and in-kind—or
at least principies and practices thatwill enable future contributions; and

.
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- Monitoring and evaluation mechanisms: include an examination not only of
the results of the partnership, but also of the collaboration itself, inciuding an

anaiysis of the partners’ commitments and the overall synergistic effects.

3. Common Clauses in a Organization Formation Agreement

' Identification of the partners

- Subject of the contract: the partnership

- Objectives of the partnership

- Organizationai design

- Duration and termination

- Obligations andbcommitmentsof thepartners

- Means of contributing resources (financial and in kind)
-. Dates of payment

- Types of activities
- Evaluation and monitoring mechanisms

° Mechanisms for conflict resolution

c. Recommendationsfor DivSeek —

Further defining the operating principles is a necessary next step. Specificaliy, there is a

need to define both: (1) the existence of and parameters for executive action and (2) the
nature of partnerships to be encouraged through DivSeek.

i. Estabiish Operationai Leadership

Based on the Phillips, Boland and Ryan study, it is ciear that an empowered executive is

necessary to aiiow DivSeek to engage and ieverage opportunities.

There are two possible paths, any of which could be impiemented via one of the three
specific approaches discussed below:

- “Top Down”: An executive couid be established and given a set of guiding
principles that set the outer bounds of the allowabie partnerships and
activities; or

- "Bottom Up”: An executive could be established and given the authority to

engage with any and all current and future partners on projects to advance



         
        

             
             
                 

                
    

            
            

            
      

     

              
             

              
             

               
              

       

               
              

          

              
              

               
  

          
            
              

                
        

               
             

               
              

               
             

               
          

 

their Divseek related activities, thereby building through custom and
precedent the range and scope of allowable partnerships.

Neither is unambiguously preferred: top down definition of principles in absence of any
practical examples can be siow and/or seif—iimiting while the bottom-up approach is highiy
enabling but can iead to an excessive diffusion of models and simply put the onus on the

putative partners to define their principles. Over time, each model is likely to converge on a

common set of principles.

Depending on the institutional approach chosen, an effective administration is needed to

implement the strategies and plans. This would necessarily include development of a

budget for the executive function and recruitment of necessary staff either by
temporary/permanent staffing andlor secondments is necessary. ‘

ii. Further Define Oggrating Principles

in either case, an empowered executive needs clear parameters for operating (i.e. what can

be done by the executive, and where must additional consuitation with the. Steering
Committee take place?). There are models for such principies that can be provided; these
could be reviewed and modified by the Steering Committee to deiegate appropriate amounts
of authority. in this context, the Steering Committee must decide what types of actions the
executive is authorizedto take without SC review, and which activities require notification to
the S0, or authorizationby the SC. '

An executive for a multi-faceted organization, such as Divseek, must also be able to draw
upon and engage experts in relevant fields. Such expertise can be gained by seconding
members of the JFU or other partner organizations, as appropriate.

importantly, the move to adopt an executive function requires oniy moderate revision of the
Charter. It can be revised to incorporate an executive function to undertake the operations
of DivSeek. The JFU can remain in an advisory capacity. The SC and Assembly remain
iargely unchanged.

From a governance perspective, DivSeek currently iacks clear workable operating
principles. The OD §3.5 addresses managementof the Steering Committee and Assernbiy.
However, while these work itemsare necessary, they are not sufficient to ensure that
DivSeek itseif operates. There is a need to provide a sharper focus on piloting or advancing
the practical data sharing platforms envisaged in DivSeei<.

Given the many distinct stakeholders and broad goals of Divseek, it is not reasonable to
expect the organization itself to have immediate or near-term access to adequate internal
resources to deliver the new platforms by its own initiative. instead, Divseek will need to
draw on experts and to work cohesively and effectiveiy with other organizations. In this
context, all of the early priority opportunities discussed at the past meetings are in areas

where there are established actors, a few investments and some action consistent with
DivSeek. For this reason, it will be necessary to develop an operational model that works
with, ratherthan competes with, these other actors and ventures.

7



    

                
              

                 
          

    

              
              

             
  

        

             

              
              

               
             

   

          
              

           
               

            
    

             
      

            
            

         
            

              
           

           
         

            
           

            
              

 

iii. Medium Term Plan

While there is pressure for immediate action, a 5 year plan (say 1—3 pages) should be
developed which lays out medium term expectations and goats. Most of the projects are

unlikely to fit in one-year increments, so having a ionger term vision and set of goals wouid
help to guide the development and implementation of those projects. ‘

iv.‘ Annual Work Plan

At present, Divseek is long on principles and short on actionabie activities. An annual
workpian with priorities for the next calendar year must be developed for immediate action.
The workpian should identify a range of specific activities that assign responsibility and
motivate action.

3. Specific Options for Establishing an Executive Function

Option 1: Build an executive function at one of the existing JFU partners

- Synopsis: The JFU couid be restructured into an operating unit rather than a

secretariat. This would require the core partners to the JFU to decide on how
they will transfer control of their staff and assets to one entity and then step
back. This couid be done guickiy and cleanly if there is agreement among
the JFU members.

- Transition considerations: Establishing an executive function within one of
the existing JFU organizations wouid be the simplest to effect if the four JFU
founding members support this approach. The advantage is that ali four

partners to the JFU have been involved from the start and have a good sense

of the opportunities and implications. However, this approach may not be a

simple matter to execute.

Option 2: Partner with another organization, which is engaged in ventures similar to

Divseek, to provide the executive function

- Synopsis: A numberof organizations around the world are engaged directly
in activities consistent with Divseek. It could be possible, given the right
circumstances, to negotiate a partnership whereby the responsibility for
DivSeek’s executive function is transferred to a third party. This couici invoive
full devolution of the venture or the transfer of the venture as a new

‘business~line' for the organization. One option floated as a for-instance was

ClAT, which has recently received new funding for a DivSeek—|ike venture.

Combining resources could motivate the Divseek venture and acceierate
new projects. Depending on the terms of the transfer, there would be
different impacts on the JFU, the founding partners and the Steering
Committee. The main_ challenge of this option is that any organization taking
this on would iikely want to ensure the venture adds value to their mission—if

8



            
   

  

               
          
           

            
     

            
          

         

            
         

 

 

           
            
          

           
              

         
         

          

  

             
     

           
           

 

             
            

              
     

      

              
           

             

 

their mission changes, it could puii Divseek in directions other than intended
by the Charter.

- Transitionconsiderations:

0 This option wouid likely require (a) the partners of the JFU to agree to
transfer authority and likely some funding/staff to support such a

venture, (b) flexibility on the part of the recipient organization to
accommodate the goals of DivSeek and the role of the Assembly (and
possibly even the Steering Committee).

0 if this option is considered, the Steering Committee could either issue
a cali for expressions of interest, proactively identify and approach
obvious partners to explore this option, or do both.

Option 3: Contracting with a third party organization with recognized executive and
managementcapacity that can deliver the‘programming under contract

- Synopsis: One strategy would be to essentiailycontract out the management
function, either to an international or not-for-profit organization (or even to a

for-profit management firm). This would create the cleanest break between
the executive function and board oversight, as the relationship wouid be
governed by a contract, which wouid help to focus the efforts of the charter
signatories and the other partners to identifying strategic direction.
Sometimes the intervention of an arms-length disinterested manager can

help the partners and projects be deveioped efficientlyand effectiveiy.

° Transition considerations:

0 This option would require the partners of the JFU to transfer funding
to support such a venture.

o This option wouid allow the Partners’ Assembly (and possibly even

the Steering Committee) to continue to function as envisaged in the
Charter.

0 If this option is considered, the Steering Committee must issue a cail
for expressions of interest. There might be a few obvious partners to
proactiveiyapproach and invite to bid on the contact but it would be iii
advised to sole—source this contract.

4. Pubticationof DivSeek Meetirlgbocuments

For an organization that places a priority on transparency, the common practice is to‘
document meetings by reporting topics discussed, but omitting identification of individuals’
positions or disagreements. Thus, a meeting report can identify the agenda, including issues



           
       

             
       

      

              
                 

              
            

                
         

 

discussed, and report the discussion ensued. Where necessary different perspectives can

be reported with the uitimate decision reached,

This kind’ of approach serves the purpose of transparency and communication while stilt
ensuring space for free and open discussion.

5. Engagementwith the Private Sector

The governance expert group feeis strongly that open discussion with the private sector is
important as a first step for gauging the degree to which the private sector is interested in
participating in Divseek, and the terms they seek. The expert group received one unsolicited
statement from Syngenta expressing interest and desired terms. However, the group also
awaits the results of the ASU study which tooked specifically at the terms and successes of

private sector engagement in a numberof analogous organizations.

10



  

      

        

   

             
           

          
     

          
        

 

          
         
           

 

             
           
          

             
            
           

            
            

               
           

            
            

            
             

          

          
     

           
 

        

           
           
          

 

            
             

             
 

Appendix 1

Summary of Requests to Expert Committee

[arising from May 28, 2015 Steering Committee Meeting)

1. Governance Issues

22. The Committee decided to request one of its members, namely Ms. Emily
lvlarden, to convene, under her chairmanship, a governance expert group, in
accordance with the Charter ’s provision to elaborate operationalguidelines through
expert consultations, in order to:

1) validate the Committee is provisionalopinion about membershipat the
level oforganizations/institutions.and/or clarify alternative options and
implications;
it) advise the Committee on possible steps towards private sector

membershipor other engagement, includingan assessmentof the
implicationson the implementationofDivSeelt’s principles as stated in the
Charter. '

23. In conjunction with the decision to convene a governanceexpert group, the
Committee was informedabout an on-going research project by ArizonaState
University (ASU) on institutionaland organizationalfactorsfor enabling data
access, exchange and use, which the Global Crop Diversity Trustand the Secretariat
of theInternationalTreatywere co—funding. Mr. Manzella, of theJoint Facilitation
Unit and the InternationalTreaty, informed the Committee of thepreliminary
research activitiesconducted by theASUresearch teamfor theproject, and
distributed a progress report. The Committee invitedMs. Marden to coordinate with
theASU research team to obtain early access to the results ofthestudyfor
consideration aspart of the workof thegovernance expert group.

32. [The Steering Committee] considered a numberofpotential issues in relation
» to the role of theJoint FacilitationUnit withinDivSeelc, asfollows:

i) modalitiesfor expansion or contractionoftheJoint FacilitationUnit, e.g.
in cases where one organization is inactiveor becomes unable to serve, or

where a Partner organization expresses interest in joining the Unit;

the roles and responsibilitiesof individual representatives of the
organizations thatserve the Unit,‘

iii) the modalities ofrepresentation by the respective organizationswithin the
Unit,’

iv) the modalitiesfor decision—malcingwithin the Unit;

v) the relationship between the Unit and the other elements ofDivSeelc ’s
governancestructure (i. e. theAssembly’and its Chairperson and theSteering
Committee) with respect to communication lines andprovidingguidance and
direction.

33. The Committee requested thegovernance expert group to be convenedby
Ms. EmilyMa/‘den to prepare a documentfor the consideration of the Committee,
based on theprovisions of theDivSeelc Charter, to explain the governancestructure

1 1



                
       

            
             

         
             

 

   

   

             
            
            

           
     

   

              
            

           
           

             
            

           
          

             
            

     

   

            
             

          
             

 

 

ofDivSeek, to describemechanisms thatwould allow it to evolve in thefuture, and to

present optionsfor clarifying the above issues.

3 7. The Committee requested thegovernance expert grourp to be convenedby
MS‘. EmilyMai'den to elaborate a policy on thepublication ofDivSeek meeting
documents and reports, for theconsideration of the Committee. Pending the
development ofsuch a policy, the Committee decided not to publish this report
online.

2. Membership Issues

a. OrganizationalLevel

18. Regarding a) and b), the Committee agreed to provisionallykeep thecurrent
membershipat the level oforganizalions/institutions,as thisalignedwith the current
governancesettings of the Charter. Iif consideredmembership tiers as a possible
future solution to reflect different interest groups (e.g. donors, communities of
practice, advisors andserviceproviders).

13. Private Sector

21
. Regarding e), the Committee was alerted by theJoint FacilitationUnit to the

opportunity to keep an active line ofcommunicationwith theprivate sector
representatives who were at thefirst PartnerAssembly. The Committee highlighted
thepotential ofprivate sector engagementfor DivSeelcfundingoffuture training and
capacity buildingprograms, as well asfor expanding the range ofexpertise and
knowledge withinDivSeelc. It also discussed some ofthesystemic andpractical
implicationsofprivate sector membership, withparticular attention to a balanced
relationship among dif)’erertt DivSeelc constituencies and the need to promote
equitable data sharingpolicies. It also recalled the annotation in the Charter, which
referred to observer statusforprivate sector, pending the development ofoperational
guidelinesforprivate sector engagement.

3. PublicationIssue

3 7. The Committee requested thegovernance expert group to be convenedby
Ms. EmilyMarden to elaborate a policy on thepublication ofDivSeek meeting
documents and reports, for theconsideration of the Committee. Pending the
developmentofsuch a policy, the Committee decided not to publish this report
online.
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Report from thegovernance research project

 
    
 

 This document contains a memorandumdeveloped under thegovernance research project that
ArizonaState University (ASU}, in cooperation with CIRAD, is conductingto present Divseekwith
options fol‘ governance, data sharing and membership.
The Committee received a first progress report by the research team at its first meeting.
The Committee is invited to appraise thememmandumand advise on the next steps, includingfor the
preparation of the DivSeek workshop/roundtablein January 2016.



    
     

         
   

    

                
               

         
               

              
              

             
              

          
            

           

     

                
      

              
                
             

       

               
            

             
             

              
            
            

       

                
              

  

              
           

            

  
               

           

 

Divseek GovernanceResearch Project
Memorandum for theSteering Committee

Eric Welsh, Selim Louafi,Federica Fusi andDanieleManzella
8 December2015

Purpose of thememorandum

Following the progress report to the first meeting of the Steering Committee in May 2015, this
memorandum is to update the Committee at its second meeting, on progress made with the
governance research project. The memorandum also contains preliminary observations
derived from the research, on themesthatare on the agenda of the Steering Committee.

This interim memorandum does not explicitlyaddress the broader policycontext in which the
initiative takes place. Constraints and sensitivities deriving from such a context are likely to

impact goal setting, data sharing, resources and membership, and the DivSeek community is
encouraged to consider them in conjunction with the findings of the research project, for
instance when addressing developing country involvement and capacity development. This
memorandum focuses on general governance aspects that are applicable across the case

studies analyzed in the research project, independentlyfrom theirpolicy context.

Methodologyand case study selection

As outlinedbrieflyin the first progress report of May 2015, the research team has organized
the work in three main phases?

[1] Literature review and sample frame development. In line with the objectives of the
study, nineteen cases in the area of food and agriculture and seven cases in the human
health sector were identified for possible inclusion in the study. Appendix 1 contains
the criteria used for evaluatingthose cases. '

[2] Initial selection of ten cases most relevant for DivSeek. lnitial seiection was followed by
45-60 minute interviews of the ten Project Managers and Executive Directors to
identify six cases for in-depth data collection and analysis. Appendix 2 contains the
initial list of the ten cases and the finalgroup of six cases.

(3) All six Project Managers and Executive Directors were sent invitations asking them to

participate in the in-depth analysis of their organizations. The research team has
conducted 45-75 minute interviews with staff, partners and clients of the six
organizations,but has not completed all interviews.

This memorandum provides a second report on initial findings to date. The full report, to be
delivered by the end ofjanuary 2016, will elaborate on the findings presented here.

PreliminaryFindings
Since data collection and analysis under the project are still taking place, the following
observations should be considered preliminary. Nevertheless, the research team hopes that
the findings and observations willbe of use to the DivSeek Committee.

Goalsetting
Based on the case analyses to date, it is clear that governance structures have strong
accordance with program goals. Case study interviewees consistently explain that clear

2



              
               

                
            

    

               
              
              

               
               

                
               

            
      

            
             

            
         

         
              

                
        

  
              

              
                

            
           

                
           

                
        

             
 

  
              

         
              

             
                

            
           

              
             

           

 

specification of program goals is an essential first step for program success. All interviewees,
whether leadership or staff, were able to articulate program goals and explain how theirgoals
differ from others or fill a particular research or service gap. Cases show thatprogram goals
are the substance around which governance structures are built as they facilitate
accomplishmentof the goals.
Program goals vary across the cases. In some cases, program goals are mainly. technical. In
others, goals are broader and seek to integrate the values and perspectivesof heterogeneous
groups through some set of agreed-upon rules for access and behavior of members. Cases
demonstrate that specification of thevgoals is often a slow process requiring two or more

years. Some of the interviewees have noted that their projects or programs began small, with
only a few actors who were able to achieve consensus to set program goals. Consensus on

goals is much more difficult when a large more heterogeneous group of actors is involved.
However, homogeneity and small initial size can also reduce inclusivity, ignore obvious
complexitiesand workagainst long-term buy—in.

.

These observations are significant for DivSeel<. For example, alternative strategies that the
DivSeek community might pursue, could 1) aim to establish technical standards critical for
advancement of cross-crop genomics research; or 2) aim to establish a heterogeneous
community — industry, OECD country universities and national agriculture research
organizations in developing countries — around technical standards, capacity development
and sharing norms. Governance structures for the former will certainly be less complex than
the latter. Both strategies require a reflection about which actors to include in the goal setting
process and which actors might be invited later.

Defined resources

Case analyses to date show that governance structure also depends on the resource[s) that
the program/project seeks to develop and make available to the community. The choice of
resources is usually dependent on the identificationof a demand thatarises from the field. All
interviewees to date were able to identify specific human, software, data, standardization,
negotiation/brokering,material, computational or storage resources that are not offered (or
are of low quality, or are poorly distributed) by otherprograms. They talked about how their
organizations developed strategies to fill the identified gap. DivSeek should consider
specifying the resources that 1) are not provided elsewhere; 2) arein high demand; and 3]
may stimulate convergence across different sub—communities. Subsequently, governance
structure should establish who has access to the common resources and under what
conditions. A

A

Sharing policies
There appear to be two main approaches to data sharing: centrally determined or locally
autonomous. Centrally determined rules make products/data/findings1] completely open
such thatall products/data/findings are publiclyavailable; 2] partiallyopen such thatthere is
an embargo on products/data/findingsof one to two years before making products publicly
available; or 3) closed such that only members share among themselves (This last one is a

theoreticalcategory. None of the cases are completely closed). Organizations with centralized
sharing policies can design monitoring and controlling mechanisms to prevent opportunistic
behaviors,such as unbalanced contributions of resources to the common pool. Thus far, cases

show thatimposing centralized rules for resource sharing does not always.encourage sharing
behavior; actors may withdrawfrom organizationswhere there are sharing requirements.



            
          

                
            

           
       

     
           

           
              

           
          

             
           

            
            

           
             

            
               

           
     

            
              

              
              

                
            

               
              

              
               

                
           

              
           

    
               

          
                

             
            

             
              
               

             
 

 

Locally autonomous systems allow actors to decide whether or not to share
products/findings/datapublicly. Locally autonomous systems often include flexibilitythat
leaves actors free to decide with whom and under what conditions theywill share. Some of
these projects create and manage formal and informal services such as match-making,
brokerage activities, communication or technical support that build trust among members,
withtheultimate aim of encouragingsharing.

Membership, includingby private sector
The interplay between resources and sharing policies influencesmembership.Different types
of resources and governance structures provide alternate incentives for participation. The
influence of such an interplay on the distribution of membership is relevant to multiple
categories, e.g. activity and branch of knowledge (molecular biologists, breeders, genebank
managers, bio—inf0rmatics),geographical (developing and OECD country), sector {public and
private). in keeping with the scope of this memorandum, we consider private sector
involvement to illustrate the argument. According to interviewees, industry requires Clear
incentives to participate in any type of collaborative arrangement. Research programs that
provide exclusive access to precompetitive knowledge or results can induce private sector
involvement. Research that pools scientific and technical human resources to produce
products and processes that are precompetitive, publically available and of high value can

attract private sector involvement. Pooling of data, materials and information that have
precompetitive value may also be an inducement. in none of our cases to date, interviewees
have affirmed thatprivate sector companies voluntarilycontribute internallydeveloped data
or information into a pool.
Membership defines the boundaries of the initiative. Although several cases include a

heterogeneous set of actors, interviewees also admit thatnot all needs can be accommodated
within the same initiative.Whether or not programs include private sector actors provides an

example of what we mean. The cases indicate thatprivate sector involvementproceeds down
one of three tracks. In one, the program works with large private sector companies thatpool
substantial financial resources from industry for the development of new publicallyavailable
products that are useful to all members but too expensive for one company to produce
independently. In another, programs seek out small and medium sized firms, not large firms.
SMES often provide better partners for data sharing initiatives as they are often more

resource limited and more willingto pool resources. Finally,some programs make no effort to

appeal to integrate the private sector. The exclusion of the private sector is not always related
to property rights considerations — some interviewees have noted that universities often
drive harder bargains than companies. Rather, exclusion of the private sector is often related
to choices the program makes about themembership, resources and access.

Leadership structure and attributes
Case studies have not demonstrated that a single CEO form [or strong leader model) is
consistently appropriate. Leadership structure depends on the goals, membership and
resources embedded in the program. In most of the cases studied, leaders are members of a

small team of highly respected individuals who have demonstrated competencies in the field
and]or represent the key membershipconstituencies.Yet, leadership qualities also depend on

the political context withinwhich the program operates. Highlypoliticizedcontexts require a

leader who is above all highly respected by the key constituencies. Leaders and leadership
teams are only effective when they have sufficient financial resources thatcan be applied to
accomplish goals and demonstrate the value of common and shared resources from initial
stage.



              
               

              
              

             
   

  
             

         
         

          
                

                
            

               
            

        

  

                
            

       

               
             

               
         

 

The food and agriculture domain is populated by diverse array of genetic resources related
initiatives. It can be characterizedby having ‘moderate to high’ levels of political and legal
uncertainty. The domain also includes a heterogeneous set of actors. This complexity is likely
to impact goal setting, data sharing, resources and membership, and calls for a leadership
model thatis multifacetedand incorporates the range expertise thatinstillsconfidence among
all key constituencies.

Managementcapacity
Management emerges as an important aspect across all analyzed cases. All initiatives have
invested considerably in a reliable and efficient management structure/team/system.
Management generally includes scientific support, community building and outreach
activities,’ and technical expertise. Interviewees have highlighted how management is
fundamental to create value and build trust towards thecapacityof the initiative to achieveits
goals. Actors will not consider engaging in any project, if they do not recognize its technical,
financial and operational capacity. Management activities are necessary to ensure a high
quality product that respond and quickly adapt to the needs of its members and users.

Management also guarantees the quality and reliabilityof internal processes that address
sensitive issues such as security and intellectual property.

Next steps
For the project report, the research team will create a template for the presentation of the in-
depth case studies, reflecting metrics of case study evaluation, and synthesize research
findings in bothdescriptive and analyticalmodalities.

The DivSeel< January workshop will be an important moment to present the findings of the
research project andfacilitatethe discussion of governance options for Divseek. The research
team stands ready to contribute to the Workshop based on the guidance by the Steering
Committee and in cooperation withthe joint FacilitationUnit.



Appendix1

First evaluationof case studies: criteria

 
Criteria: Programs in which scientists and other actors exchange and use both data and
genetic materials, under different legal constraints.

Rationality:While both data and material sharing might be restricted by legal constraints
[Chol<shi, Parker,8: Kwiatkowski,2006; Contreras, 2014], material sharing is more exposed
to legal burdens at thenationaland internationallevel (Eric Welch 8.-. Selim Louafi, n.d.}.
Metrics:

 
 

 Flows
Does the project provide access to data?
Does the project provide access to material? 

 
 
Criteria: Programs in which individuals and organizations freely access and use data and
materials, but are also encouraged to contribute backto the common pool by sharing their
data and materials. Programswith a good and clear data use and contributionpolicy have
been preferred.

Rationality:

' Access policies: Different legal contexts might affect the contracts thatactors can

stipulate among each otherand might limited the opportunities for data and materiai
exchange. For instance, the existence of IP rights might limited the use and diffusion of
data and might prevent actors from freely sharing their resources [Chokshi et al., 2006,
2006; Contreras, 2014; Eckersley et al., 2003; Eric Welch 8; Selim Louafi, n.d.; Kosseini
et al., 2014)

' Presence ofdata policies: As legal issues might affect the use and contributionof data
and material, data-sharing initiativeshave to develop their own policies to facilitate
the exchanges among involved actors [Elta Smith,n.d.; Knoppers, 2009; Kosseim et al.,
2014). '

- Data production: Whether resources are coliectivelyproduced, sharing and
governance are easier thanwhen resources are individuallycollected and produced, as

researchers might seek for more recognition and reward [Chokshi et al., 2006]
Metrics:

Access policies
The access is open and free, even ifusers may be required to register or

ag1_'_ee with the£2jcontribut1'o_n_policy I

Access is reversed to specific groups [i.e. members)

 
 

 

 
  Open

Specified
access 
   Presence-‘ofdata policies



l Users Tlules thatregulate the use ofdata and material

l Contributors
I

Rules thatregulate users' contribution
 

    

  
  

Data production
internal Data are produced by the partners / membersoftheprojects
External Data can be uploaded by anyone who respects the contribution poiicy

  
 

 contribution
#

Aggregator of Data are collected throughpubliclyavailabledatasets
ublic data

  

  

 
Criteria: Programs thataim at integratingmultiple goals such as fundamental research,
scientificand technical innovationand sharing or whose goals have evolved over time to

integrate multiple interests.

Rationality:Differences in goals might negativelyaffectindividuals and organizations
motivation for sharingand collaboration,whileoverlappinggoals might foster interactions
among involved actors and increase themotivation to participate in the initiative [Foster &
Sharp, 2007; Powell, White, Koput, 8; Owen - Smith,2005; Strandburg, Frischmann, 8: Cui,
2014).
Metrics:

Goals typology
The project offers access to data and material produced by members, other

Database institutions or upload by contributors.The project does not have any
research goal on its own.

The project aims at pursuing its own agenda or supporting research
initiatives
The project provides an open piatform for the collection, managementand
sharin of data and material.

Research project

Platform 
Criteria: Programs thatinclude a diversity of stakeholders, including from public, non-profit
and private sector, and from different regions in theworld present one of themany
dimensions ofheterogeneity.Heterogeneity across actors is likelyto increase the numbersof
barriers thatdata sharingprojects should have to overcome (Dedeurwaerdere, 2006].

Rationality:Whereas stakeholders belong to the same institutionalbackgroundor thesame

professional / scientific field, shared codes and paradigms facilitateknowledge exchange and
collaboration towards common goals, (Dove, Faraj, Kolker,8; Uzdemir, 2012; Mtillering,2005;
Tasselli,Kilduff,8; Menges, 2015; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Differentcodes and paradigms might
stress differences might create conflictsand tensions. Diversity might reduce the ievel of trust
embedded in the relationships among actors which is positive related to the exchange of
knowledge [Knoppers, 2009; Kosseim et al., 2014; Tsai 8: Ghoshal, 1998).

Metrics:

Partners
Public institutions are part oftheproject
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 Private institutions are part of the project
Non-profit institutions are part of the project
Universities and research centers are part ofthepro'ect
Funders

Non profit

Geo - raphicalcharacteristics

Research
Main partners

Focus ofthe
_

-

_ , . . .

m.ect Geographic area to which thepro}ect aims at providingbenefits

1 ‘

. . .Sta1.<eh0.de1s Mam stakeholders nationalitynationallt
V Developingcountries & Breeders

Developing
countries

Breeders

 
 
 

 
 

  

 
 
 

 
 

  
 
  The project collaborates or involves actors from developing countries

 The pro_ject collaborates or involves breeders in training and education
activities  

 
Criteria: Programs thatoffer innovative tools for the analysis, storage and managementof
data will be preferred, assuming equal conditions in the othercriteria.

Rationality:Genomics research is becomingincreasinglydata-driven. Scientists need
instruments for the analysis, storage and managementofdata [Bouffard et al., 2010;
Schroeder, Gonzalez-Perez, & Lopez-Bigas, 2013]. The possibilityto access to technical tools is
one of the reason thatmight incentive or reduce thepropensity to share.

Metrics:

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 Platform characteristics
The platform provides access to public datasets

; erm a lasm data

management -

Web based /
downloadable
Upload or no of
own data
Private / public
options data
Storage facilities The platform provides storage facilitiesfor users

Visualization The platformprovides visualizationtools
tools ‘

'

The code of the platform is open source

code

 
 
 
 
 

The platform provides tools to manage data
 

 The platform is availableonly online/ The platform may be downloaded

 Users can upload and managetheirown data

 
 
 

Users are allowed to choose withwhom and to what extent share their
 

 
 
 



 

     

   
 

 
    

      
   

 
   

 
 

 
 

       
 

       

  
      

 

 
 

       
 

 
   
        

  

     

  
       

 
 

      
 

  
 

     
 

  

       

               
                  

        

 

Appendix2

Final selection of case studies

Involvement
ofmembers
in decision

Private Heterogeneity Developing
actor ofactors COLH1 try

engagement involved involvement

-
Very high

Projectname
Dam ‘.“‘.“"’"9

pOllCleS

Integrated
Breeding
Platform Decentralizedes

No Decentralized

Open Science
N0

Grid
Decentralized

Structural

Genomlfis Centralized
Consortium

Global
Alliance for
Genetics and
Health

Centralized
and

decentralized

Seeds of
discovery CentralizedLow/Medium

IT
infrastructure

Complexigr

LoW

W

:

Cacao
Genome

.

Database Centralized

Cassavabase
N extGen
Cassava

Centralized

Medlum

Medium

SciCrunch Decentralized

Note: the table represents the evaluation of the case studies before completing all the interviews.
Thus, errors in the evaluationofthecriteria might be due to thelow availabilityofdata (one
interview and collection ofinformation through the website).
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Proposal for a Bellagio conferenceon thescience/policy
interface in relation to crop germplasm
Informationnote by thefointFacilitationUnit

  This document contains a concept note fora Bellagio conference.The CGIAR Consortium Office
introduced the idea in consultationwith the Chairperson of theDivseek Assemblyand prepared the
note, with inputs from other membersof the joint FacilitationUnit.

The Committee is invited to consider theproposal and advise on the merits.



 
 

 
 

       

               

             

        

  

           

                

           

                 

               

            

           

               

              

                

            

         

            

              

"\RiiiyCKEFELLER
FOUNDATION

Conference, Practitioner,and Academic Writing Proposal Questions

Please answer thequestions belowor in a separate document. Please include your name and

contact information on all submitted materials. Afteranswering thequestions, please upload it

to your online application as an attachment.

Name: TBD

What is the purpose‘ andmgoal of your project? (250 words)

The conferencewill explore the role of plant genetic resources in the context of the United

Nation's Sustainable DevelopmentGoals (SDG). Achieving these SDGS will require producing
A

enough food over the next 15 years to feed the planets 9 billionpeople, includingthe "800

million people who currently go to bed hungry every night. The largely untapped potential of

plantgenetic resources, which is explicitlyacknowledged in the SDG, can contribute to

enhancing agricultural productivity and climate resilience in an environmentallyand socially

sustainable manner. Global thought leaders in crop diversity and its role in agriculture will work

with otherexperts to produce a position paper to advance an’ ongoing science-based global

dialogue about how the informed use of plant genetic resources can help adapt agriculture to a

changing climate and augment food and nutritional security, particularly in the developing

world. Specifically,discussions will consicier interactions between emerging scientific

opportunities and policy challenges related to securing, managing and using plant genetic

resources, with the ultimate goal of maximizingthe contribution of crop diversity to the



           

            

             

      

                 

 

        

        

              

             

            

            

              

             

               

             

 

            

         

     

resilienceand productivity of agri—food systems. The Diversity Seek initiative (DivSeek)

(www.divseek.org) is a new voluntary initiative of global players dealing with conservation,

research and regulation of crop germplasm for food and agriculture. Divseek partner

organizations will convene the Beiiagio meeting.

Whatj<_)_i;_c_es are at piay now thatcreate an opportunity for positive change on the issue? (‘1m5_Q

words)

Game-changing and potentiallydisruptive DNA-sequencing technologies, big—data platforms,

high performance computing, image-based phenotypingmethods,gene-editing techniques,

and syntheticbiologyconcepts are revolutionizingtheway crop diversity is managed and used.

Taken together, these technologies have the potential to promote a 'decoupling’ between the

biologicalsamples conserved in genebanl<s and the exploitation of a rapidly growing

informationaldomain associated with these samples in crop and animal breeding programs.

This trend, sometimes referred to as the ’dematerializationof genetic resources’, has led to

renewed conversations about global stewardship and equity, both at the level of individual

governments and in international fora. There is now a window of opportunity to propose and

advocate innovative solutions to global commons policy issues to contribute to a food—secure

future.

How does your work relate to the Rockefeller Foundation's Focus Areas—advancinghealth,

transforming cities, securing livelihoods, and revaluing ecosystems—or the wellbeingwqf

humanity more generally? (150 words)



             

           

          

           

         

             

              

              

             

             

             

              

           

               

      

          

                  

             

            

              

             

              

Divseek is supported by a coalition of the Global Crop Diversity Trust (GCDT;

_vyyyw,_c_i;Q_;g,"t[u_s;t_.,9_rg},the InternationalTreatyon Plant Genetic Resources for Food and

Agriculture (ETPGRFA; wwwplanttreatyorg),the Consortium Office of the Consultative Group

on internationalAgriculturalResearch (CGEAR; _w_y_vw.cg_Ear.org), and the Global Plant Council

(GPC; http:/[globeIplantcounciiorg).Ail these organizations contribute to securing farmers’

livelihoods and the wellbeingof humanity in general, by enhancing the productivity, resilience,

and sustainabilityof global agriculture through a greater and more informed use of crop

diversity, GCDT is raising an endowmentfund to secure the conservation of humanity’s most

important crop genetic resources in perpetuity. ITPGRFA regulates the exchange of and benefit

sharing from crop germplasm,and the Global InformationSystem on crop germplasm. CGIAR

genebanks are the most significant global custodians, users and dissemination centers of crop

‘diversity for agriculture in developing countries. GPC is a coalition of national, regional and ’

international plant, crop, agricultural, and environmental scientificsocieties. it represents over

55,00 piant and crops experts across theglobewith a mission to promote plant research,

teaching and training around the world.

What is the impact on poor or vulnerable populations?_l150 words)

DivSeek’s mission is to support ”...activlt.-‘esthatharness thepower of crop diversityfor food and

nutritionalsecurity and societal and economic benefits..."The Divseek Steering Committee

specificallypromotes the participation of gene bank managers, scientists workingwith natural

variation, and policy makers from developing countries in the initiative. The purpose of the

endowment fund being raised by GCDT is to support genebanks in developing countries.

Ongoing work of the CGIAR targets poor small- and medium—holder farmers and both rural and



             

           

             

             

          

                  

                

            

           

              

          

       

            

             

               

         

           

    

   

     

     

urban consumers, particularlywomen and children, in Africa,Asia, and poverty hotspots in

Latin America. ITPGRFA manages the Benefit Sharing Fund, which targets crop-diversity

management in developing countries. The majority of the conference participants will be from

developing countries. Together these factorswill ensure that the impact of the proposed

project will be primarilydirected towards farmers in developing countries.

What is the specific phase of the project you w_i_ljworkon while at the Centef_'fi_(_15O wordsl

The goals of the workshop will be to identify a research agenda for coliaborativeactions that

can shape new scientific policy, training and communication initiatives to accelerate the

responsibieexploration, characterizationand utiiization of plant genetic resources to augment

the productivity and climate resilienceof agri—foocE systems in the developing world. We will

bring togetherexperts from diverse intellectual communities, including policy makers,

biologicalscientists, genebank managers, information technologists and
_

education/communicationspecialists to craft the research agenda for a more efficient and

equitable functioningof the existing globai commons policy,which unleashes the potential of

world's germplasm holdings to catalyze a new era of rapid crop improvement designed to

\

enhance food and nutritional security throughout the developing world.

What outputs/pgociucts do you anticipate will result from your conference/residency(Please

 e9ifl

l:lBool< Chapter

l:iArticiefor Peer Reviewed Publication

El Article for General Publication



     

   

   

   

   

  

  

   

  

    

              

      

    

        

      

       

          

         

[3 Strategic / Organizational Plan

lZl White Paper

Cl Grant Proposal

El Policy Initiative

El Private Report

' D Artwork

Cl Poetry

Cl Musical Composition

[3 Translation

D Other (please explain)

What are th_e_goals for your conference/residencythatwill result from the outputs listed

above? (Please check all tl'_iat_a_p_p_|yj

lfl Generate/disseminatenew knowledge/research

|Zl Develop or disseminate solutions to existing problems

Clsupport creation of a new organization

lZl Form new networks/alliancesforproblem solving  
lZl Enable emergence of new global initiatives through existing organizations

Cllnspire thought or action through artworkor literature

 
 



   

           

             

               

             

              

         

l:l0ther(please explain)

How will the outputs be disseminated and to whom2_l150 words)

The conference outcomes will be published in peer~re\/iewed articles in authoritativejournals in

the field of Genetic Resource Policy, e.g. Nature and Science. The white paper will be

distributed throughout CGEAR, Crop Trust, Global Plant Council, ITPGRFA and their partners. It

wili inform an emerging global research agenda on plant genetic resources policy and formulate

a coordination mechanism for taking up such an agenda.



General Information

Contents:

1. ARRIVALITRANSFER
2. LOCAL TRANSPORTATIONIHOTEL— GCDT OFFICE
3. IMPORTANT iNFORMATi0N

1. ARRIVALFFRANSFER
Directions from various airports to Bonn City Centre and to Sternhotel Bonn

Stern Hotel Bonn, Mark’: 8, 53111 Bonn

A. ColognelBonn Airport - Bonn Center
Take the express bus SB 60, Cologne! Bonn Airport — towards Main -Station
Bonn (Approx. 28 minutes travei time). Get off at Bonn Markt (one station
before Hauptbahnhoflmain station). From there, it's just a minute walk to the
Sternhotel Bonn. Cost per one-way travel: EUR 7.50 (please make sure you
have coins to pay for your ticket, since machinessometimes do not accept
notes). Buses depart twice an hour from 4am till 11 pm.
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B. FrankfurtAirport - Bonn
Upon arrival in Frankfurt please make your way to the railwaystation (for
tong-distance trains), which is located within the airport. You have two
options.

Option 1: Frankfurt Airport— Bonn Hbf
There are direct trains (|C—trains) from Frankfurt Airport to Bonn Main station.
Trains go about every two hours and take 2.30 hrs. You will arrive at Bonn
Main Station. From Bonn Main Station to the hotel is about 8 min by foot.
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Option 2: FrankfurtAirport — Siegburg - Bonn
A siightly faster option is to take the ICE to Bonn/Siegburg. Journey time is
about 45 minutes. Get off at Bonn/Siegburg. From the platform take the
eievatordown one ievel. You will reach the Tram station. Depending on the
ticket you are hoiding you might need to buy a separate tram ticket (approx.
EUR 4.60, rememberto have cash and! or change!). Get on the tram. As they
are only going one direction from Siegburg, you can’t go wrong. The journey
to Bonn Centre takes about 20 min. Get off at Bertha-Von-Suttner—PIatz. From
there it is a 5 minute walk to the notes.
For timetables piease visit: http://www.bahn.com/i/View/GBR/en!
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C. Dusseldorf Airport —

From the terminal make your way to the airport railwaystation. Trains from
Dusseldorf Airport to Bonn Hauptbahnhofdepart every two hours. The journey
takes about 1 hour and the ticket cost approx. EUR 20.00 one way. For
timetabiesplease visit: http://www.bahn.com/i/View/GBR/eni’
Get off at Bonn HauptbahnhoflBonn Main station. From there it is about a
8 min walk to the hotel.

 
TICKETS: Sometimes the rail tickets are included in the airfare. Your itinerary
will say ‘FrankfurtAirport — Railway Germany’ or ‘Cologne Station’. Operated
by 9B. in this case you will go to the Deutsche Bahn ticket machine, type in
the numberindicated on your ticket and collect your rail ticket.
Some receive an “electronic rail ticket" with a reservation number. Same
procedure here: go to the ticket machine and coiiect your ticket. There is DB-
staff to help you out. Just ask for help.

2. LOCAL TRANSPORTATIONISTERNHOTELBONN — GCDT OFFICE

Ticket Purchase: The name of the type of ticket you shcuid get is 1b and the
price of a one-way ticket is 1.80 Euro. Please rememberto have coins. All
underground stations have a ticket machine inside. Please purchase them
beforehand at a machine.

 



By Underground: underground tram station Universitaet I Markt (towards
Bonn - Bad Goclesberg). Take tram no. 16 or 63 (towards Bad Godesberg), or
66 (towards Bad Honnef,Ramersdorf).You get off at the stop
Heussallee/Museumsmeile.Refer to map below for a guide on how to get
from your hotel to the station.
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Heussallee Station to Platz der Vereinten Nationen 7.’ GCDT Office (please
see map below)
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By Bus: Walk towards the Bonn Central Station and look for the bus stop
marked "04". Take either the 610 or the 611 towards Bad Godesberg.
Busses come every 10 minutes. You get off at the stop cailed Deutsche
Welle. Please look at the map below for guide on how to get from the hotel to
the station. Tickets cost 2.80 EURO per one way and can be purchased from
the driver.
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3. IMPORTANT INFORMATION

WEATHER
Please visit httgs://weathercomfor current and future information

MONEY EXCHANGE
If you need to exchange money, please do so upon arrival at the airport. Most
Hotels in Bonn do not offer this service. There are banks in Bonn where you
will be able to withdraw money with your credit card (fees may apply). You
should get in touch with your bank or credit card provider to tell you which
banks in Germany offer free cash withdrawal or the one with the lowest fees
(For example: If you are with Barclay's. you may withdraw free of charge in
Deutsche Banks around Germany and Spain becauseof the Global Alliance).
Credit Cards are not accepted everywhere. It you need to exchange money in
the city, there is a Western Union Branch in Bonn Central Station.

PASSPORT & VISAS
It is in your own responsibilityfor providing a valid passport and visa (if
applicable) to enter Germany.

LOCAL INFORMATION
https://www.bonndeltourismus kultur sport frelzeit/tourist information aktue
llftourismus und hotelsf?iang=en
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Peter

F"°m= 5- Made"—
Sent: Tuesday. December01, 2015 9:33 PM
To: Susan Mccouch; Susan McC'ouch
Cc: Bretting, Peter
Subject: Fwd: Divseek meeting in Bonn — Comment on ASU Report
Attachments: DS_SC-2__15_5 (Update on ASU study).pdf

,

Dear Susan,

I wanted to touch base before next week’s meeting about the Report of theASU Study (attached to the original
distribution and included below). There was very little visibilityinto the development of this report - and I am a
little concerned about what we are going to do with it. I am copying Peter Bretting on this email as he was also
a memberof the GovernanceExpert Committee. He and I have not discussed theASU Report, andl welcome
his comments as well.

1. As I understand it, the ASU study was co-fundecljointlyby Crop Trust and the Treatyto generate an

independent report on governanceas it relates to data sharing and open source in order to help guide DivSeek
on this front. I have gone back through a series of emails on the report — and though my understanding is
correct as the original intent of the ASU study, I can see where over the course of the year, this work stream
seems to have been characterizedmore and more broadly. it now seems to cover everything,withoutdisclosing
the research or findings. Moreover, Daniele - of the Treaty - is now an author. So, two major issues: (a) we

don’t know what the report actuallysays; and (b) it is now arguably a Treatyperspective.

2. The report’s authorspropose to present the full findings at the January 8 “roundtable.” I thinkthis is unwise.
As above, we don“:know the content of the report and it is arguably a Treatydocument. The roundtable in
January willonly help fu1therDivSecl< if it is a tightly orchestrated session presenting paths forward. I had
hoped thatnext week’s SC meeting would result in a recommendationon governance thatwould allow the
organization to focus on substance. If we introduce a separate report, we will likely lose ourselves in endless
discussion. Further, if the report is presented at the Jan 8 meeting, the Assemblywill (rightly)perceive it as a

SC—endorsed output.

I am availableto discuss if that is helpful.

Best regards,

Emily

Begin forwarded message:

From: Peter Wenzl <geter.wenz|@divseel<.org>
Subject: DivSeek meetin in Bonn
Date: December 1, 2015 at 2:44:00 AM PST

Duplicate email trail removed



 
ns/sc—2/15/5

Report from thegovernance research project

 
  
  

 This document contains a memorandum developed under thegovernance research project that
ArizonaState University [ASU), in cooperation withCIRAD, is conducting to present Divseek with
options for governance, data sharing and membership.
The Committee received a first progress report by theresearch team at its first meeting.
The Committee is invited to appraise the memorandum and advise on thenext steps, including for the
preparation oftheDivseekworkshop/roundtablein Ianuary 2016.



    
     

         
   

    

                
               

         
               

              
              

             
              

          
            

           

     

                
      

              
                
             

       

              
            

             
             

              
            
            

       

                
              

  

              
           

            

  
               

           

 

Divseek GovernanceResearch Project
Memorandum for theSteering Committee

Eric Welch, Selim Louafi,FedericaFusi and DanieleManzella
8 December2015

Purpose of thememorandum

Following the progress report to the first meeting of the Steering Committee in May 2015, this
memorandum is to updategthe Committee at its second meeting, on progress made with the
governance research project. The memorandum also contains preliminary observations
derived from the research, on themes thatare on the agenda of the Steering Committee.

This interim memorandum does not explicitiyaddress thebroader policy context in which the
initiative takes place. Constraints and sensitivities deriving from such a context are likely to

impact goal setting, data sharing, resources and membership, and the Divseek community is
encouraged to consider them in conjunction with the findings of the research project, for
instance when addressing developing country involvement and capacity development. This
memorandum focuses on generai governance aspects that are applicable across the case
studies analyzed in the research project, independentlyfrom theirpolicy context.

Methodologyand case study selection

As outlinedbrieflyin the first progress report of May 2015, the research team has organized
the work in three main phases:

(1) Literature review and sample frame development. In line with the objectives of the
study, nineteen cases in the area of food and agriculture and seven cases in thehuman
health sector were identified for possible inclusion in the study. Appendix 1 contains
the criteria used for evaluatingthose cases.

[2] Initial selection of ten cases most relevant for DivSeel<. initial selection was followed by
45-60 minute interviews of the ten Project Managers and Executive Directors to

identify six cases for in—depth data coliection and analysis. Appendix 2 contains the
initial list of the ten cases and the final group of six cases.

(3) All six Project Managers and Executive Directors were sent invitations asking them to

participate in the in-depth analysis of their organizations. The research team has
conducted 45-75 minute interviews with staff, partners and clients of the six
organizations,but has not completed all interviews.

This memorandum provides a second report on initial findings to date. The full report, to be
delivered by the end of January 2016, willelaborate on the findings presented here.

PreliminaryFindings
Since data collection and analysis under the project are stili taking place, the following
observations should be considered preliminary. Nevertheless, the research team hopes that
the findings and observations willbe of use to the DivSeel< Committee.

Goal setting
,

Based on the case analyses to date, it is clear that governance structures have strong
accordance with program goals. Case study interviewees consistently explain that clear

2



              
               

                
            

    

               
              
              

               
               

                
               

            
      

            
             

            
         

         
              
                

        

  
              

              
                

            
           

                
           

                
        

             
 

  
              

         
              

             
                

            
           

              
             

           

 

specification of program goals is an essential first step for program success. All interviewees,
whether leadership or staff, were able to articulate program goals and explain how theirgoals
differ from others or fill a particular research or service gap. Cases show thatprogram goals
are the substance around which governance structures are built as they facilitate
accomplishmentof the goals. '

Program goals vary across the cases. In some cases, program goals are mainly technical. In
others, goals are broader and seek to integrate thevalues and perspectives of heterogeneous
groups through some set of agreed-upon rules for access and behavior of members. Cases

,

demonstrate that specification of the goals is often a slow processrequiring two or more

years. Some of the interviewees have noted thattheirprojects or programs began small,with
only a fewactors who were able to achieve consensus to set program goals. Consensus on

goals is much more difficult when a large more heterogeneous group of actors is involved.
However, homogeneity and small initial size can also reduce inclusivity, ignore obvious
complexitiesand workagainst long—term buy-in.
These observations are significant for DivSeel<. For example, alternative strategies that the
DivSeel< community might pursue, could 1) aim to establish technical standards critical for
advancement of cross—crop genomics research; or 2) aim to establish a heterogeneous
community — industry, OECD country universities and national agriculture research
organizations in developing countries — around technical standards, capacity development '

and sharing norms. Governance structures for the former will certainly be less complex than
the latter. Both strategies require a reflectionabout which actors to include in the goal setting
process and which actors might be invited later.

Defined resources

Case analyses to date show that governance structure also depends on the resource[s] that
the program/project seeks to develop and make available to the community. The choice of
resources is usually dependent on the identificationof a demand thatarises from the field. All
interviewees to date were able to identify specific human, software, data, standardization,
negotiation/brokering,material, computational or storage resources that are not offered (or
are of low quality, or are poorly distributed) by other programs. They talked about how their
organizations developed strategies to fill the identified gap. DivSeek should consider
specifying the resources that 1) are not provided elsewhere; 2) are in high demand; and 3)
may stimulate convergence across different sub-communities. Subsequently, governance
structure should establish who has access to the common resources and under what
conditions.

Sharing policies
There appear to be two main approaches to data sharing: centrally determined or locally
autonomous. Centrally determined rules make products/data/findings 1) completely open
such thatall products/data/findings are publiclyavailable;2} partiallyopen such thatthere is
an embargo on products/data/findingsof one to two years before making. products publicly
available; or 3) closed such that only members share among themselves [This last one is a
theoreticalcategory. None of the cases are completely closed). Organizationswith centralized
sharing policies can design monitoring and controlling mechanisms to prevent opportunistic
behaviors, such as unbalanced contributions of resources to the common pool. Thus far, cases

show that imposing centralized rules for resource sharing’does not always encourage sharing.
behavior; actors may withdrawfrom organizationswhere thereare sharing requirements.



            
         

                
            

           
       

     
           

           
              

           
          

             
           

            
            

           
             

            
               

           
     

            
              

              
              

                
            

               
              

              
               

                
           

              
           

    
               

          
                

             
            

             
              
               

             
 

 

Locally autonomous systems allow actors to decide whether or not to share
products/findings/datapublicly. Locally autonomous systems often include flexibilitythat
leaves actors free to decide with whom and under what conditions theywill share. Some of
these projects create and manage formal and informal services such as match-making,
brokerage activities, communication or technical support that build trust among members,
withtheultimate aim of encouragingsharing.

Membership, including by privatesector
The interplay between resources and sharing policies influencesmembership.Different types
of resources and governance structures provide alternate .incentives for participation. The
influence of such an interplay on the distribution of membership is relevant to multiple
categories, e.g. activity and branch of knowledge (molecular biologists, breeders, genebank
managers, bio—informatics],geographical {developing and OECD country), sector (public and
private]. In keeping with the scope of this memorandum, we consider private sector
involvement to illustrate the argument. According to interviewees, industry requires clear
incentives to participate in any type of collaborative arrangement. Research programs that
provide exclusive access to precompetitive knowledge or results can induce private sector
involvement Research that pools scientific and technical human resources to produce
products and processes that are precompetitive, publicailyavailable and of high value can

attract private sector involvement. Pooling of data, materials and information that have
precompetitive value may also be an inducement. in none of our cases to date, interviewees
have affirmed thatprivate sector companies voluntarilycontribute internallydeveloped data
or information into a pool.
Membership defines the boundaries of the. initiative. Although several cases include a

heterogeneous set of actors, interviewees also admit thatnot all needs can be accommodated
withinthe same initiative.Whether or not programs include private sector actors provides an

example of what we mean. The cases indicate thatprivate sector involvementproceeds down
one of three tracks. In one, the program works with large private sector companies thatpool
substantial financial resources from industry for the development of new publicallyavailable
products that are useful to all members but too expensive for one company to produce
independently. in another, programs seek out small and medium sized firms, not large firms.
SMES often provide better partners for data sharing initiatives as they are often more

resource limited and more willingto pool resources. Finally,some programs make no effort to

appeal to integrate the private sector. The exclusion of theprivate sector is not always related
to property rights considerations - some interviewees have noted that universities often
drive harder bargains than companies. Rather, exclusion of the private sector is often related
to choices the program makes about themembership,resources and access.

leadership structure and attributes
Case studies have not demonstrated that a single CEO form [or strong leader model] is
consistently appropriate. Leadership structure depends on the goals, membership and
resources embedded in the program. In most of the cases studied, leaders are members of a

small team of highly respected individuals who have demonstrated competencies in the field
and]or represent thekey membershipconstituencies.Yet, leadership qualities also depend on

the political context withinwhich the program operates. Highlypoliticizedcontexts require a

leader who is above all highly respected by the key constituencies. Leaders and leadership
teams are only effective when theyhave sufficient financial resources that can be applied to

accomplish goals and demonstrate the value of common and shared resources from initial
stage.



              
               

              
              

             
   

  
             

         
         

          
                

                
            

               
            

        

  

                
            

       

               
             

               
         

 

The food and agriculture domain is populated by diverse array of genetic resources related
initiatives. it can be characterized by having ‘moderate to high‘ levels of political and legal
uncertainty. The domain also includes a heterogeneous set of actors. This complexity is likely
to impact goal setting, data sharing, resources and membership, and calls for a leadership
model thatis multifacetedand incorporates the range expertise thatinstillsconfidenceamong
all key constituencies. A A

‘

Managementcapacity
Management emerges as an important aspect across all analyzed cases. All initiatives have
invested considerably in a reliable and efficient management structure/team/system.
Management generally includes scientific support, community building and outreach
activities, and technical expertise. interviewees have highlighted how management is
fundamental to create value and build trust towards the capacity of the initiativetoachieveits
goals. Actors will not consider engaging in any project, if they do not recognize its technical,
financial and operational capacity. Management activities are necessary to ensure a high
quality product that respond and quickly adapt to the needs of its membersand users.

Management also guarantees the quality and reliabilityof internal processes that address
sensitive issues such as security and intellectual property.

Next steps
For the project report, the research team will create a template for the presentation of the in-
depth case studies, reflecting metrics of case study evaluation, and synthesize research
findings in both descriptive and analyticalmodalities.

The DivSeek Ianuary workshop will be an important moment to present the findings of the
research project and facilitatethe discussion of governance options for Divseek. The research
team stands ready to contribute to the workshop based on the guidance by the Steering
Committee and in cooperation withthe joint FacilitationUnit.



Appendix1

First evaluationof case studies: criteria

mi (la sgug. 
Criteria: Programs in which scientists and other actors exchange and use both data and
genetic materials, under different legal constraints.

Rationality:Whilebothdata and materialsharing might be restricted by legal constraints
[Chokshi,Parker,& Kwiatkowski,2006; Contreras, 2014) , materialsharing is more exposed
to legal burdens at the nationaland internationallevel (EricWelch & Selim Louafi, n.cl.].
Metrics:

Does the project provide access to data?
Does the project provide access to material? 

Criteria: Programs in which individualsand organizationsfreely access and use data and
materials, "but are also encouraged to contribute backto the common pool by sharing their
data and materials. Programs witha good and clear data use and contributionpolicy have
been preferred.

Rationality:

0 Access policies: Different legal contexts might affect the contracts thatactors can

stipulate among each other and might limited theopportunities for data and material
exchange. For instance, the existence of [P rights might limited the use and diffusion of
data and might prevent actors from freely sharing their resources [Chokshi et al., 2006.
2006; Contreras, 2014; Eckersley et al., 2003; Eric Welch 8; Selim Louaii, n.d.; Kosseim
et al., 2014]

- Presence of data policies: As legal issues might affect the use and contribution of data
and material, data—sharing initiatives have to develop theirown policies to facilitate
the exchanges among involved actors [Elta Smith,n.d.; Knoppers, 2009; Kosseim et al.,
2014]. '

- Data production: Whether resources are collectivelyproduced, sharing and
governance are easier thanwhen resources are individuallycollected and produced, as

researchers might seek for more recognition and reward [Chokshi et al., 2006)
Metrics: ’

Access policies
The access is open and free, even if users may be required to register or

agree withthe use/contributionpolicyOpen

Specified Access is reversed to specific groups (Le. members]
access

 
Presence of data policies



External Data can be uploaded by anyone who respects the contribution policy
contribution
Aggregator of Data are collected throughpuhliciyavailabledatasets

ublic data 
Criteria: Programs thataim at integrating multiple goals such as fundamental research,
scientificand technical innovation and sharing or whose goals have evolved over time to
integrate multiple interests.

Rationality:Differences in goals might negativelyaffect individuals and organizations
motivation for sharing and collaboration,whileoverlapping goals might foster interactions
among involved actors and increase themotivation to participate in the initiative (Foster 8;
Sharp, 2007; Powell, White, Koput, 8.-, Owen - Smith,2005; Strandburg, Frischmann, & Cui,
2014}

Metrics:
Goals polo-gy

The project offers access to data and materialproduced by members,other
.

institutions or upload by contributors. The project does not have any
research goal on its own.

Research project project aims at pursuing 1ts own agenda or supporting research
mitlatives
The project provides an open platform for thecollection, managementand

Platform
. .sharin ofdata and material.

  Database

 
 
 

  
 

   
 
Criteria: Programs that include a diversity of stakeholders, including from public. non-profit
and private sector, and from different regions in theworld present one of themany
dimensionsof heterogeneity. Heterogeneity across actors is likelyto increase thenumbersof
barriers thatdata sharing projects should have to overcome (Dedeurwaerdere, 2006].

Rationality:Whereas stakeholders belong to thesame institutionalbackgroundor the same

professional / scientific field, shared codes and paradigms facilitateknowledge exchange and
collaboration towards common goals, (Dove, Faraj, Kolker, & Gzdemir, 2012; Miillering,2005;
Tasselli,Kilduff,8; Menges, 2015; Tsai 8:. Ghoshal, 1998). Different codes and paradigms might
stress differences might create conflictsand tensions. Diversity might reduce the ievel of trust
embedded in the relationships among actors which is positive related to the exchange of
knowledge (Knoppers, 2009; Kosseirn et al., 2014; Tsai 8; Ghoshal, 1998].

Metrics:

Partners
Public Public institutions are part of the project



l Private Private institutions are part of theproject
Non profit Non-profit institutions are part of the project
Research Universities and research centers are part of theprcj£_
Main partners Eiders

  

Geo ; ra - hical characteristics
Focus of the
pro'ect
Stakeholders
nationality

Geographic area to which the project aims at providingbenefits

Main stakeholders nationality
Developingcountries & Breeders

‘

D l '

. . . .The project collaborates or IIlV0lVeSactors from developing countries
countries

The project collaborates or involves breeders in training and education
activities 

Criteria: Programs thatoffer innovativetools for theanalysis,storage and managementof
data will be preferred, assuming equal conditions in the othercriteria.

Rationality:Genomics research is becomingincreasinglydata-driven. Scientists n_eed
instruments for theanalysis, storage and managementof data (Bouffard et al., 2010;
Schroeder, Gonzalez—Perez, & Lopez—Bigas, 2013). The possibilityto access to technical tools is
one of the reason thatmight incentive or reduce thepropensity to share.

Metrics:

Access to

erm lasmdata
Tools for data
management
Web based /
downloadable
Upload or no of
own data
Private / public
0 tions
Storage facilities
Visualization
tools
Open source

code

   
Platform characteristics

_

The platformprovides access to public datasets 
 

  The platform provides tools to manage data

  
 The platform is availableonly online / The platform may be downloaded 
 

  
Users can upload and manage theirown data

  
  

Users are allowed to choose withwhom and to what extent share their
data
The platform provides storage facilitiesfor users

The platform provides visualization tools

 

  
 

 
 
  

 

  
 

The code of the platform is open source

  



 

     

   
 

 
    

      
   

 
   

 
 

 
 

      
 

       

  
      

 

 
 

        

 
   
        

  

     

  
       

 
 

      
 

  
 

     
 

  

        

               
                  

        

 

Appendix2

Final selection of case studies

  
 

 
   

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Involvement
ofmembers 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

IT

infrastructure
complexity

Private Heterogeneity Developing
actor ofactors country

engagement involved involvement

Low Medium/High Low

V

Centralized
High High Yes High and Low

decentralized

 
 

Data sh aring
policies

 
 
 
 

Projectname

 

 

integrated
Breeding

.

Platform  

 
Decentralized 

 
 

 
 Decentralized

 Open Science
Grid 

  
 

Structural
Genomics
Consortium 

  Global
Alliance for
Genetics and
Health

 
 

   
 

 
Low Low/Medium Yes Low A Medium

Low
V

Yes Low/High Medium

Medium /
Cassava

Low Low Yes Low

Note: the table represents the evaluation of the case studies before completing all the in terviews.
Thus, errors in theevaluationof the criteria might be due to the low availabilityofdata (one

interview and collection of information through thewebsite].

Centralized  
 

 
 
 

 
  
 

 

Genome
Database Centralized

 Cassavabase
NextGen  Centralized  

  
  
 

Decentralized



Bretting, Peter '

From: Bretting, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, December09, 2015 7:37 AM
To: E. Marden
Cc: Susan Mccouch
Subject: Re: Divseek meeting in Bonn - Comment on ASU Report

HiE1ni1y--greetingsfrom Chicago! Hope thatall is well in Bonn.

i had a chance to review the DS/SC-2/15/2document last night. The contribution by the GCDT articulates well
the original intent for DivSeel<, and its aspirations. The explanationon p. 4 about responding to the request
from the Governing Body to investigate the implicationsof the technology for the ITPGRFA is on themark,
from my perspective. DivSeel< doesn‘t have the expertise nor mandate for that. It's really up to the Governing
Body to conduct such assessments and draw conclusions.

Thanks,

Peter

Peter Bretting
National Program Leader
USDAIARS Office ofNational Programs
George Washington Carver Center
4-2212, Mailstop 5139
Beltsville, MD 20705-5139
301-504-5541

'

ceuj
peter,b1‘ettingr’(1)ars.usda.gov

On Dec 3, 2015, at 10:42 AM, E. Marden— wrote:

Thanks Peter. As always, your comments are thoughtful and constructive.

Perhaps nest week we can acknowledgethe interim report, but note that it does not disclose
findings. We can ask that the full report be shared with the full SC before a decision about the
release and/or presentation.

I agree that it may be very useful on thevarious other aspects of DivSeek’s goals.

Cheers,

Emily

On Dec 3, 2015, at 5:42 AM, Bretting, Peter <Peter.Bretting@ARS.USDA.GOV>wrote:



             
           

 

            
             

 

             
             

           
          

         
          

  
            

        
           

             
            

          
           

           
  

           
          

         
           

          
           

        
           

           
            

             
   

            
            

       
       
        

        
         

       
          

         
          

         

 

Hi Emilyand Susan—apologies for thedelayedvreply. I was fully engaged in
a series of job candidate interviews conducted here yesterday,withmore

today.

I don’t know much more than y’all do about this research project
commissioned by the GCDT and the Treatyearlier thisyear. Here are some

observations/queries.

1) At this point .I’m not terribly troubled thatDanieleManzella is a co-

authorof the draft study. Whether or not other membersof the JFU
(especially theGCDT, but also the Global Plant Forum and tl1e
CGIAR) have been consulted during theproject, have reviewed early
draft reports, and/or provided input and approval are more

germane. Perhaps theotherJFU members could be queried about
theirparticipation.

2) The project report should be reviewed and discussed by the Steering
Committee (especially its governancesubcommittee) before it is
released to all the partners. The memorandum provided to theSC
now isn’t sufficient for such a review. For the final report to be
discussed at theJanuary workshop, it should be made availableto the
SC well-in-advanceof the January workshop. If it’s not, then
presentation of theASU project report to the Divseek partners should
be deferred to subsequent meetings. Recall the notes from theMay
SC meeting:

23. In conjunction with the decision to convene a governanceexpert
group, the Committee was informedabout an ongoing research project
by ArizonaState University (ASU) on institutionaland organizational
factorsfor enablingdata access, exchange and use, which the Global
Crop Diversity Trustand theSecretariatofthe InternationalTreaty
were co-funding.Mr. Manzella, of the"Joint FacilitationUnit and the
InternationalTreaty, informedthe Committee ofthepreliminary
research activitiesconducted by theASU research teamfor theproject,

A

and distributed a progress report. Tlte Committeetlinyvited_Ms.,MarAden‘to
coordinate-wiitlz;tlie‘.ASI_Jresearclyteam.to Qbtain_.early_iiiCc]e:;Sto the
results of tlteiistudyforv consideration aspart oftheworkof the
governance expert group.

3) Based on thememorandum, theASU research project is generating a

taxonomy of IT and germplasm projects thatmight be relevant to
DivSeek. The taxonomic traits employed include private-sector
engagement, heterogeneity of actors involved, developing country
involvement, involvementof membersin decision making,data

V sharing policies, and IT infrastructurecomplexity.From that
analysis, the study willexamine goal setting, defined resources,
sharing policies, membership, leadership structure and attributes,
and managementcapacity. So theASU research project is much
broader than the SC governance sub-comrnittee’s work,which has
focused on reforming elements of the current governancestructure so

thatDivSeek operates more effectively. The ASU research project
2



and the governancesub-committee effort overlap in the area of
leadership/management. But the SC governance subcommittee is
more sharply focused on devising an optimal structure for operating
the DivSeek organization. Thus the two efforts are somewhat
complementary; we’ll know for sure once the ASU research project
final report is available. 5

4) If anything,all this uncertainty and concern would support reforming
the DivSeek organizationalstructure from theJFU model to an

executive operational model.

Anyway,hope that this helps, and hope thatSusan is enjoying Switzerland!

Peter

Peter Bretting
USDA/ARS Office of National Programs
Room 4-2212, Mailstop 5139
5601 Sunnyside Avenue
Beitsvilie, MD 20705-5139
Phone 1.301.504.5541
Fax 1.301.504.6191
MobilePhone-
E-mail petetnbretting@ars.ustla.gov
Web
site: htt :1’/www.ars.nsda.
=30l

From-T on Behalf
Of Susan Mccouch
Sent: Wednesday, December02, 2015 10:32 AM
To: E. Marden
Cc: Bretting, Peter; Susan Mccouch
Subject: Re: Divseek meeting in Bonn - Comment on ASU Report

ov/research.’ ro ramsl ro rams.l1tm'?NP CODE  

Dear Emily,

I just arrived in Zurich and am reading the docs sent by Daniele about the ASU
governance study now. I would like to chat withyou by Skypc sometime in the
next 2 hours, ifat all possible. You are 9 hours behindus, so this is cutting it very
short.

It's 4:23pm here now, and I will have to leave for dinner at 6:30pm. Ifwe can't
squeeze in a Skype conversationbefore I leave for dinner, perhaps we could talk
when I return? l am not sure when thatwill be, but I expect I'll be back by 9:30 or

10:00pm.

I'm in meetings all day tomorrow, so the other alternativewould he to talk
sometime on Fri afternoon, or over the weekend.



Please let me know what works for you. it might be best to catch up once you've
heard back from Peter B, who we hope will shed some light on this.

Thanks,
Susan

On Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 9:32 PM, E.Marden wrote:

Dear Susan,

I wanted to touch base before next week’s meeting about the Report of theASU
Study (attached to the original distributionand included below). There was very

j little visibilityinto the development of this report - and I am a little concerned
E about what we are going to do with it. I am copying Peter Bretting on thisemail

as he was also a memberof the GovernanceExpert Committee. He and I have
not discussed theASU Report, and I welcome his comments as well.

1. As I understand it, theASU study was co-funded jointly by Crop Trust and the
9 Treatyto generate an independent report on governance as it relates to data

sharing and open source in order to help guide DivSe-ek on this front. I have
5 gone back througha series of emails on the report - and though my
I

understanding is correct as the original intent of the ASU study, I can see where
f over the course of the year, this work stream seems to have been characterized
'

more and more broadly. It now seems to cover evelything,withoutdisclosing
‘ the research or findings. Moreover, Daniele - of the Treaty - is now an
T author. So, two maj or issues: (a) we don’t know what the report actuallysays;
.

and (b) it is now arguably a Treatyperspective.

2. The report’s authorspropose to present the full findings at the January 8
: “roundtable.” 1 thinkthis is unwise. As above, we don’t know the content ‘of the

1 report and it is arguably a Treatydocument. The roundtable in January will only
help furtherDivSeel< if it is a tightly orchestrated session presenting paths

1 forward. I had hoped thatnext weel<’s SC meeting would result in a

recommendationon governance thatwould allow theorganization to focus on

substance. If we introduce a separate report, we will likely lose ourselves in
endless discussion. Further, if the report is presented at the Jan 8 meeting, the

I

Assemblywill (rightly)perceive it as a SC-endorsed output.

3 I am available to discuss if that is helpful.

1 Best regards,

T Emily

2
Begin forwarded message:



From: Peter Wenzl < eterwenzl divseekor >

Subject: Divseek meeting in Bonn
Date: December1, 2015 at 2:44:00 AM PST
To: Andreas Graner <graner@iQk—gatersleben.de>,David
Marshall <David.Marshall hutton.ac.uk>, "Elizabeth
Arnaud (Bioversity-France)"<e.arnaud@cgiar.org>,Emily
Marden eterBretting
< eterbrettin ars.usda. ov>, "Rajeev Varshney
(ICRISAT-IN)" <R.K.Varshne c iar.or >, "Ruaraicih
SackvilleHamilton (|RRl)" <r.hamilton irri.or >, Sarah
Ayling <sarah.ayIing@tgac.ac.uk>,Susan Mccouch
<srm4@cornell.edu>
Cc: Daniele Manzeila <danie|e.manzella divseeker >,
Ruth Bastow <ruth.bastow@divseek.org>,"Wayne Powell
(CGIAR Consortium)" <w.gowel|@cgEar.org>, Dagny Poser
<dagny.goser@crogtrust.org>

Dear DivSeel< Steering Committee members,

Please find attached the Agenda and other Documents for
the DivSeck Steering Committee meeting on December
8th next week. The meeting willstart at 9:00am at thepremises
of the Crop Trust (Piatz der VereintenNationen 7, 53113 Bonn).

In a foliow-up message later this week, we will send you two
additional Documents (No. 2, 3) withnotes and updates from
Susan and the JFU organizations.

As a reminder, here's a quick overview of the logistics:
o Accommodation: Accommodationhas been booked at

the Hotel Stern, Markt 8, 53111 Bonn, Germany.
Accommodationand breakfasthave beenpre—paid by the
Crop Trust. All extras are to be paid by the guest upon
check out.

0 Transfer: please see attached sheet for directions from the
airport to thehotel, and from the hotel to the Crop Trust
offices.

0 Pcr diem: We'll pay you a per diem to cover costs for
meals not provided by us. It should also cover incidentals
such as transport toffrom the airport.

- Dinner ‘on 7 Dec: you're invited for ajoint dinner at 19:00
on the evening before themeeting at the Ruland
Restaurant, Bischhofspiatz i, Bonn. This is a 2-min walk
from the hotel.

Please do not hesitate to contact us in case you've any questions in
regard to the agenda, documents or the logistics of the meeting.

Looking forward to meeting you next week!

On behalfof the Joint FacilitationUnit,



Peter

Peter Wenzl
Divseek Liaison
Giobai Crop Diversity Trust.
Platz cler Vereinten Nationen 7
53113 Bonn. Germany
Office:1+49 228 85427 126

_

Mobiiei_
wwwxzrogtrustiorg

Securing our Food, Forever

Susan McCouch
Professor, Plant Breeding & Genetics
Cornell University
162 Emerson Hall
Ithaca,NY 14853-1901
Phone: +1 607-255-0420
Fax: +1 607-255-6683
Email: s1‘m4@,co1‘nell.edu or mcc0uch@_co1'uel1.eclu
Alternate Emaik_1



Bretting, Peter

"'°m= 5- Maiden<—
Sent: Thursday, December03, 2015 11:42 AM
To: Bretting, Peter
Cc: Susan McCou-:h
Subject: Re: Dii/Seek meeting in Bonn - Comment on ASU Report

Thanks Peter. As always, your comments are thoughtfuland constructive.

Perhaps next week we can acknowledgethe interim report, but note that it does not disclose findings. We can

ask thatthefull report be shared withthe full SC before a decision about the release and/or presentation.

I agree that it may be very useful on thevarious other aspects of DivSeel(’s goals.

Cheers,

Emily

On Dec 3, 2015, at 5:42 AM, Bretting, Peter <Pete1‘.Bretting@ARS.USDA.GOV>wrote:

Hi Emilyand Susan—apologies for the delayed reply. I was fully engaged in a series of job
candidate interviews conducted here yesterday,with more today.

I don’t know much more thany’all do about this research project commissioned by the

GCDT and theTreatyearlier thisyear. Here are some observations/queries.

]) At this point I’m not terribly troubled thatDanieleManzella is a co-authorof the
draft study. Whetheror not other membersof theJFU (especially theGCDT,.but
also the Global Plant Forum and theCGIAR) have been consulted during the
project, have reviewed earlydraft reports, andfor provided input and approval are

more germane. Perhaps theotherJFU members could be queried about their
participation.

2) The project report should be reviewed and discussed by theSteering Committee
(especially its governancesubcommittee)before it is released to all the
partners. The memorandum provided to the SC now isn’t sufficient for such a

review. For the final report to be discussed at theJanuary workshop, it should be
_made availableto the SC well-in-advanceof theJanuary workshop. If it’s not, then
presentation of theASU project report to the Divseek partners should be deferred
to subsequent meetings. Recall the notes from the May SC‘ meeting:

23. In conjunction with the decision to convene a governanceexpert group, the
Committee was informedabout an on-going research project by ArizonaState
University (ASU) on institutionaland organizationalfactorsfor enablingdttta access,
exchange and use, which the Global Crop Diversity Trustand theSecretariat ofthe
InternationalTreatywere cofuzzdirtg. Mr. Manzella, of the Joint FacilitotiotzUnit and
the IntcrnatiomilTreaty, informed the Committee oftheprelitnimnjy research activities

1
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Bretting, Peter -

From:
Sent:
To’

Subject:

Bretting, Peter
Thursday, December03, 2015 8:43 AM
‘Susan Mccouch‘; E. Marden
RE: Divseek meeting in Bonn — Comment on ASU Report

Hi Emilyand Susan—apologies for the delayed reply. I was fully engaged in a series of job candidate
interviews conducted here yesterday,withmore today.

I don’t know much more than y’all do about this research project commissioned by the GCDT and the
Treatyearlier thisyear. Here are some observations/queries.

1)

2)

3)

At this point I’m not terribly troubled thatDaniele Manzella is a co-authorof the draft
study. Whether or not othermembersof the JFU (especially theGCDT, but also the Global Plant
Forum and theCGIAR) have been consulted during the project, have reviewed early draft
reports, and/or provided input and approval are more germane. Perhaps theotherJFU members
could be queried about theirparticipation.
The project report should be reviewed and discussed by the Steering Committee (especially its
governance subcommittee) before it is released to all the partners. The memorandum provided to
the SC now isn’t sufficient for such a review. For the final report to be discussed at theJanuary
workshop, it should be made availableto the SC well-in-advanceof theJanuary workshop. If it’s
not, then presentation of theASU project report to theDivseek partners should be deferred to

subsequent meetings. Recall the notes from theMay SC meeting:

23. In conjunction with the decision to convene a governanceexpert group, theCommittee was

informedabout an on-going research project by ArizonaState University (ASU) on institutionaland
organizationalfactorsfor enablingdata access, exchange and use, which the Global Crop Diversity
Trust and theSecretariatofthe InternationalTreatywere co-funrling. Mr. Mutzzelia, oftheJoint
Faciiitatiou Unit and theInternationalTreaty,informed the Committee of thepreliminary research
activitiesconducted by theASU research teamfor theproject, and distributed (I progress report. The
Committee invitedMs. _M(1rtien to coordinate ivith theASU research "team to obtain early.access to the
results of thestudyfor consideration aspart of the work ofthe-governance'e.x;oertgroup.

Based on the memorandum, theASU research project is generating a taxonomy of IT and
germplasm projects thatmight be relevant to DivSeel{. The taxonomic traits employed include
private-sector engagement, heterogeneity of actors involved, developing country involvement,
involvementof members in decision making,data sharing policies, and IT infrastructure
complexity. From thatanalysis, thestudy willexamine goal setting, defined resources, sharing
policies, membership, leadership structure and attributes, and managementcapacity. So the ASU
research project is much broader than the SC governance sub-committee’s work,which has
focused on reforming elements of the current governancestructure so thatDivSeek operates more

effectively. The ASU research project and the governance sub-committee effort overlap in the
area of leadership/management. But the SC governancesubcommittee is more sharply focused on

devising an optimal structure for operating the Dix/Seekorganization. Thus the two efforts are

somewhatcomplementary;we’ll know for sure once theASU research project final report is
available.



4) If anything,all this uncertainty and concern wouid support reforming theDivSeek organizationzll
structure from theJFU model to an executive operational model.

Anyway,hope thatthis helps, and hope thatSusan is enjoying Switzerland!

Peter

Peter Bretting
USDA/ARS Office of National Programs
Room 4~2212, Mailstop 5139
5601 Sunnvside Avenue
Beltsville, MD 20705-5139
Phone 1.301.504.5541
Fax 1.301.504.6191
MobilePhone_
E-mailpeter.brettingga;ars.usda.gov
Web site:h ://www.ars.usda. ovlresearchl ro ramsi ro rams.htm?NP CODE=301

rronumtmamomon Behalf of susan Mccouch
Sent: Wednesday, December02, 2015 10:32 AM
To: E. Marden ‘

A

Cc: Bretting, Peter; Susan Mccouch
Subject: Re: Dix/Seek meeting in Bonn - Comment on ASU Report

   

Dear Emily,

I just arrived in Zurich and am reading the docs sent by Daniele about the ASU governance study now. I would
like to chat withyou by Skypc sometime in thenext 2 hours, if at all possible. You are 9 hours behindus, so

this is cutting it very short.

It's 4:23pm he1'e now, and I will have to leave for dinner at 6:30pm. If we can't squeeze in a Skype conversation
before I leave for dinner, perhaps We could talk when I return? I am not sure when thatwillbe, but I expect I'll
be back by 9:30 or 10:00pm.

A

I'm in meetings all day tomorrow, so the other alternativewould be to talk sometime on Fri afternoon, or over

the weekend.

Please let me know what works for you. It might be best to catch up once you've heard back from Peter B, who
we hope will shed some light on this. ‘

Thanlcs, .

Susan

On Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 9:32 PM, E. Marden<— wrote:

Dear Susan,

: I wanted to touch base beforenext week’s meeting about the Report of the ASU Study (attached to the original
distribution and included below). There was very little visibilityinto the developmentof this report - and I am

i a. littie concerned about what we are going to do with it. I am copying Peter Bretting on thisemail as he was

duplicate emailtrail removed



Bretting, Peter
I

'

From:
I

— on behalfof Susan Mccouch <srrn4@corne[|.edu>
sent: ~ Wednesday, December02, 2015 10:32 AM
To: E. Marden
Cc: Bretting, Peter: Susan McCouch
Subject: Re: Divseek meeting in Bonn — Comment on ASU Report

Dear Emily,

I just arrived in Zurich and am reading thedocs sent by Daniele about theASU governancestudy now. I would
like to chat withyou by Skype sometime in the next 2 hours, if at all possible. You are 9 hours behindus, so

this is cutting it very short.

It's 4:23pm here now, and I will have to leave for dinner at 6:3 Opm. If we can't squeeze in a Skype conversation
before I leave for dinner, perhaps We could talk when I return? I am not sure when thatwillbe, but I expect I'll
be back by 9:30 or 10:00pm.

I'm in meetings all day tomorrow, so the other alternativewould be to talk sometime on Fri afternoon, or over

theweekend. ’

Please let me know what works for you. It might be best to catch up once you've heard back from Peter B, who
we hope will shed some light on this.

Thanks,
Susan

On Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 9:32 PM, E.Marden wrote:
Dear Susan,

l

E I wanted to touch base before next week’s meeting about theReport of the ASU Study (attached to the original
distribution and included below). There was very little visibilityinto thedevelopment of this report - and I am

_i a little concerned about what we are going to do with it. I am copying Peter Bretting on thisemail as he was

§ also a memberof the GovernanceExpert Committee. He and Ihave not discussed the ASU Report, and I
welcome his comments as well.

i"
l
{

; 1. As I understand it, theASU study was co-funded jointlyby Crop Trust and theTreatyto generate an

independent report on governanceas it relates to data sharing and open source in order to help guide Dix/Seek
Z5 on this front. I have gone back through a series of emails on the report - and thoughmy understanding is

correct as the original intent of theASU study, I can see where over the course of the year, thiswork stream
seems to have been characterizedmore and more broadly. It now seems to cover everything,without
disclosing the research or findings. Moreover, Daniele - of the Treaty - is now an author. So, two major
issues: (a) we don“: know what the report actually says; and (b) it is now arguably a Treatyperspective.

2. The repo1t’s authorspropose to present the full findings at the January 8 “roundtable.” I thinkthis is
unwise. As above, we don’t know the content of the report and it is arguably a Treatydocument. The
roundtable in January will only help further Dix/Seek if it is a tightly orchestrated session presenting paths
forward. I had hoped thatnext weel<’s SC meeting would result in a recommendationon governance that

1
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